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Chapter I
Introduction

The Problem
Black African students first began enrolling at Brigham Young University
(BYU) in the mid 1960's. Most were from Nigeria and Ghana, having been sent
by their governments to receive a higher education. In the late 1970's, students
from other Black African countries began enrolling at BYU. But in the 1980's,
government support was not as strong. As one former BYU graduate student
from Nigeria put it: "When I first came here in 1980 there were at least 30
Nigerian students. There were so many of them because the government was
sponsoring them. Now the numbers have decreased because the government has
cut [back] on sponsoring the students."
Table 1 shows that Black Africans constitute a small percentage of the
international students at BYU. According to the Office of International Students,
the number of Black African students enrolled has remained the same over each
of the last fifteen years, though the number of African countries represented has
grown from four to sixteen. Although there are many races and cultures
represented in Africa, this study focuses on Black African students studying at
BYU. Therefore, throughout this document, the terms Africans, African students,
Black Africans, and Black African students will be used to refer to this group of
students.
As the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has expanded to
become an international church, the number of international students who come
to BYU has expanded as well. As more African countries allow the LDS Church
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to proselyte and more Black Africans become converted to Mormonism, BYU
officials expect an increase in the number of Black Africans who come to BYU.
Table 1
Black African students, other international students, and US students enrolled
at BYU during Fall 1992

Undergraduate

Graduate

Total

22

12

34

1,292

455

1,747

US students

26,946

2,257

29,203

Total

28,260

2,724

30,984

Black African students
Other International students

Source: BYU Institutional Research Fall, 1992
A review of literature indicates that international students in the United
States are typically treated as a homogeneous group, not as students from
different nations and cultures with different challenges. The literature review
also suggests that there is a need for inquiry that investigates the experiences of
international students from particular countries, especially African students
(Adelagan, 1985). As Adelagan (1985, p. 188) puts it, "No attempt should be
made to generalize data about Asians and Europeans to Africans because racial
and cultural differences are too great."
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The purpose of the Instructional Science Department is to enhance
learning by improving instruction and teaching. In partnership with others, the
Department endeavors to do the following:
• Search for knowledge that improves instruction
• Apply knowledge and technology to solve instructional problems
• Empower students with knowledge and skills in instructional
development, research and evaluation.
To adequately identify needs and make improvements in instruction, the
Department of Instructional Science, together with other Departments at BYU
must understand the students, their personal experiences, and their needs.
Teaching cannot be effective without understanding the consumers of
instruction. Gagne, Briggs, and Wager (1988, p. 24) note that designers of
instruction (including teachers) must be able to identify those learners for whom
the instruction is appropriate. Such characteristics as abilities, traits,
personalities, cultural backgrounds, language proficiency, and lifestyle must be
understood. In addition, Bruner has said that "unless the educational
environment is appropriately designed, students will be unlikely to actualize
their full developmental potential" (Cited by Case, 1985, p. 394). If BYU is to
optimize instruction for African students, the needs and experiences of these
students should be understood.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to document the "lived" or daily experiences
of several Black African students at BYU in an effort to understand them and to
help faculty and others at BYU to understand them.
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Before engaging in this study, as an African student myself, I developed a
tentative set of research questions based on my own experiences. Then, as I
reviewed the literature and talked with other international students (mostly
Africans) at BYU, other questions began to emerge. As I became more involved
with the study, additional questions arose. Through a combination of issues
raised by all these sources, the following questions emerged to guide the study.
1. What are the daily educational experiences of African students at BYU?

2. What can or should BYU do to prepare for the arrival of these students and to
optimize their experiences while they are here?
3. What can African students do to prepare themselves for their educational
experiences prior to corning to BYU in order to optimize their experiences while
they are here?
Organization of the Document
Chapter One presents the problem and purpose of this study. Chapter
Two reviews literature on the challenges faced by anyone entering a new culture,
with a focus on the problems of international students, particularly Black African
students in American colleges and universities. This review provides a context
for understanding Black African students' educational experiences in America
and particularly at BYU.
Chapter Three defines naturalistic inquiry and standards for judging such
studies. Procedures (including participant observation, interviews, and a survey)
used in this investigation to meet these standards are summarized.
Chapter Four presents descriptive portrayals of the research site, the
researcher, four Black African students and their experiences, the African Student
Association, and interviews with a professor and an administrator about Black
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African students at BYU. These portrayals are presented to help the reader better
understand Black African students by hearing and seeing them in their natural
settings. Also included in this chapter is a summary of results from a
questionnaire which was administered to a larger sample of Black African
students to confirm developing themes.
Chapter Five presents four themes that address the questions that
emerged during the study through an analysis of participants' experiences.
Finally, in Chapter Six these themes are discussed, and implications of the study
are presented with a number of recommendations for BYU and Black Africans to
consider in helping African students adjust to their new environment.
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Chapter II

Review of Literature

Even though the world experienced a division (West and East) after World
War II, face-to-face contact among people of different cultural backgrounds has
continued to increase in recent years. Intercultural contact has grown in such
areas as politics, tourism, business, and education. Improved transportation and
tele-cornrnunications have contributed greatly to increased intercultural
communication. However, growing intercultural contact has also raised some
challenges. Chen (1991) has identified language, religion, values, and education
as some of the dimensions along which cultures may conflict.
For instance, in education, underdeveloped nations look to developed
nations such as the United States for new ideas. Even as they do so, some
misunderstandings often arise due to general cultural and traditional differences,
preconcieved ideas about people from other countries, and differences between
countries' educational systems.
Twelve years ago (Sally, 1981), the Chronicle of Higher Education predicted
that in the 1990s the number of international students in the United States would
grow from 392,000 to one million. Today thousands of students leave their
countries to seek higher education from the universities and colleges in the
United States and other countries with better facilities and skills.
Among the international students who come to the United States are Black
Africans. Although they are corning in increasing numbers, they also face
challenges. This literature review explores this phenomenon.
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Growth
Mr. Brezendzen, President of American University, noted that universities
should expect an increase in the number of African students because American
education has a high reputation abroad (Wilson, 1990).

African students

represent more than 50 independent nations, speaking more than 800 languages.
However, Onwere (1980, p. 187) noted that, "Despite these different languages
and nationalities, African students still exhibit numerous elements of cultural
unity and commonalty in the midst of ethnic and geographic diversity." Among
the shared characteristics Onwere mentioned is their positive attitude toward
education, "African students see education as playing the key role in the
development of their economies, technological development, and political
stability." (p. 185) Hence, increasing numbers of them have chosen to seek
admission in foreign universities.
As the colonial period began to draw to a close in the early 50's, African
students started to look to American universities for their educational
development and began coming to United States in large numbers. During
European colonization, Africans suffered what is sometimes called the
"Europeanization of the natives" (Onwere, 1980). Onwere cited Weaver's
description of the education African students received under colonization:

It was an education for colonials, and was quite suited for the training of
messengers, servants, clerks, and minor echelon civil servants. This
education system was only able to train a few Africans to enter into
professional careers; at its worst it stifled quite a few of them. (Onwere,
1980, p . 189)
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After colonization, this kind of training has not been attractive to Africans,
who see serious education as the only way they can acquire the leadership skills
required to lead their independent nations. Many African students see America
as the place where they can receive the education they want. Arubaya (1985)
mentions the following points that make American universities and colleges
attractive to African students:
1. The ease of admission to some American universities.

2. The difficulty of admission to colleges in their own countries.
3. The importance attached to degrees obtained from foreign countries.
4. The view of the United States as politically and economically more stable than
other developed countries.
5. The opportunity to improve English language skills.
6. The opportunity to obtain part-time work as a student.
7. The opportunity to obtain grants, scholarships, or fellowships .
Challenges
However, as Black African students have come to American universities
and colleges they have faced challenges and problems ranging from economic to
academic, and from health to social. The following challenges and problems
African students face in American universities has been identified in the
literature by several authors (Adelagan & Parks, 1985; Althen,1990; Carter &
Sadlacek, 1985; Disasa, 1989; Onwere, 1980; Arubaya, 1981; Middleton, 1981;
Monagham, 1984; and Wilson, 1990). These challenges and problems will be
discussed under two main categories: academic and non-academic.
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Academic Challenges. The following section discusses the challenges of
Black African students in the academic arena as they seek higher degrees. Most
of these problems occur in classrooms.
1. Teachers in Africa are regarded as authorities in all aspects of life. As a

result, they are not challenged directly by students in front of the class. In Africa,
a student cannot just interrupt the teacher at any time. If a student behaves in
this way, he or she is regarded as rude and disrespectful. In the United States,
often students are encouraged to participate during class discussion and to
express their opinions at any time. This expectation comes as a shock to African
students, who don't feel comfortable speaking up in their classes. Hence, most of
the time, African students do poorly if the grading is based on class participation.
In addition, most African students find it difficult to go to a professor and
ask for help. In Africa, the relationship between the professor and the students is
similar to the relationship between a king and his subjects. As a result, most
African students do not seek the kind of help they need from their American
professors. The professors should not be blamed, but as long as African
students continue to misunderstand the American system, they will not benefit
from the help they could receive.
2. The majority of African students come from countries where most
people are poor and students are lucky to have one notebook for all their classes.
They come to the United States with relatively little experience in note-taking;
hence, they produce poor class notes, which severely limits their performance.
3. American universities are equipped with academic labs, tutors, and
libraries to help students learn. On the other hand, in Africa such assistance does
not exist for most students. The availability of academic support services here
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does not benefit most African students because they are not accustomed taking
full advantage of such assistance.
4. Because most African schools rely on essay examinations,
undergraduate African students have difficulty with the multiple-choice and
other "objective" tests which are used extensively in American universities.
5. Most Black African students come from school systems where they
have received little or no academic advisement, and many universities in the
United States do not provide African students with sufficient orientation on the
importance of academic advisors. As a result, most African students do not
make use of advisors, are unclear about graduation requirements, and often have
to stay an extra semester or year in order to finish all required classes.
6. Even though most African countries were colonized by Britain, local
languages are still widely spoken. Therefore, many African students still are not
proficient in English; yet, in the United States, they have to compete with native
speakers. Most of them find it difficult to write and read in English, which
sometimes leads them to be labeled as "lazy" or "slow."
7. Very few African countries have libraries; as a result, Africans come to
the United States with few library research skills. An average African student
spends an entire year becoming familiar with computer cataloging systems and
other library facilities. Thus, for these students, the normal frustrations of doing
research projects and term paper assignments are compounded by their struggles
to learn to use library research tools.
8. American universities emphasize hands-on experience in many
courses, including those that require students to operate "high tech" systems.
But a high level of technology is not available to students in many African
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countries and they are unfamiliar with such educational tools. For example,
many African students come to America with no idea of what computers are and
how to use them; many do not even know how to use word processors.
Therefore, these students must learn to use technology while learning course
content.
9. African students are accustomed to going to school from January to
December. The word semester does not exist in most African students'
vocabularies. For a new African student in America, it can be a difficult
adjustment to understand the semester system and compress their preparation
for exams into four months instead of a full year.
10. Differences between their national grading systems and those they
experience in America also create problems, as African students try to interpret
their position in class and their general academic progress. For example, in most
African educational systems, Arabic numbers are used to describe a student's
position in class. On the other hand, in the United States, the alphabet is used.
11. It takes more than a year for most African students to get used to the
registration procedures used in America. The process is much more complex
than what they are used to in Africa where there are fewer choices of classes to
take and there is no system for adding and dropping classes once a student has
selected a course of study.
12. Most African universities do not have general education
requirements. Once African students have graduated from high school, they can
count on not having to take certain classes the rest of their academic life, if those
classes are not required for their major. As part of the general education
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requirements in America, African students find themselves having to take classes
they never planned on taking.
Non-Academic Challenges. The following section discusses the challenges
of Black African students in their non-academic activities. Most of these
challenges occur outside of the classroom, though they constitute an important
part of most Black African students' educational experiences. Many non-African
students face these problems as well, but the literature indicates that the
challenges are intensified for international students, such as Black Africans.
1. For single African students, dating is a major non-academic challenge

they face in U.S. universities. According to Arubaya (1981), the dating problem
is exacerbated by the ratio between male and female African students. There are
so few female African students that males have to date females from other
nationalities and geographical areas. In most cases, male African students end
up dating American students. Arubaya (1981) adds that such combinations
usually result in negative relationships because the American girls who date
African males do so just to be nice, or to learn about African culture. However,
the Africans may be interested in developing deeper relationships. Most
problems occur because of the differences in their interpretation of what dating
means. For an African male, even a first date means the girl is interested in him
and will become his girlfriend, while for the American girl, the first date usually
means nothing more than that they are becoming casual friends.
2. Another challenge Black African students encounter is in their
interpersonal relationships with Afro-American students. Arubaya (1981, p. 118)
noted, "African students come to the U.S. and try to identify themselves with
Afro-Americans but they get a repulsive shock in return." Most Afro-Americans
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find Black Africans to be very different from them because of their accents and
cultures. Afro-Americans use these differences as a basis for alienating Africans.
This reception from Afro-Americans has made life difficult for Africans, who
want to see Afro-Americans as having the same heritage.
3. Black African students face several financial challenges in American
universities. On average, going to an American university costs between ten and
twenty thousands dollars per year. In very rare cases, a student's family might
be able to support them. Most African students are able to live in America
because they are sponsored either by their government or by an American family
or institution. Economic challenges grow when the governments or families of
these students are unable to send money or are not able to send it by the tuition
payment deadlines.
Examples of such problems are presented by Middleton (1981). He
describes Kayode Oje, a Nigerian student who, despite a strange culture, dislike
of the climate, and terrible loneliness, was still eager to receive a higher
education. In financial stress, he made many phone calls and sent letters to
officials in the Nigerian consulate in New York, asking for help. Finally, because
he received no response from Nigeria, Oje had to take out a low interest loan
from his University to pay the $1 , 800 tuition that was due, barely avoiding
deportation by the American government.
Middleton also reported that in 1981 the University of Wisconsin refused
to accept any Nigerian students who were being sponsored by the government.
Many universities will accept African students, but require them to demonstrate
they have full tuition and living expenses before admitting them.
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Students on athletic scholarships sometimes lose their financial resources
because of poor academic performance or injuries. However, even those who
keep their scholarships may suffer because these kinds of scholarships do not
cover expenses for clothing, personal items, and off campus meals (Monagham,
1984). In many cases, students or their spouses may decide to risk working
illegally to meet financial needs (Arubaya, 1981, p. 118).
4. Loneliness and homesickness are an everyday experience for many
students; however they are intensified for African students who cannot go home
as often as they want. Because of distance, airfares, and visa problems, African
students usually complete their schooling without visiting their families at all.
To add to the students' anxieties, African countries are constantly having
internal conflicts. Students get distracted from their studies as they worry about
the safety of their families. Universities and local newspapers do not cover the
African news specifically enough to alleviate students' fears about their
homeland. Family members may prefer not to write to the students about their
experiences at home for fear of being charged with treason by their
governments.
5. Africans arrive in America with diet and eating habits that are
unfamiliar to most Americans. American foods are different from African foods,
and most students have difficulty finding African dishes and recipes. Students
who live with American families or roommates must adapt to a greater variety of
American dishes than those living alone. But even those who live alone find
themselves consuming many unfamiliar meals during their stay in the United
States because familiar foods are sometimes not available to them.
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6. Most African countries have climates that are warm throughout the
year. Snow and temperatures below freezing are new for most African students.
Such climate changes present challenges to students as they adjust to their new
en vironrnen t.
Summary
The literature is consistent in identifying academic, social, financial,
psychological, and other problems facing African students at American
universities. As these problems continue to create difficulties for African
students, interest in the nature of these problems is growing among researchers
and educators. According to Adelegan and Parks (1985), this increased interest
concerning the problems of transition experienced by African students has
occurred in the last two decades. Even though African students started corning
to the United States in the 1950s, the literature shows that the interest in
problems faced by these students has grown as the number of Africans at
American universities has increased.
Although they come from different countries in Africa with different
cultures and customs, the literature treats Black African students as a
homogeneous group because they have more in common with one another than
with other international students from their own countries (Arabic, White, and
East Indians) and from non-African countries. Such characteristics as their race,
economic background, social and political experiences, and educational
experiences and expectations make them fairly homogeneous in comparison to
other students when they come to America. Following this pattern set in the
literature, this study considers Black Africans as a homogeneous group at BYU.
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Chapter III

Methods and Procedures

In this chapter, naturalistic inquiry and standards for judging such studies
are defined. Procedures (including participant observation, interviews, and
questionnaires) used in this investigation to meet these standards are presented.
Details on sampling procedures, data collection, and analysis procedures are
presented.
Naturalistic Inquiry
According to Patton (1980 p. 32), naturalistic inquiry is the technique of
"in-depth, open-ended interviewing and personal observation" of subjects or
informants in their natural setting.
Eisner (1991 pp. 32-39) has suggested the following features that make a
study a naturalistic inquiry:
1. Studies tend to be field-focused.

2. Studies are related to the self as an instrument.
3. Studies are of an interpretive character: inquirers try to account for what they
have given an account of. First, interpretation pertains to the ability to explain
why something is taking place. Second, interpretation pertains to what an
experience holds for those in the situation studied.
4. Studies use expressive language; voice in text.
5. Attention is given to particulars
6. The criteria for judging their success are less rigid. Qualitative research
becomes believable because of its coherence, insight, and instrumental utility.
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Even though this methodology is fairly new to educational research, it has
been used extensively in other disciplines, though sometimes under different
names. Williams (1990) provides this explanation:
There are many related names used for this sort of inquiry:
Anthropologists have developed their ethnographic methods over many
years into a rigorous and well accepted science. Sociologists have likewise
combined surveying techniques with naturalistic approaches to develop
the participant observation approach of fieldwork. Folklorists,
psychologists, linguists, ethnomusicologists, and many others have
likewise used and improved this approach to understanding and
knowing, using terms such as case study, interpretative inquiry, and
phenomenology to label their approaches (Williams 1990, p. 8).
Standards and Procedures
Like any other discipline, naturalistic inquiry has its critics. One criticism
of this methodology is that it is not rigorous. This criticism is not valid. In
research, mistakes are not usually caused by the methodology used but by the
researcher or the user of the inquiry. Advocates of naturalistic inquiry, such as
Salomon (1991), have said that naturalistic inquiry needs some standards of
quality. Salomon (1991, p. 46) goes on to state that after each study, "a question
should be asked about how one would know how to distinguish a scholarly
interpretation of a classroom event from that of a delirious observer?"
Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest several standards to use in judging the
validity of any completed naturalistic inquiry. These standards are discussed as
they relate to this study in the sections which follow. For each standard,
procedures used in this study to meet the standard are discussed.
Credibility. Standards for ensuring credibility in this study involved the
following activities:
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Prolonged engagement. This standard requires that the researcher spend
enough time in a natural setting with his or her informants to identify possible
sources of distortion in the naturalistic setting.
Because I wanted to understand the experiences of the informants in their
various educational settings, gathering information in these settings over time
allowed me to address the tentative questions with which I began the study. As
a participant observer, I lived as a Black African student with African peers at
BYU Hawaii campus for four years and then at BYU Provo campus for nearly
two years. For this thesis, I expanded my participant observer role to conduct
repeated observations of other Black African students in classrooms, labs, clubs,
and other educational and social settings. I conducted repeated and intensive
interviews with eight African students, more informal interviews with seven
other African students, and administered questionnaires to twenty-seven of the
thirty-four Black African students at BYU Provo campus during Spring and
Summer terms and Fall semester (1992). The time spent as a participant observer
prior to officially beginning the thesis, as well as the six months of intense focus
allowed me to study African students in their full range of activities at BYU.

Persistent Observation. This standard is concerned with identifying those
issues and characteristics in a natural setting that are most relevant to the
problems being pursued and then focusing on them to deepen one's
understanding.
To meet this standard, I went back to the field repeatedly, asking more
probing questions and gathering richer and deeper data based on my analysis of
what I learned in previous stages of the study. With this information I had a
better understanding of the personal experiences of the African students. Each
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analysis was followed by another observation and interview to confirm or
disconfirm emerging themes.

Triangulation . For a single researcher, there is a tendency to produce a
single opinion. To safeguard against this bias, multiple data collection methods,
data sources, and settings should be used to gather the data.
For this study, I used multiple collection procedures: participant
observation, periodic interviews, document reviews (e.g., library documents,
international student office records, admissions office materials, academic
advisement procedures, etc), and questionnaires. I also included multiple data
sources: twenty-seven different Black African students, ten BYU professors, and
fifteen administrators and staff members. In terms of settings, I observed and
interviewed people in their homes, in classes, at social gatherings, and at African
club socials and meetings.

Peer Debriefing. This standard requires the researcher to expose his or her
data and interpretations to an outsider as a way to help the inquirer maintain
integrity throughout the course of the study.
This standard was addressed as my data, interpretations, and conclusions
were questioned by Dr. David D. Williams, my chairman and advisor. I met
with him once a week (sometimes twice a week) to report on my progress. He
asked questions regarding the development of my work and the content of the
study. Direction and guidelines were given based on the progress of my study.
Dr. Williams reviewed my methods, observations, questionnaire development
and use, and interviews.

Negative Case Analysis. This standard calls for use of an analytical
procedure that refines conclusions until they they confirm or disconfirm
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emerging themes. The process involves developing hypotheses or themes based
on extensive fieldwork and then searching for cases or instances within the site
under study which contradict the conclusions represented by the themes. If no
contradictory cases are found after extensive searching, the themes are
considered more credible because no evidence has been found to negate them. If
such evidence is found, the themes are modified to account for the new data
associated with the negative cases. This process continues until themes have
been modified to account for all negative cases and no new negative cases can be
found. If an inquirer completes such an extensive process, the resulting
naturalistic inquiry report is considered very credible indeed.
Negative case analyses were conducted throughout the study as themes
were being identified. For example, most African students claimed that they
were under financial stress. Yet one student reported that he was receiving
$12,000 per year from his American sponsor. This case was used to qualify the
conclusion I was reaching about financial challenges of Black African students at
BYU.
Another example came up when I was reaching the conclusion from
interviews and observations that Black Africans and Afro-Americans do not have
friendly relationships at BYU. To explore this conclusion with negative case
analysis, a question was included in the questionnaire which was administered
to a larger group of the Black African students: "Which group of students do
you spend most of your time with outside of class-- Black Africans, White
Africans, Afro-Americans, Americans, other?" Two of the respondents indicated
they spent their time with Afro-Americans. In these and other cases, themes
were modified to reflect experiences of all the participants in this study.
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Member Check . One of the most important techniques for establishing the
credibility of a naturalistic inquiry is the member check. In this process, the data
record, interpretations, and reports of the inquirer are reviewed by the members
or participants who provided the data-- the natives. If they agree that their
perspectives have been adequately represented and that the conclusions reached
in the report are credible to them, the reader of such a study is likely to be
convinced that the naturalistic inquiry itself is credible. The member check also
gives the informants a chance to ask questions and give further direction to the
study.
I conducted member checks with the students, professors and
administrators by showing them early drafts of this thesis document, especially
excerpts from interviews and themes. All the work presented in this thesis was
confirmed by the informants who had earlier provided the information to me.
Transferability. This standard refers to the applicability of findings in one
context (where the research is done) to other contexts or settings (where the results
might be transferred). Whether findings can be transferred or not is an empirical
question which cannot be answered by the inquirer alone. The target context must be
compared to the research context to identify similarities. The more similar, the more
likely it is that the findings will be transferable. Persons reading the naturalistic inquiry
reports have to make this decision. This transferability analysis is facilitated by clear
descriptions of the time and context in which themes are developed by the naturalistic
inquirer. Thick description of the phenomena under study and as much of the context
in which the study took place as possible is the most powerful technique for facilitating
transferability decisions. But the transfer must be made by audiences to the report, not
by the author.
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I attempted to enhance the transferability of my findings by quoting
people extensively to let their voices be heard and by including rich and thick
descriptions of these informants, the settings in which I participated with them,
our historical and social contexts, and some of the relationships between the
African students and their environment. These details are presented in Chapter
Four of this thesis. However, the actual transferability must be determined by
the reader.
Dependability. This standard for judging naturalistic studies refers to the
stability or consistency of the inquiry processes used over time. To check the
dependability of a naturalistic study, one looks to see if the researcher has been careless
or made mistakes in conceptualizing the study, collecting the data, interpreting the
findings and reporting results. The logic used for selecting people and events to
observe, interview, and include in the study should be clearly presented. The more
consistent the researcher has been in this research process, the more dependable are the
results. A major technique for assessing dependability is the dependability audit in
which an independent auditor reviews the activities of the researcher (as recorded in an
audit trail in fieldnotes, archives, and reports) to see how well the techniques for
meeting the credibility and transferability standards have been followed. If the
researcher does not maintain any kind of audit trail, the dependability cannot be
assessed and dependability and trustworthiness of the study are diminished.
To ensure dependability of my data collection, interpretation, and
findings, I kept a journal which contains my fieldnotes. For my committee
members, I kept an audit trail which recorded the summary of what I did, what
decisions I made, and what actions I took after each decision, in conducting this
study. No formal dependability audit was performed; but I have provided the
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evidence needed to conduct such an audit in Appendix D and my committee
reviewed the consistency of the inquiry processes I used over time.
Confirmability. Another standard is confirmability, which refers to the

quality of the results produced by an inquiry in terms of how well they are
supported by informants (members) who are involved in the study and by events
that are independent of the inquirer. Reference to literature and findings by
other authors that confirm the inquirer's interpretations can strengthen
confirmability of the study in addition to information and interpretations by
people other than the inquirer from within the inquiry site itself. The

confirmability audit can be conducted at the same time as the dependability audit
and the auditor asks if the data and interpretations made by the inquirer are
supported by material in the audit trail, are internally coherent, and represent
more than "figments of the [inquirer's] imagination." (Guba and Lincoln, 1989, p.
243) If such an audit attests to the confirmability of the study, it is more likely to
be accepted by readers.
I kept an audit trail for my committee members to use in evaluating how
well my interpretations and conclusions were supported by the data collected.
Once again, no formal confirmability audit was performed; but I have provided
the evidence needed to conduct such an audit in Appendix D and my committee
reviewed the quality of results from the inquiry processes I used.
Other Standards. My subjects were referred to as informants for two
reasons: first, because they provided information for this report; Second,
because they have taught me about their environment.
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My informants have been treated ethically. For example, I have not used
their real names in this report.
I had a professional proofreader check for grammar and spelling accuracy.
and edit the document.
The Informants and How they were Sampled
Since time did not permit me to observe and interview all African
students, a sample was used for this study. Table 2 presents the number of Black
African students enrolled at BYU during Fall semester of 1992. Included in the
table are the regions, countries, number of students from each country, and
number of students contacted in various ways for this study. As shown there,
students come to BYU from all corners of Africa.
To maximize the diversity of the sample, I selected eight students to be
repeatedly interviewed and observed in a focused way. To triangulate, other
students were interviewed less formally from the five subregions, and 27 of the
34 Black African students were surveyed with a questionnaire. Those sampled
included students with families as well as individuals, males and females, and
students from all regions of Africa at BYU.
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Table2
Black African Students Enrolled at BYU During Fall 1992
Region

Country

Number of
Students

Number
Contacted

Number
Observed

Number
Number
Interviewed Surveyed

A. Western

Cameroon

4

4

4

0

4

Ghana

6

4

2

1

3

Nigeria

2

1

1

1

1

Ethiopia

3

3

3

1

3

Kenya

2

1

1

0

1

Mozambique

1

1

1

1

1

Sudan

2

2

2

2

2

Zaire

1

1

1

1

1

Uganda

3

3

3

3

3

Rwanda

2

2

2

2

2

Rep. ofS. A.

1

1

1

1

1

Tanzania

2

0

0

1

0

Namibia

1

1

0

0

0

Zambia

1

0

0

0

0

Madagascar

1

1

1

1

1

Mauritius

2

2

1

0

2

TOTAL

34

27

23

15

25

B. Eastern

C. Central

D. Southern

E. Islands

Source: BYU International Student Office Fall 1992
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Table 2 shows that seven of thirty-four Black African students were not
contacted. I failed to contact these students for the following reasons:
1. They were no longer living at the address I was given by the

International Student Office. Their roommates reported that they had moved
and they had not left their new address.
2. They did not return phone calls.
3. They had not attended activities where I could observe or interview
them.
Despite the fact that some students were not contacted, it is important to
note that all those contacted did returned the questionnaire.
My sample did not include White Africans. They are Africans, but Black
and White Africans' experiences are too different for one study to address
adequately. Most BYU students spontaneously think of Blacks when Africa is
mentioned. White Africans think of themselves as different from Black Africans
because of their ancestry. As one White African BYU student put it, "We come
from the same continent and I classify myself as African. But my family has
raised me with a lot of European customs and cultures which does make me
different from the native Africans."
Ten professors who have taught Black African students at BYU were also
interviewed. They were identified during the interviews with the students.
And finally, fifteen administrators and other BYU staff members who
have had considerable contact with African students in their positions at the
university were interviewed.
To preserve the privacy of the informants, all their names and names of
their countries cited in this document have been changed to fictitious names.
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Data Gathering
Since I was concerned with the actual educational experiences of African
students at BYU, naturalistic inquiry was the most appropriate methodology for
this study. Naturalistic inquiry helped me learn from different African students,
BYU professors, and administrators what educational experiences African
students go through at BYU. I learned from these individuals as I spent time
with them in a variety of settings. While in a natural setting, I played a number
of roles.
Participant Observer. First, my role was that of a participant observer.
As Patton (1980) said, data gathered by a participant observer is based on
Observation of some social event, the events which precede and
follow it, and explanations of its meaning by participants and spectators,
before, during and after its occurrence. Such information gives us more
information about the event under study than data gathered by any other
sociological method. (Patton, 1980, p.30)
I fulfilled this role by observing African students in their natural settings,
including social activities, church meetings, African club activities and meetings,
classrooms, apartments, and other settings around and beyond the campus (See
the audit trail in appendix D for more details on what went on during these
various encounters).
Interviewer. My second role was that of an interviewer. I performed this
role as I conducted repeated interviews with my informants. In the words of
Spradley (1980, p. 10), "Interviews are used to build a systematic understanding
of all human cultures from the perspectives of those who have learned them."
The interviews in this study were used to gather information from the
informants' perspectives. The interviews helped me understand how the
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informants viewed their experiences. This aim was based on Dyer's (1976)
definition of interviews: "A conversation between two people in which the aim is
to generate information either about the person being interviewed or about other
matters with which the respondent is presumably familiar."
In addition to students, I also interviewed BYU professors and
administrators. This was done to help me understand more of the environment
with which the informants were interacting and coping daily. As I was engaged
in the field, I discovered that my data collection should concentrate on repeated
formal and informal interviews. I had a number of reasons for using interviews
more than observations:
1. The classes and other academic settings were not varied enough to

present a full range of students' perspectives through observation alone. For
example, most of the participants met in undergraduate classes of several
hundred students and the descriptions of these classroom experiences included
little more than note-taking behavior.
2. In some cases evidence from observations was used, but more
corroboration and further explanations were needed. For example, during
classroom observations, it was clear that African students, as well as others, were
not participating beyond taking notes. To clarify what they were experiencing
and learning in these classes, interviews were essential.
3. There were some lines of evidence which could not be gathered using
observations. For example, the financial circumstances of the students and their
perceptions of their relationships with professors and others students could only
be discovered through conversations and formal interviews.
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Two forms of interviews were used. Formal interviews were conducted
with structured questions to cover specific topics. In addition, they were used to
confirm and disconfirm the domains and themes that emerged during the study.
During formal interviews, the informants were scheduled and we met in a
comfortable setting. Informal interviews were used to cover and corroborate
topics as the researcher and the informants interacted in settings where they met
naturally as members of the BYU community (e.g., the cafeteria, club meetings,
BYUSA activities, etc.).
Document Reviewer. Participant observation and repeated interviews
were my primary sources for collecting information in this naturalistic study.
My third role was document developer and reviewer. I reviewed existing
documents such as Institutional Research studies, an international student
census, orientation packets for international students, the literature on topics
related to this thesis, and so on.
I also created a questionnaire (See Appendix A for the letter of
introduction and Appendix B for the instrument), administered it, and analyzed
the results. The questionnaire items were generated through an analysis of
observations and interview data gathered to date. A tentative set of items were
pilot-tested and a final draft of the instrument was developed based on this pilot
test. The questionnaire data were used to explore the applicability of the
emerging themes to a cross-section of Black African students at BYU by asking
twenty-seven African students to respond to issues raised by the smaller group
who participated in the observation and interview case studies.
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Data Analysis
The final product of observations, interviews, and document reviews was
the search for themes and the meanings participants associate with their
experiences. Throughout this study, the data from the repeated interviews,
observations, document reviews, and the questionnaire were analyzed for
emerging themes and patterns.
As suggested by Spradley (1979), the first step in identifying emerging
themes is to perform a domain analysis. By searching for "cover" and "included
terms" which comprise names or kinds of things, objects, events, people, or
places in the participants' experience, potential interpretive "domains" may be
identified.

This approach assisted me in identifying the dimension of

experience informants associated with their own world. Throughout the study I
searched for these domains to discover what these experiences meant in the
respondents' world.
Following the domain analysis, taxonomic analyses were used to discover
if and how the domains were systematically organized and related. Finally,
themes were identified through a synthesis of the domains and by comparing
what I was learning with related information in the literature. Spradley, (1979)
defined themes as any "cognitive principle, tacit or explicit, recurrent in a
number of domains and serving as a relationship among subsystems of cultural
meaning."

These themes were discovered and explored to help me and my

readers take a broad view of the educational experiences of African students at

BYU.
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Chapter IV

Portrayals of Black African Students at BYU

The following pages describe some of what an observer /interviewer
would hear and record if he or she were to interview and observe African
students and people involved in educating Black African students at BYU. Such
descriptive detail is the major strength of naturalistic inquiry. It is highlighted in
this document to help the reader vicariously experience the lives of the
participants in a holistic way. This chapter is divided into six sections:
1. Section one briefly describes the research project site-- Brigham Young

University as a context for the other descriptions in subsequent sections.
2. Section two reviews the background of the researcher, outlining my
background, how I found myself at BYU, and my educational experiences at the
BYU-Hawaii and BYU-Provo campuses.
3. Section three presents portrayals of four Black African students, selected
to illustrate the variety of students at BYU. Based on repeated and lengthy
interviews with these students and other participants (students, professors, and
administrators), observations, and document reviews, these descriptive "stories"
are presented to help the reader understand the lived experiences of four
students from their own perspectives. In addition, outlines of the "typical week"
of two students are presented in Appendix C.
These stories were selected from among the eight students I studied in
detail to illustrate the diversity of students involved. The first student is a male
from Central Africa, is married, and is about to complete his Ph.D. The second
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male student comes from West Africa. He is a single junior, majoring in
business. They are both members of the LOS-Church. Next, stories of two
female students are presented. The first one is a graduate non-LDS student from
East Africa. The second comes from Southern Africa. She is an undergraduate
LDS student who attended high school in the United States.
By highlighting the lives of these four students, I hope to show the reader
the divergent backgrounds and educational experiences of Black African
students at BYU. I also want to set the stage for the presentation of themes in
Chapter Five, while allowing the reader to make his or her own interpretations
by presenting rich and detailed descriptions of the students and their voices.
4. Section four takes the reader inside the African Student Association.
The reader is presented with Black Africans talking about their experiences as a
minority community at BYU. The reader also experiences these students
interacting with each other in a natural setting. This section will help the reader
"hear" the African students talking among themselves about life at BYU.
5. Section five presents two interviews from the many that were
conducted with professors, administrators, and staff to explore the Black African
students' experiences from these participants' points of view. The first interview
is with a BYU professor, and the second is with an administrator.
6. The last section summarizes responses of twenty-seven students to the
questionnaire (see Appendix B). The questionnaire results complement the other
"qualitative" descriptions in this chapter by documenting perceptions of a
greater proportion of the African students at BYU about their educational
experiences at BYU.
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The Research Site: Brigham Young University
Since my research problem concerns Black African students at Brigham
Young University, the classrooms, laboratories, offices, student apartments, and
BYUSA activities of the BYU Campus were used as my primary sites for this
study.
Brigham Young University is located in Provo, Utah. Provo is known for
having BYU. In addition to this, it is known for having 90% of its population
who are White and 88% who are members of the LOS Church. BYU has more
than 95% of its student body who are White and nearly 99% who are members of
the LDS Church.
BYU is in its hundred and sixteenth year as an institution of higher
learning. Its first president and educator was Karl G. Maeser, who established
BYU under the direction of the LOS leader, Brigham Young. On April 5, 1876,
Young instructed Maeser to "Do nothing without the Spirit of God," as he was
embarking on his new assignment as the first president of BYU (Butterworth,
1975). On the first day of class, April 21, 1876, there were twenty-nine students,
all of them White and Mormon. At that time, nobody thought there would come
a time when there would be thirty-four Black African students at BYU.
Presently, BYU serves more than 27,000 students on a campus of more
than 320 buildings. It is the largest church-related university in the United
States. The growth of the student body from twenty-nine students 116 years ago
to more 27,000 today has been accompanied by an increased enrollment of
international students [including African students since the 1960s]. This increase
was foreseen by former university President Franklin S. Harris, when he said:
Behold the greatest university in all the world-in embryo ... More
students will come, the faculty will be enlarged, new colleges will be
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added. There is no end to the improvements which can be made. Truly
the campus is the setting of what will undoubtedly be "the greatest
university in the world, a place to train our leaders." (Wilkinson &
Skousen, 1976,p.869)
BYU first enrolled an African student in the mid-1960's. At that time it
was very rare to see any Black people in Utah, let alone an African Black. In the
1970's the number of African students increased, but not dramatically. It was not
until the 1980's that more than twenty African students were enrolled on the BYU
campus. One former BYU student attributed this growth to his government,
which sponsored a large number of students to come to the United States.
The relatively slow growth in enrollment of African students at BYU
through the 1970's may be attributed to the LOS Church policy of not actively
proselyting Black Africans. As a result, few Africans knew of BYU until 1978,
when the LOS Church prophet and president, Spencer W. Kimball received a
revelation that the Priesthood be extended to all worthy male members of the
Church, regardless of color or race. Missionaries were sent to Black Africa and to
other countries with Blacks to teach them the Gospel. As the missionaries
delivered the Gospel message, they also talked about BYU to their new converts.
Many who had academic qualifications and adequate finances were admitted to
BYU. In 1992, there are over 50 African students at BYU, and 34 of those are
Black Africans.
Even though 80% of African students who come to BYU are LOS, this does
not make them automatically feel like they are at home. BYU is in America, with
its community made up of 90% White and only .2% Black, making BYU a
strange environment to many African students.
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The Researcher
As evidenced throughout this document, my own background,
experiences, questions, and concerns have guided this study in many ways. To
help the reader understand the other portrayals in this chapter, as well as the
themes and conclusions presented in later chapters, it is appropriate that I
describe myself briefly.
I completed an undergraduate degree in History and Government at the
BYU-Hawaii Campus, and I am nearing completion of a master's degree in
Instructional Science at the main BYU campus in Provo, Utah. My interest in
doing a study on African students at BYU originated from my educational
experiences at BYD-Hawaii and BYU-Provo. In both of these institutions of
higher learning, I was a minority student, which contrasted strongly with my
previous experience living in a country where I was in the majority.
Towards the end of 1980, I had my first experience meeting a White man
who treated me with respect and who was willing to listen to what I had to say
to him. I am referring to my first encounter with Mormon missionaries. I was
fifteen years old. I listened to their message, which at that time had no meaning
to me. The conversion process occurred five years later. But my friendship with
them at the age of 15 changed my life forever . Through their friendship, I came
to believe that White people might not be as bad as I had thought.
Since my parents had no formal education, they encouraged their children
to obtain as much education as possible. I remember my dad would often say,
"Son, I don't want you to do manual labor the rest of your life--and the only thing
that can save you from that is to go to school." He did not have enough money,
but he sacrificed every penny to make sure that we children had an education.
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Because of his desire to have his children receive a higher education, I often
dreamed of coming to America to attend university, but it was really a dream
because there was no hope for how I could accomplish it.
My desire and commitment to receive a higher education started as early
as I can remember. But growing up in South Africa, such dreams seemed
impossible to achieve. I grew frustrated with the government because of its
apartheid laws. What brought more frustration to me was the Bantu Education
Act of 1956. This act stated that Blacks should receive an education that trained
them to receive instructions but not to give instructions. This statement
threatened my dream of obtaining a higher education. Despite this frustration
with the government, its policies, and the lack of finances, my parents did
everything to make sure that I at least graduated from higher school. My dad
taught us the value of education. I learned this lesson early in my life.
Here is a true incident that took place in my family that illustrates my
parents' efforts. One year, my two older brothers decided to skip school. This
went on for two weeks without my parents' knowledge. On the third week,
their teacher came to my house to report the matter to my dad. That day was my
first and my last time to see my dad so angry. He locked my brothers in his
bedroom and punished them for a long time. That experience taught me that if I
ever decided not to go to school, a similar punishment would happen to me. My
dad even warned me that he would do the same to me if I skipped school.
Comparing my early education in South African with that of Americans
and White South Africans, there are so many differences that I wonder how I
have made it even this far in America. In high school I had two teachers with
college degrees, a few with teaching certificates and most had only a high school
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education. When it comes to facilities, the school was empty. If it had been an
American school, the government would have shut it down. For instance, our
library had less than 100 books for over 1,500 students. My first encounter with
books, besides those that were assigned texts, were LDS Church books. For the
first time in my life, I read other writings besides those the government wanted
me to read. Those books from the Church were mostly on Church doctrines.
Another example of how unprepared I was when I left high school comes
from my freshman year in college. During my senior year in high school, I wrote
only three essays. Our English teacher wanted us to write more but we had no
motivation to do so. We had no resources from which to draw information. This
poor academic background was to haunt me in my first year of college in
America. During that year, I was placed in the English Language Institute
(reading and writing) programs. In these programs, I was taught the basic
principles of writing and reading in the English language. The program serves
as a preparatory stage for college classes.
Even though I had often dreamed of going to college and receiving a
higher education when I graduated from high school, I chose to go on a Mormon
mission before going to college. At the age of 20, I accepted a call to the England
London South Mission. I left behind three older brothers, three younger sisters
and my parents who were not members of the Church. I went to England with a
promise to my parents that one day (hopefully, immediately after my mission) I
would go to college and get a higher education.
Two months before I was to finish my mission, an opportunity to fulfill
my parents' dream came to me. I became good friends with a BYU visiting
professor at the University of London, Dr. Wayne Shute. Whenever we had time,
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we would visit about the political and racial problems facing my country. Some
of these problems included lack of educational opportunity for Black Africans.

It was a government belief that native Africans should not receive a higher
education. As a result, they set laws to ensure that Africans were not given equal
opportunities for higher education.
In those conversations, Or. Shute expressed sympathy for me. He came to
the conclusion that it was not a good idea for me to return to such an oppressive
environment. His concern was legitimate, echoing what I had learned in
England: that differences based on skin color are not important and we should
learn to live together.
For me, there seemed to be no option except to go back to my oppressive
life in South Africa. One evening, Or. Shute asked me if my parents would be
upset if I were to go to America instead of going to South Africa after my
mission. I was so excited that I asked him to repeat what he has just asked me.
Before I said "Yes," I stood and wiped my face just to make sure I was awake. I
told him that my parents would be more than happy. I went on to tell him that
ever since I could remember, my parents had dreamed of having one of their
sons receive a higher education. I told him that I was the first one in my family
to graduate from high school and I was ready to go to college. I shared with him
these accomplishments and aspirations to assure him that I was committed to
receiving a higher education.
Two months after my visit with Dr. Shute, with financial help from my
mission president, I left for America. That day I wrote in my journal that if early
colonizers could learn to live in America, I could also do it. I couldn't believe
that I was going to the land of opportunity, the land of the free. On August 15,
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1987, I landed in Hawaii. I had one hundred dollars with me. Two weeks later I
started school as a freshman at the BYU-Hawaii Campus with two thousand
other students. I was the only African.
I remember that when school started, I was excited to see two other Black
students. But soon my excitement turned to disappointment. One of these Black
students was my classmate. He spoke in a completely different accent and he
reminded me of "Mr. T", a character in a American TV show I had watched when
I was living in South Africa. For some reason, he did not feel comfortable talking
to me, although we were the only Blacks in class. I always wanted to say, "Hi" to
him, but every time I made an attempt he would turn in the opposite direction. I
admired his haircut. One day I decided to ask him if he would cut my hair.
Surprisingly, he said "yes." That was the beginning of a beautiful friendship . I
learned later from a friend that he had not liked my haircut or my accent. He
forgot that he could do something with the haircut but not with the accent. As
the semester progressed, we became good friends. We accepted each other.
Even though we became friends, I resented that I had to prove myself to him.
Another African American was on the basketball team. He did not make
any attempt to talk to me either. I was disappointed with these American Blacks
because as a young boy in South Africa I had great respect for what they had
accomplished. They were my heroes. In South Africa, Black people accept each
other. But in America, I was being alienated because of my accent and my
haircut.
A few weeks after school had begun, the basketball player and I found
ourselves in a situation where we had to talk to each other. After a short
conversation about where I was from, he asked if I would be willing to help him
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with his term paper. To me, it was a chance of a lifetime. I agreed because I
wanted to play basketball and have a haircut like his. So, I traded my little
accomplishment in academics for a haircut and friendship. My friendship with
this Afro-American lasted the whole year.
Hawaii also brought a challenge for me in relating to girls. On my first
Sunday at church, I introduced myself as a South African via London. When I
took my seat, an attractive girl with blonde hair leaned over her piano to see who
I was. Throughout the meeting she kept looking in my direction, so I thought,
"This girl likes me. " Right after the closing prayer, she walked straight to me and
introduced herself. After that short introduction, she invited me to come with
her to the Temple Visitors Center.
As I was going home to prepare for the visit with her to the Visitors
Center, I remembered movies and television shows I had seen about American
girls when I was in South Africa. I thought this woman must like me. In Africa
a woman just does not ask a man out. She waits, and if it means years, she still
waits. It is taboo for a woman to ask a man out.
We were sitting at the theater watching one of the church movies, and I
took her hand. She didn't resist. After the visit at the Visitors Center, we walked
home. I was excited that I had found a girlfriend. I felt that there was no reason
to ask if she wanted to be my girlfriend . But I had deceived myself. Monday
came. I went to her office to see how she was doing. She did not even want to
talk to me. I was confused. What did I do wrong? I retraced the activities and
conversations of the day before, but I could not think of anything that I had done
wrong. After two weeks of hiding from me, she eventually came and told me she
was scared because I had moved very fast. She was not expecting me to hold her
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hand on the first date. All she had wanted was to become friends, and take
everything one step at a time. That exposure to cultural differences caused me to
be careful of my relationship with girls. I did not want to be disappointed again.
Two months later, I developed a friendship with another American girl.
We became such good friends that we ate dinner together every day. My
birthday came. I did not announce it, because birthdays are not as important in
South Africa as they are in the United States. In South Africa, your parents give a
party on your 1st, 18th and 21st birthdays, if they can afford it. On that birthday
my friend decided not to eat dinner with me. I waited for her in the usual place,
but she never came. I decided to go and eat without her. I had just stepped into
the cafeteria when several voices started to sing "Happy Birthday!" I didn't wait
for my ID from the cashier; I ran out of that cafeteria without eating. I went
home. Debbie came to my dorm to ask what had happened and why I had run
away. I told her that in South Africa we don't sing Happy Birthday. I told her
that I was very upset with her. It came as a surprise to her that such a small
thing could cause such a rift between us. For the first time, she realized what
cultural differences can do to a relationship. Luckily, our friendship was not
destroyed.
After graduating with a BA in History and Government from BYUHawaii, I was offered an International Scholarship to come to BYU-Provo for a
masters degree. Coming to Provo was going to be a challenge to me, I thought.
The school had over 27,000 students, and approximately 99% of the student
body was White middle class.
I worked on my masters degree for over a year. It was one of the greatest
times of my life. I was challenged academically by my professors. They were
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tough and wanted me to perform to the best of my ability. They were supportive,
to make sure that I succeeded. I enjoyed my association with them as friends,
teachers, and exemplars.
In all of my classes at BYU, I have been the only African. But not once
have I received a comment that would have caused me to change schools. I have
found my classmates and professors very interested in me and my country. They
have been inquisitive about what was going on politically in South Africa. I have
been willing to share with them the little I know, since I have been away from my
homeland for seven years.
Like any student, I have faced challenges. I have been frustrated in most
of my classes when writing was required. I have found myself not being able to
communicate my thoughts properly in writing. Even though I know what I want
to say, to communicate it properly in writing has been a challenge. One
professor in my department once said, "I never know how much help you need
with your writing. You have great ideas and thoughts, but it is still difficult for
you to communicate them. I would like to see you start working on it." I was
pleased with this feedback . At the same time, I blamed the system of education I
came from in South Africa for not preparing me to be able to compete in writing
with fellow graduate students.
These problems have presented challenges for me as a student at BYU.
Often I have asked myself, "How are other Africans doing academically?" I
wondered if they had somebody as honest as my professor in Instructional
Science to tell them if they had shortcomings to overcome.
Besides academic life at BYU-Provo, I have also enjoyed participating in
the Mormon Church. Even though I have been accepted by everybody in my
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ward, last year I decided not to go my family home evening meetings because I
thought my family home evening leader was ignorant of Africa. When he found
out that I was from Africa, he said, "We are going to do different things in this
group. For example, Desmond will tell us about the jungles of Africa." All my
life I lived in the city. I had never even seen a lion, and here was an American
insisting that I should talk about the jungles of Africa. I decided not to go to that
family home evening group again.
During my spare time, which was usually between four and six in the
afternoon, I could be found in the Richards Physical Education Building (RB)
playing basketball. When I first went to the RB, everybody was interested in
having me play on their team. I found out later that Blacks in America are
known for being the best basketball players. But when they found out that I was
from South Africa and I had been playing basketball for only two years, they lost
interest in me. It was difficult for me to get onto a team. Because I love the game
of basketball, I decided to continue going to the RB building to try to get onto a
team. Over the months, the other students came to accept me because of the
improvement I made. But this experience illustrates an ongoing experience that
frustrated me here at BYU: I always seemed to have to prove myself before
people could accept me.
Even though I am Mormon and live in a Mormon community, I have
found that people have difficulty accepting me. Girls would not talk to me
unless I proved myself. I have found myself having to go through a screening,
made up of such questions as "Are you a Mormon?" and, "Have you served a
mission?" I often wondered why I had to prove these things before I could be
accepted in the Americans' circle of friendship . I wondered why they could not
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just accept me without asking these questions. I have often found myself talking
about my mission as though it were yesterday, even though I finished it five
years ago. I have thought about answers to these questions and about African
students who do not have the "right" answers to these questions. Do they have
friends? Do the male Africans find girls to go out with them?
Another difficulty I have faced is that of the Blacks and the Mormon
Priesthood. People still have a hard time accepting that Blacks are worthy to be
at BYU and hold the Priesthood in the Church. It has been fourteen years since
the revelation on the Priesthood was given. Most of the BYU students are too
young to remember it, but their comments show that in their homes the idea that
Black people are Black because of a curse on Cain is still discussed.
The following true incident illustrates this point. I was in a car going to
Montana with a group of friends. It was a long trip and everybody was tired and
restless. Like everybody else, I stretched my legs out. I had no shoes on when I
did this. The girl who had my feet on her lap started to examine my feet. After a
thorough examination she said, "Desmond you have white feet! Why?" I noticed
that she wanted an answer; she wasn't just joking. I said, "Well, when God was
painting me, my feet were on the ground and He forget to paint my feet." She
did not believe that answer. She said, "I hope I am not offending you but I am
telling you what the Church believes. You have a Black skin because of Cain's
curse." She was, and is still, my friend. Yet I was very upset with her. I ran out
of words. I looked at her and decided to keep my mouth shut. I guess she
quickly realized that this was one topic I did not want to discuss further . We
went on and talked about other things. The topic of Blacks and the Priesthood
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does not affect only me but all the other 175 Black students the Black Students
Association has identified who are seeking a higher education at BYU.
It is such experiences that have caused me to want to write something
about African students' educational experiences at BYU. In doing so, I have
decided that conducting a naturalistic inquiry would be appropriate for this
study since I want to record the lived educational experiences of other African
students. I use some of my own experiences in the analyses of Chapter Five as
well. The following section contains four such stories.
Four Cases Studies of Black African Students at BYU
Stories of four students are presented to illustrate their experiences
applying for admission and then studying at BYU. Extensive use is made of
comments from these students during interviews so the reader can "hear" the
voices of these students and have somewhat of a "vicarious experience" of
coming to know these students themselves, without having to read everything
through my interpretive framework.
Thulani Shangase, a Central African Graduate Student. Thulani is a
married BYU African student. He came to BYU four and a half years ago, with
three children and has since added two other children to his family. Thulani
described his background this way,
I came from a family of five children. My Dad worked for the
Government in the agricultural department and later as a County
Administrator. But right after my first degree in 1979 from the University
of Zululand in Ntuzuma, he passed away. Now that I look back, his death
did affect the whole family, mostly my mom and younger sister. From
that time, I and my elder brother took the leadership in the family. I did
not go right away to get a higher degree, but I taught math and physics in
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the local high school with the hope of getting a higher education later on
in life.
Thulani described himself as having been raised in both the African and
Western culture by his parents. Despite this, Thulani was taught at a very young
age to never forget his African heritage. Being curious to know how he kept the
African culture and traditions, I asked him to tell me one thing he has done that
would show that he is an African traditionalist. He laughed and started to tell
me the story of how he dated and finally married his wife,

I was raised in an Anglican Church. We had a church choir as long
as I can remember. I had been away. When I came back, there were new
people in the choir. And one of those new people was my wife, Fiki. I
would be confident to say that it was love at first sight. Our romance was
short, only four months. Fiki was the only girl I ever really dated and fell
for. Hence, I wanted to marry her. She invited me to her house, and I
invited her to my house. My aim for inviting Fiki was to have her meet
my mom so I could hear her opinion and feedback before I made further
moves. I guess my mother approved of her because here we are married
with five children; and we are happy.
Well, the next step was to find a representative for both of us. I
found a lady who knew both of us; in fact, she was my aunt. She had
access to both families . Me and Fiki selected her. She was there to make
sure that romance was growing between us. After that I selected a guy
who talked to her father about my interest in his daughter and that I
wanted her for my wife. Our marriage was traditional. While we were
engaged, I went to New Zealand to get my master's in Education.
Thulani's wife described him as a very hard working and caring man.
These two characteristics attracted Fiki to Thulani. She gave an example of this,

When he was going to school, Thulani had a job as a school teacher.
That is how he paid for his schooling. I thought to myself, this is a
responsible man I would like to have for a husband.
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Thulani's work ethic that caused Fiki to want to marry him has continued
at BYU, as one of his professors described him,
An outstanding student. Always searching for new knowledge.
His background has been a factor in his program because he works hard.
He sets his goals and goes out to achieve them.
Observance of the African traditions and culture did not end with
Thulani's marriage, but has continued in the raising of his children. He told me
about how children are given last names in Ntuzuma and how he has tried to
keep the tradition going, despite continuing western influence in his country,
Our last names are taken from a major event or something that is
important. Because of that, we can be from the same family, but our last
names may not be the same. My three children that were born in Africa
have different last names. The two that were born in America have kept
my last name, which is Shangase. I wanted to have my American born
children named in an African way, but the Americans couldn't accept it.
They believe that if they are my children, they ought to have my last
name. I had to respect their culture. I just hope when my children get
married they keep the culture.
Being married to an African woman and having five children makes
Thulani an unusual African student at BYU. At present, African students who
want to get married while at BYU usually marry Americans. There are very few
African females for the male Africans to date and marry. Thulani commented on
this situation by saying,

I came to BYU as a married man. Even though, I have lived with
White people and in their society most of my adult life, I still see a lot of
differences; for example, our definition of a family. In the Western society,
a family is a husband, wife, and children. In African society, it is
everybody that wants to belong. I think these African guys who are
married to American girls are having difficulties.
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When you are a Black African at BYU, people who see you assume that
you are not a Mormon. Consequently, they usually ask Black people if they are
members; I asked Thulani about this and he said,
I am a convert to the Church. On my first day in New Zealand,
while relaxing in my room, I heard a knock on my door. I opened it to
find two missionaries. I couldn't talk to them at that time, so I invited
them to come back later. They did. When they started teaching me, I
found the message very elementary, I was already a Christian by then,
but I enjoyed some of what they had to say. I liked hearing about Joseph
Smith and the Book of Mormon. There were also differences regarding
the prophets, progression of man to become Gods and the Priesthood. But
these differences did not stop me from being baptized.
I joined the church with a lot of reservations. I did not feel ready
for the Priesthood at first. I didn't accept it at first because I wanted to
study about it more. I also wanted to know why the Priesthood was
denied to Blacks initially. Later, back in Ntuzuma, having understood
more about the Priesthood, I hungered for it and that is partly why I came
to BYU.
Most African students at BYU are Mormons, like Thulani. Even though
they are Mormons, some Church doctrines come as a surprise to them. For
example, most of them find it hard to accept the fact that the Church formerly
did not give the Priesthood to the Blacks. They feel that we are children of God,
regardless of color. They find no theological support for .differential treatment;
but they do experience some prejudice among members. As Thulani put it in one
of our interviews,
When I joined the church I did not know about this issue. A few
months after I had joined the church, the sister missionaries brought it up.
I didn't believe the doctrine that Blacks are cursed by God and that was
why they were not allowed to hold the Priesthood. I still don't. I feel it
was something that came into the Church largely through the influence of
men. Maybe, Blacks were denied Priesthood and even membership to the
Church to avoid further persecution of the Church by non-members.
Years later, Church leaders did not know how to correct it, and they chose
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to say that the Lord revealed it to the prophet. But which prophet? This
is one thing that shows that ideas of man become doctrine and somehow
destroys the work of the Lord. When I heard about it, I did not leave the
Church, because I had the testimony that the Church was true. However,
I am very sensitive to the issue. Last Sunday I ordained my boy into the
priesthood. Somebody said afterwards, "It is so nice that you could ordain
your son." It made me feel that some haven't accepted the fact that Blacks
should have the Priesthood. They are still used to Blacks getting the
Priesthood from White people.
One professor said that, "For African students to be here at BYU is a long
walk." By that statement he meant that it is difficult for these students to go to
school here, due to problems such as obtaining a visa and finding enough
financial support. As a result, when they get here, Black African students work
hard to make sure they get the degrees they are seeking. For Thulani too, the
process was different than it is for most students who come to BYU, as he related,
I will say friends of mine are paying for my school so far. When I
was in Ntuzuma, I wrote to the church explaining my situation and that I
needed money to go on with school. And one day I received a letter that a
professor from one of the universities in Utah was coming to Ntuzuma.
He was a Mormon. We spent about a week with him. He came back to
the States. He wrote me and told me that there was a scholarship waiting
for me. I packed my bags and here I am. In addition to that, I have an
assistantship and scholarship from my department. All these have been
a great help to me and my family. BYU has indeed been good to me.
Otherwise, I couldn't have made it with five children and a wife.
Applying for my visa, it was little harder. The American government
wants to make sure that you have enough financial support. They don't
want us to come here and be on welfare. After receiving a letter from my
sponsor, it was easy. My friends sent tickets for my whole family. We
were on our way.
Coming to America from Africa can be a challenge because of the
differences in life style. However, few African students plan on the associated
adjustments before they come. It seems like BYU does not send information that
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tells them what it will be like once they get to BYU. Thulani shared this problem
with me,
I got here in December. An African family in December. We left
Ntuzuma in the middle of the summer. It was hard on my family. It was
our first time to see snow and to be in cold weather. But my sponsor and
my BYU department welcomed us and made sure we had warm clothes
and everything we needed. It was still hard for my family. I had to go
home early from school just to make sure they were comfortable.
Thulani had visited such areas as Germany, Australia, and Japan, and his
experiences in these countries has led him to conclude that many people in the
BYU community are unfamiliar with other cultures and countries, especially
Africa,
My background [as an African] has not been a factor towards my
success. I think the main reason for this success is the good command of
English I have. I started at age five using the English language. But I will
admit that Americans use a different kind of English than the rest of the
world. Sometimes it does create some difficulties. Sometimes, as you
come to the United States, people expect you to have difficulties and
problems with English, and they are surprised if you don't have problems.
Since I am different, Black and African, I remember that my professors
were interested in me. But I didn't have a special problem that needed
their attention, so they treated me like everybody else.
When I first joined the program, I had the impression that some
people, professors included, did not expect me to be bright and
knowledgeable. As a result, they judged me subjectively. All the time, I
have had to prove myself, sometimes more than necessary, to be
recognized as being just as capable as others
Let me share an experience of how I gained their respect. During
my comprehensive exams, I passed with flying colors. It took them that
long to realize who I was and what I was capable of. Also, when they
learned that I was a Mormon , I gained more respect. From these
experiences with them, I started hearing professors calling me "Brother
Shangase." It was then that I realized I am finally a part of the inner-circle.
From that time on, they started being interested in me and my country.
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During this interview Thulani talked about coming to BYU and some of
the concerns and experience his family had,
I thought it was going to be tough. I had heard that undergraduate
school was easy and graduate school was hard. I also wondered if I was
going to be accepted. I knew that BYU is in Utah, which is a state with a
lot of White people. As a result, I feared that they were going to judge me
wrong.
Soon fears disappeared because I was accepted by the society. But
there were times when my family and I were pre-judged, especially when
we first moved in. For example, my wife went to the Deseret Industries to
get some bedding. When the lady who was serving her found out that she
was from Africa, she asked if she knew how to make a bed. It may have
been a joke, but it didn't feel good. It took her a long time to overcome
that. She was amazed at how ignorant some people were in Utah. People
pre-judge us Africans because we are generally polite people. When we
use such terms as "Sir," "Mam," etc., people take advantage of us.
Since there are not many Africans in the BYU classrooms, there is a lot of
questioning of those who are different. People have pre-conceived expectations
of Black Africans, as Thulani illustrates in describing his first experiences in class,

I was expecting people to ask me about my country. But the
teacher made me feel comfortable by asking each one of us to introduce
ourselves. Even after that introduction, I become a center of attraction
because I was different than everybody else in class. One thing that
bothered me is that I felt that they accepted me because I had been to
Western countries. I felt like they were saying, "He is okay because he has
been to New Zealand." They forgot that I am an African and that's where
my home is. That is where I got the bulk of my education.
Generally, Thulani and his family are happy here. I feel strongly that if
BYU had not been good to him, he would have left for another school. He and
his family have been here for four and a half years. Thulani has a Bachelors
degree from Ntuzuma and a Masters degree from New Zealand; he speaks
English and two African languages fluently. Any university in the nation would
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be pleased to have him because of his education and his cultural background;
yet he has chosen to stay at BYU because he has been mostly happy here.
Soka Ngomane: an undergraduate West African Student. Each African
student has a different story of how they came to America. In sharing these
stories with me, they all conclude by saying, "I do not how I made it, but I am
happy I am in America." Soka began his story in these words,
Prior to 1989 I had made a number of business trips to America.
The 1989 trip was different because it brought a change in my life. In
1989, the church was closed in Kwa-Mashu. The Kwa-Mashu government
accused the church of being the CIA. The church officials tried to prove
the innocence of the church, but failed. At that time, I was working as a
purchasing agent of the church. That meant that I was working with
government officials and other important people in the country. Because
of my affiliation with the church, I was under suspicion of being a CIA
agent. Fortunately for me, when the accusation against the church came, I
was in America. I decided right then I would not return to Kwa-Mashu
until the status of the church was restored. I didn't know how long this
was going to take. So I changed my visa from B-2 to F-1. F-1 meant that I
was no longer on business in America, but I was a student. Prior to being
admitted to Hillbrow College, I was staying with a family in Washington.
I was bored during the day because I wasn't doing anything. The family
suggested that I apply for school at Hillbrow. I did so. Fortunately, I got
accepted.
Soka is an African who came to America as a businessman and changed to
become a student. Even though Soka applied for school while living in America,
getting his education was not easy. I asked him about how he financed his
schooling at Hillbrow. He responded,

It was tough, brother. When I got accepted, I applied for financial
aid, but I wasn't given any. So I wrote letters to different charities all over
the state. I was hoping that somebody somewhere would feel sorry for
this African boy. While waiting for somebody to help me with finances, I
was still going to school without any tuition being paid. In the middle of
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the quarter, my name was dropped from the computer. Fortunately, the
instructors kept my name in their classes roll call. I still had hope that
somebody would help me. Two weeks before the end of the quarter, the
Rotary Club offered to pay my tuition of that quarter. So my prayers were
answered. I did so well in school that the following semester, I received a
scholarship to pay for my schooling. Two years later, I graduated from
Hillbrow College. In addition to that, I also received a high school
diploma.
Soka received his high school diploma in America because when he came
to America he did not have his high school diploma. He had failed his General
Education Certification (Western African Countries' Examination for all high
school students) in Kwa-Mashu. Because Soka is such an intelligent and capable
student, I was interested in how he failed his high school classes,
My dad passed away when I was in 8th grade. My life was greatly
affected. I did not want to go school. When my dad died, I wanted to die
with him. The school wasn't important. I took the high school exam
because of pressure from my stepmother. So, I came to America with no
high school diploma. When I applied to Hillbrow, I also took a GED and
passed it. But later, I wanted to have a real high school diploma. Some of
my Hillbrow college classes were transferred for high school credit and I
was able to get the diploma from a local high school.
Soka was raised by his stepmother because his mother died when he was
just four years old. While Soka was still quite young, his aunt (Soka's mother's
younger sister) was commissioned by his grandmother to raise him. It was
during this time that Soka's father, who was a Syrian, fell in love with his aunt
and married her. Soka had no memory of his mother. He grew up thinking of
the lady who raised him as his mother, learning that she was really his
stepmother when he was 11 years old. In Africa, people often do not reveal all
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the facts about families. People are not as open about such matters as Americans
are. Soka told me how he came to this knowledge,
I was visiting Syria when I asked my grandmother to show me the
pictures of my morn. She was shocked. She asked who had told me that
my stepmother wasn't my real mother. I lied to her and said, I had known
for a long time. The truth was that my uncle's wife wanted to have a store
like my stepmother, who inherited her store from my morn. My dad
decided to give the store to my uncle's wife, but my stepmother refused.
There was a big fight and that is when I first overheard that my
stepmother was not my real morn. I was very disturbed, but I wasn't
upset at her because she was a very good mother to me. She died last
April. I wanted to go to her funeral, but I couldn't because of finances.
Soka calls himself an African even though his father is a Syrian because he
has lived all his life in Africa. He was raised by an African grandmother and
mother in a village. He was educated in Africa. He speaks three African
languages fluently. At the same time, he feels comfortable telling people that he
is half Syrian and half African.
Soka learned at a very young age to take care of other people. When his
father died, Soka was 16 years old. It was difficult for him, but his stepmother
took the death even harder. She started to drink very heavily. Because of her
drinking problem, Soka raised his younger brother and sister.
This spirit of caring and giving has remained with Soka all the way from
Africa to BYU. I have known Soka for one year. In that time, I have never seen a
man who is so willing to give all that he has just to make sure that others are
happy. This semester I have been to Soka's house many times. In those times, I
have seen a lot people come to visit and be invited by Soka to dinner. Once he
invited about 50 people to his apartment. Even though they brought some items
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with them, the main dish was prepared by Soka. That is Soka, a man who puts
other people first.
Like all LDS African students at BYU, Soka is a convert to the Church. I
asked him about his conversion to the Church. This is what he told me,

In 1982, a friend gave me a card with the address of the
missionaries. One day, I was so bored that I decided to go and look for
the missionaries. I went there to argue. You know, I was raised up a
Moslem. I was tired of arguing with Jehova's Witnesses. To my surprise
when I got there, I met an elderly gentleman standing at the gate of the
mission home. He said, "Hello young man" and put his arm around my
shoulder. While his arm was around my shoulder, he kept on talking to
another person. After he had finished talking, he asked, "What can I do
for you young man?" Before I could answer that, he invited me to come
and meet his wife. We became good friends, that's when he presented the
gospel message. Because we were friends first, when he talked about the
gospel I was ready to accept it. On December 2, 1982, I was baptized to
become a member of the Church.
Most African students at BYU, have their faith-promoting stories of how
they came here. Here is Soka's story,
In my last year at Hillbrow I entered a general marketing
competition for all college students. It was a national competition. Each
state sent the top students. Unfortunately for me, I finished 12th. A day
before the national finals in California, I was called and told that two of
the finalists had become ill, and I was to take one of their places in the
competition. I packed and got into the van to California. Brother, there
were over 500 competitors; I was able to get the first place. When they
called my name, I felt like I was better than any college student in
America. That opened many doors for me. I received scholarship after
scholarship. Since, I was finishing at Hillbrow, I applied to BYU. I was
accepted on a full academic tuition scholarship. I could have gone to any
college, but BYU was the school I chose.
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Soka was not only accepted and given a full tuition scholarship, he was
invited to participate in the honors program. He did not accept the offer, but he
has taken some classes in the honors program and regrets that he did not accept
the full program. Students who apply for admission while living in America
often receive a scholarship. But none of the students who have applied while
living in Africa have been awarded financial assistance or invited to participate
in special programs. If they have received financial assistance, it has been
awarded after they have arrived here.
Since Soka had just won a prestigious college competition, he could have
gone to any college or university in the country, but he choose BYU. He
mentioned the following reasons why,
I wanted to be associated with an LOS community. I saw an
opportunity of meeting a wife who would have the same values and
beliefs as I do. I am conservative in my dress standards, and BYU meets
these standards. The dress and moral standards motivated me to want to
be here. And I had just won a prestigious business college competition;
the BYU business program was ranked in the top ten in the nation. I
thought my business career would be enhanced even further. I have been
here almost two years, I don't regret my choice. I love BYU.
Because he came from an interracial marriage, I was interested in his
thoughts about dating and marriage. He said,

When I came to BYU, I knew that my chances of marrying a Black
African women were very slim. As a result, I will marry anyone so long
as she loves me and the Lord. I have mostly dated White women. I
wanted to date a Black woman. But as you know there are no African
women. I tried to date Black American women. Every time I ask them out
they laughed at me. One girl I asked her out turned around and asked me
if I really wanted to go out with her. Her tone and the way she asked me
showed that she wasn't interested and could not see herself with me.
Brother it is frustrating. To me it appears like she was saying "You, you
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think you could go out with me." Since that experience, I have decided
not to go out with Black American women. White girls present a different
challenge. Because I am Black, I usually ask if they mind going out with a
Black man. Some say, "I don't care." Others say, "I cannot because my
family won't be happy." They wonder what would their family think.
Despite this, I have been on a few dates. But I haven't had a successful
relationship.
Some Africans I have talked to have decided not to return to Africa
because of economic and political reasons. I wanted to know if Soka had such
fears. He said,

If I do marry an American, I will stay in America until I am
economically stable. If she wants to go to Africa with me, I will take her. I
wouldn't mind marrying an American so that if I go to Africa and things
do not work out, I will still have a home to come to. The economic
situation is my fear about Africa. In the past, I have lived on rice and
pepper only. After the death of my dad, I lived on 2 cents. I have lived on
kenki (corn dough) and pepper. So, I know how to survive. With the
education I am receiving at BYU, I hope to provide for my family. I don't
want them to live the kind of life I have lived.
Besides his future marriage life and his dating experiences, I was
interested in Seka's academic life at BYU. I wanted to know about his
relationship with his professors and school in general. He told me,

I am different, that's what makes me interesting to my professors
and other students. My relationships with professors have been very
personal. I tried to do my best in my classes. I read before each class. My
instructors are great. But there is one thing. At first they think I am a
Black American. They don't think that I will be friendly. But when they
find out that I am African, they start being friendly.
Some classes are a trial for me because I am an African. For
example, in my business class, one professor marked me down because
my paper had a British English tone to it. She wanted me to write in
American English. For example, when I wrote "It has come to my
attention" she would like me to write "It appears that." It is such small
things. Another example, in the British system we sign our letters in such
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a way that another person may not be able to read the signature, but she
wants me to put my full name. She was biased. I have taken my essays to
her. Every time, I did so, she would change my grade. If the grade was a
C, she change it to a B. I don't think she has been exposed to other
systems of education.
Another important aspect of BYU for Soka is his spiritual life. That is one
of the reasons he choose BYU. Like other African students, Soka is having
difficulties with the doctrine of Blacks and the Priesthood. He mentioned that
even though it has troubled him, his testimony of the Gospel has not been
affected. As he put it in one of our interviews,

It is hard when you are Black and a Mormon. When I first heard of
this doctrine, I asked myself, "Why Blacks." But my testimony has not
been shaken. Nobody has brought it up since I have been at BYU. It is
taboo to talk about this issue at BYU.

This issue is hard for a Black Mormon. One time Soka and I went to Salt
Lake City to get a haircut at a place owned and operated by African-Americans.
There were about ten Black men, including Soka and me. We talked about
different issues and ended up talking about religion. One African-American
said, "You know, I was born here in Utah and it is tough living with White
people who are Mormons because they believe we are Black because we have
been cursed." One guy said, "I wonder how a Black man can be Mormon?" Soka
and I seemed to be thinking the same thing, because we both said, "We are
Mormons." They were shocked at first. One said, "Brother do you know you are
cursed." Soka said, "The curse has been removed. It used to be a church teaching
but not any more." We tried to defend the church. They were not convinced, but
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as we drove away we were happy that despite pressure we had defended our
beliefs.
Jabu Msomi: A Graduate Non-Mormon Female from East African. About
ninety percent of all African students at BYU are male Mormon students. The
majority have served missions, and on their missions they heard of BYU. Since
Jabu does not fall in this category I was interested in how she heard about BYU.
She told me the following,
Just before I graduated from the university back home, my dad
started to search for a good graduate school I could attend. In his search,
he went to the U.S. embassy and asked a lady for a list of schools that I
could attend in the U. S. She gave him about ten schools, and one of them
was BYU. I applied, and BYU was the first one to grant me admission to
its Sociology Program.
After admission to BYU, Jabu did research on BYU. She found out that it
was a Mormon school located in Utah. Questions that followed thereafter
included the following: What are Mormons? Where is Utah on the United States
map? And who is Brigham Young after whom the school was named? Not only
did she look for the answers to these questions from books, she also asked
people she thought might have answers. One of those people was her teacher,
who told her that "Mormons do not like Blacks."
She was scared. The information in the application form also concerned
her. This is how she expressed her fears to me,

The application read: "For men, no beards allowed and for woman,
no pants." I was worried and scared. But my dad wanted me to come
here because of the standards and the honor code. My dad thought that
this was an ideal school because on TV we often see American students
not taking school seriously and doing all kinds of naughty things. I wasn't
convinced that I should come to BYU. I was still scared. I couldn't believe
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that people in America can set such rules. I thought that it was a cult of
some kind. I did not want to be a part of it.
This statement illustrates how African parents like high moral standards.
Her father did not see BYU as a strange school that would introduce his daughter
to a strange culture, but as a place that would give her an environment with high
moral standards to live up to.
Despite her reservations, Jabu packed her bags to come to BYU. She spent
eleven days in Washington, DC with relatives and then headed to BYU. Her
fears disappeared at the airport when two women who picked her up came
wearing pants. She had this to say about her change of fears concerning BYU,

When I was at home, I thought Mormons were living a different
kind of life than normal Americans. I was wondering about the color of
their skin. I didn't think they were White. Of course they were not Black
because they did not like Black people. I had no idea what they look like.
When I was in the Salt Lake City Airport, everything was normal. I
saw normal people at the airport. Girls who picked me up were normal.
When I asked them about the things I had read in the application packet,
they said that rule doesn't exist any more. Apparently, they had included
older application papers when women used not to be allowed to wear
pants. I was worried before that because I like wearing pants--that's all I
wear at home.
But, Jabu was still forty miles from Provo. Was she kidding herself that
everything was going to be all right? As she is not a Mormon, differences
between Mormonism and her religion have presented challenges. She is a
member of an Eugrant Orthodox Church. She described her religion as an
Ancient African Christian religion. She mentioned that there are things she has
missed about her religion,
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Mormons go to the temple regularly. We have a temple also, but
being here I cannot go to my temple. I cannot even fast. But this summer
when I went to Washington, D. C. to see my relatives, I was able to
participate in the sixteen days fast with them. It was a good feeling. I
miss some ceremonies such as dance and music. I guess it is going to be a
long time before I can participate in some of these activities unless I move
somewhere where there are people with the same beliefs.
Sundays for Jabu are the hardest days. She said that "everything is dead
on Sundays." All her roommates go to church, and there is nobody around.
Despite these religious differences, Jabu has found her BYU education
very fulfilling and of a high quality. She added that she does not know many
schools except the one she attended back home and BYU. Hence, she would
compare BYU with her school back home,
When I was at home, I had a teacher who graduated from Harvard.
She told me that BYU is a good school and I would receive a good
education. She was telling the truth. I have enjoyed my relationship with
my professors. I have better communication with my professors here than
back home. They are my friends . They help me even with my personal
problems. It is easy to talk to them.
I also like the exam system in America. I like that they give exams
often. In Africa, exams are given once a year. You study the whole book
for a whole year. At the end of the year, the teacher doesn't give a study
list to help us prepare for the exam. The whole exam preparation is a
guessing game. There are no chances of getting A's. Here, there is no
memorization. In Africa, there are no terms papers. BYU has taught me
that I can write. I never knew of my potential that I could be a good
writer. The only paper I wrote in my undergraduate was my senior
project. That was my only experience with writing.
BYU has great facilities that have helped me as a student develop
and succeed academically. For example, I did not know how to type
when I arrived. Before coming to BYU, I had not seen or used a computer.
Today, I can manipulate data and use statistics. I feel that I am becoming
a productive student.
But the thing I like the most, is that I can talk to my professors. In
Africa, you don't know anything about your professors. Once in a while
you see from papers where they got their degrees. Here, I know
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everything about my professors, like why they became sociologists. This
has helped me to become motivated in becoming a sociologist.
BYU is not perfect in Jabu's eyes. There are ways that it can improve. For
example, she does not feel that people at BYU are interested in Africa. Her
emphasis in her major is on underdeveloped nations. But BYU has only one class
on Africa. Because of this limitation in the number of courses in her major, she is
planning to do her Ph.D. somewhere else. "What will you do after school?" I
asked. She answered,
I would like to go back home, but I cannot because of political,
social, and economic problems. It is very hard to get out of the country.
The American government is not willing to let most of us out of the
country [to come to the US]; especially, if we don't have enough finances.
I don't know where my dad gets the money to pay for my schooling.
When I was applying for school, he was the one who filled out my
affidavit of support. He has a good job, but I don't think he makes enough
money to pay for my school. But somehow, every year my tuition is paid.
So I am not planning to go home yet. I want to bring my younger brother
here. You see, in Africa when you are successful, you have responsibility
to help other members of your family succeed. I am working hard to give
my younger brother the same opportunity I have had to be in America. It
is hard financially . You have to work and work in order to be in school.
It is often difficult for African students to be here. Finances seem to be a
problem for most of them. This is shown by the number of African students who
have returned home for visits during their studies here. At BYU, 11 % of the
surveyed Black African students have returned to Africa for visits.
I am a classic example of this problem. I have been away from home for
seven years and have not visited home because I cannot afford it financially. In
addition to finances, conditions related to politics, economics, and social needs
seem to separate African students from their families. Hence, Jabu is not ready to
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return home. Jabu can make Utah her home. She likes it here. Even though
there are lot of White people, people are still nice to her.
She doesn't get much involved with school activities. She is a member and
participant in the African club. Once in a while she enjoys going to movies.
Dating is not a part of her plans, as she said,

I don't think about dating. Back home we are allowed to date when
we have found a prospective partner. I cannot bring my boyfriend home
unless he is the one [meaning a prospective husband] . I never dated at
home. I never was interested. Even here in America I don't get involved,
and I don't even think about it. One reason I don't think about it here is
because there are no fellow countrymen. Cultures and traditions are so
different that marriage in this society can present challenges.
Jabu's story illustrates the life of an East African non-LDS female graduate
student, demonstrating the wide variety of African students at BYU. The final
case is of an LDS female from Southern Africa.
Sibongile Nene: LDS Female from Southern African. Sibongile has two
brothers and two sisters. Her parents were divorced when she was four years
old. Six years later, her father re-married. Because her mother was not stable
financially, her father had custody of all the children. Her parents' divorce did
affect her life. She said,

When I was young I did not know how much I missed being raised
[by my] mother. There were girlish things I didn't learn right. I didn't
learn from my step mom because she was not much older than I, and
from time to time we argued a lot. So, I am still learning those things I
should have learned from my mother as a young girl.
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When she was ten, her family moved to America. Her father was going to
school to get his Ph.D. Three years later, her family moved back to Africa. She
was there four years and came back to America to go to high school and college.
Why did she choose BYU? She summarized,
At first I did not want to attend BYU. I just did not want to be in a
school with a lot of White people. I did not want to go to an all Black
school either. I wanted a mixed school. Here it is different. As a Black
African, you lose touch with the Black culture. Some other schools with a
lot of White people are okay because they are also poor like us. But here,
they all seem to have money.
I am here because my foster parents in Denver wanted me to be
here. You see, they are paying for my school. They wanted me to be here
because they are Mormons, and they said I have a chance of marrying a
good Mormon man here. But I see no Black men, only White men running
around.
Two years at BYU have not changed Sibongile's attitude about the school.
BYU to her is still a middle class White school. As a result, she is planning to
attend graduate school somewhere else. I was interested in how she became a
Mormon. She said,

The missionaries knocked at our door. I was 13 years old at that
time. I joined the church because my parents joined. To tell you the truth
I didn't know what I was doing.
For Sibongile, being a Black African female in the church has not been
easy but she thinks it has been harder for males,
You know, it has not been bad for me as a female Black, but it has
been very bad for males. I still don't understand why the Priesthood was
not given to Black people. It was sad. I think the Church leaders made a
mistake. What the Church did to us is like what Malcom X said about
Christians, and that is "All Christians have done some wrong to Black
people."
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Her questioning of the Church doctrine regarding Priesthood and the
Blacks has not affected her academic performance. Sibongile said she has
followed her dad as far as academic performance is concerned. Her father
received his MBA from Osaka University in Japan and graduated top in his class.
And he came here to receive a Ph.D. in economics, but could not finish because
the government stopped sending money for him and his family. She was taught
the importance of education and getting good grades at a very young age. She
told me that her father classifies a "C" grade as an "F." She even said, "My dad
would listen to me better if I were to come to him and say that I was pregnant
than he would if I said that I got a 'C."'
She is active in defending Africa whenever it is not recognized like other
continents in her classes. She gave this example,
One day a guy made an announcement that the international dance
would be having dancers from all over the world. He went on to mention
all the countries and continents. At the end, he sat down without
mentioning Africa. I told him right there that these were not international
dancers because he had not mentioned even one African country.
That was not my only experience. My teacher in my political
geography class knows if he does not discuss Africa first, what he will get
from me. You know they don't think much of Africa. One reason for this
is the way the media have painted Africa. They do not talk about the
diversities found in Africa. For example, they show a side they want to
see or teach about Africa. To the Americans, jungles and poor people are
the only things in Africa. Western civilization doesn't exist in Africa. That
is the only picture they have of Africa.
She was just finishing this statement when a mailman came with her
letters. She opened them quickly because she was waiting for information from
Lesotho. There was a tourist brochure from Lesotho showing a bare-chested
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woman. She quickly asked me," Is this how your mom dressed at home?'' I said
"No." "What about your sisters?" she asked. Again, I said "No." She went on,
Think about it Desmond. If you were an American and you had
never been to Lesotho, what would you think of Black people in Lesotho?
You would definitely think that they walk around with bare chests and
legs. And that is how the media wants to paint Africa.
Even though Sibongile believes there is serious ignorance about Africa at
BYU, she does not feel discriminated against because of her color. She also
mentioned that because of her father's international experiences, he has taught
his children to be tolerant of all races and cultures. In light of her views about
discrimination, I wanted to learn more about her views on interracial dating at
BYU. She said,

I have no problems. I date all kinds of men. Here at BYU,
wherever you go, there are White guys. I find myself dating White guys.
To tell you the truth, I would love to date and marry an African. Living in
Provo, it is a dream I may not achieve. To tell you another truth
Desmond, if a White man is good I will marry him. Over these last two
years I have learned that the chances of marrying White are greater than
marrying a Black African man.
I have met good White guys. I have also met bad ones. The guy I
dated last wasn't good at all. He wanted to go out with me because he
wanted to prove to his friends that he could date any kind of woman.
Sometimes I find White guys who want to go out with me because of other
reasons than because they like me. I don't like those kinds.
Sibongile has good relationships with students of all races and cultures on
campus. I have seen her associating with students of all races. When I first met
her, I thought she was an African-American because I often see her with African
American students. I learned that she was African because the guy who was
putting carpet in my apartment told me about her. When I asked him to give me
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a description of her, I knew right then he was describing her. This guy wanted
us to date. We did meet and talked about Africa,her experiences on campus, and
the relationship between Africans and African Americans. Sibongile does not
believe the older African students are willing to take the time to get to know
African-Americans because of these differences. She commented,

Older Africans have experienced a hard life in Africa. They are
interested in genuine friendship. When they come to America, they see
Afro-Americans as being superficial and aloof. This is true. AfricanAmericans don't take life seriously; everything is a party to them. You
know, Desmond, all Blacks are Africans, but we grew up in different
en vironrnen ts.
Black Americans who come here don't have much pride in their
African heritage. They do not look to Africa as their home. This is
because of the Anglo-Saxon influence they experience here. They
[African-Americans] come here and start to think like White people. This
behavior leaves Africans out.
According to Sibongile, our upbringing encourages a rift between groups
of Black students on campus. She mentioned that she gets along with both
Africans and African-American students because she has lived in both of their
environments. Before corning to BYU, she attended her last year of high school
in America, where the school was half Black and half White. Before that, she had
attended school in Africa.
She added that as an African, she does not have to struggle with her
relationship with other groups of students, but with concerns such as finances .
For Sibongile it is frustrating that as an international student she is not eligible
for financial aid, and yet the United States Government gives financial assistance
to American students. She went on to say, "As Africans we have it tough. We
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have restrictions such as the number of hours we can work. We can only receive
short- term loans from BYU."
Even though Sibongile has had good experiences with professors, spiritual
fulfillment, and academics, she still finds BYU lacking diversity in its student
body. She has enjoyed being here, but she is ready to move on to another
institution of higher learning. As a result, she plans to do her graduate work
somewhere else.
A Look Inside the African Students Association
In addition to the individual lives of Black Africans at BYU, it became
apparent to me that there is a growing African community too. The short history
of the African Students Association provides a insight into that community and
the experiences of participating students. Although they come from many
different countries of Africa, they share common experiences. I will briefly
present some of my experiences with this group from its formation in the
Summer of 1992.
July 1992. Until this month, nobody would have thought that African
students at BYU could have an organization this big, especially one that has
attracted such a large number of non-African students. It all started outside the
Clyde Building. I had just finished observing in Bongani Mzimela's class. I
shook his hand and bade him farewell. Before I turned the corner out of his
sight, he yelled my name out loud. I waited, and he asked what I would
eventually do with my research. My answer was simple, "Besides writing it as
my thesis, I want to publish it in a professional journal."
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I waited, I could tell Bongani had something more he wanted to say. It
took him a minute to add, "I have an idea. Have you thought of starting an
African club?" I still listened to him attentively. He went on,
We need an organization that will meet our needs on campus. You
see, everybody thinks that the Black Student Association (BSA) is for us
and it can meet our needs. No, this is a myth. Brother, you know well
that Black Americans are different from us Africans. I have been to those
meetings and activities. There is nothing on Africa.
I interrupted him by saying that the Black Americans have never been to
Africa, so how could they meet our needs? Bongani replied,
There is a myth on campus, especially among the administrators,
that all Black students are the same. And yet they treat us differently. For
instance, African American students receive financial aid from the
multicultural group. And we don't. This is one issue I want us.to talk
about in this African club. But I guess what is important, I want us to talk
about internships for African students. You are in education, you may not
need that much practical training while you are here in the US. But if you
are in engineering, you need training before you go to Africa. I think that
if we can call all African students together, we can start a club that will see
to it that before an African student graduates, he or she has had some
practical training in his or her chosen field . Otherwise, Africans will go
back and will be asked to do something that they cannot do because they
have the theory, but not the experience.
Since I had an internship with my department, I was curious and asked if
his department knew of companies that provided such opportunities. "Yes," was
Bongani's answer and he continued, "But most companies will give such training
to American students first. And some just don't take foreign students."
We had to cut our conversation short because he had a class and I had
another interview. But before we parted, he promised to call me that evening so
we could decide on a time to meet. This conversation with Bongani kept me
thinking the whole day. It gave me hope that my study would be successful if
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the students were that willing to talk about their experiences. I wanted to start
the club because I was interested in such issues. The evening dragged on, but
eventually Bongani called. We talked about meeting on Saturday evening. He
also told me he would invite other students to come.
August 8, 1992, First Official Meeting. We met in front of the Clyde
building. Present were Bongani from Ruwanda, Mduduzi from Ghana, Sibusiso
from Sierra Lorne, and myself from South Africa. Bongani took the lead from the
beginning. He had called the meeting and we were meeting in the engineering
building, which was his territory. Bongani invited us to come inside. We sat in
the lobby around a table. The meeting started with a prayer.
After the prayer, Mduduzi pulled out his Franklin planner from his
backpack, and I opened mine; we kept the notes of the proceedings. Bongani
was about to say something, when Mduduzi interrupted by saying that he would
appreciate it if we were brief because he and his wife were going to go shopping
in twenty minutes. Bongani just nodded his head.
Bongani stated his vision of the club, "I want to bring all African students
together. Secondly, I want to find a way we can provide financial support to
African students. I think we can do this by finding individuals and groups that
have interest in Africa to provide scholarships to African students while at BYU."
It appeared to me that Bongani was frustrated by BYU because no
financial aid was provided to African students.
Mduduzi raised his hand, "I want us to bring African students together. I
don't think we know who is here and who is not here. I have seen quite a few
Black students on campus. I have talked to some and found out if they are from
Africa. But I don't know who are all the Africans and who are the Americans.
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You know what happens with Americans, they don't even want to talk to us. We
are invisible to them. I think if we can get to know each other, we will develop a
good African family."
Bongani interjected, "We need to advise the incoming students. African
students come here with no understanding of how the American system
functions. It took me two extra semesters to graduate with my bachelors because
nobody told me I would have to choose my own classes. If we can provide this
service to African students, we can help a lot of them graduate earlier or on
time."
I didn't say much. I listened and took notes. Mduduzi looked at his
watch and asked, "Sibisiso and Desmond do you have anything to say?"
I replied, "No, but I will continue to take the notes of the proceedings."
Sibusiso just shook his head as a sign of saying "no."
Mduduzi was on his feet, when Bongani asked when we could meet
again. I said, "Any time." "Since nobody wants to make a commitment, I will call
and tell you when we should meet again," concluded Bongani, as he put his
books in his backpack.
Bongani was still packing his books when Mduduzi jokingly about the
way Bongani had taken charge by saying, "Brother you don't want to rule with
the iron fist, like all the African rulers!" We laughed at that and exited the room.
Even though our first meeting was brief, I was happy and confident that
something productive was accomplished, because at least we had something
started. We agreed to meet again. I was looking forward to the next meeting. I
wanted to know exactly what they had in mind with regard to this African club.
I could see the potential of it, and the enthusiasm among the founding members.
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August 10, 1992, Meeting for Organization. Two days later, we met in my
apartment. Bongani, Mduduzi and Sibusiso arrived together. Mduduzi gave
them all a ride to my house, because the other two did not have cars. Bongani
appeared to be the leader of the group again. He was about to announce what
we needed to do, but Mduduzi interrupted by saying that we should start with a
prayer. Bongani apologized for not starting with a prayer and Sibusiso said the
prayer.
We had no written agenda, but it appeared as though the brothers knew
what they were going to talk about. Bongani wanted us to begin by choosing an
advisor for the club, "Our club cannot progress without an advisor. If we select
this individual, he would not be in charge of our affairs, but would serve as an
advisor of how we should do things," explained Bongani.
We looked at each other as if we were saying, "Whatever" or "It is okay
with me." Mduduzi proposed the name of Dr. Jones, a professor, and Sibusiso
proposed the name of Dr. Free, who is an administrator. Bongani proposed the
name of Dr. Smith, who is known as an African scholar on campus. We
approved of Dr. Smith, because his interest in Africa has been on learning about
the continent and its peoples, while the other two have been there only as visitors
or on church business.
Another item on the agenda was to decide what we should we call our
organization. Bongani and Mduduzi proposed we call ourselves the African
Students Association (ASA) instead of African Club. Most of us felt that the term
association has a more serious tone than club .
The third action was the drafting of a constitution. Our draft to present to
others for their consideration and revision is presented below:
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTION
(This is a proposed constitution your suggestions are welcome)
GOAL: To maximize our learning while at BYU

OBJECTIVES
A. Provide orientation and counseling by African students.
1. Help ease the transition from the African education

system to the American system
2. Help select needed classes to accelerate graduation.
Currently, progress to graduation is taking more time than
necessary for African students because they don't
understand the system.
B. Provide opportunities for practical training.

1. Co-op program for specifics
2. Identify and established a network of companies to help.
There are a lot of African graduates who will be willing to
provide this help.
C. Establish an African Cultural Center to provide current African

news and general infonnation on Africa.
Many African students are completely cut off from their
countries. They hear no news as to what is going on in their
countries. For example, how many of us heard of Zaire
changing its name to Congo until this meeting?
D.Provide Fi11a11cial Aid.
There are minority students who need some form of
financial aid.
£.Provide more interaction between African students.
We must know who is from Africa, and more importantly,
who is from which country. This would help if a student
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needed some help because somebody from his or her
country who understands him or her better would be there.
Before we concluded our meetings, Bongani asked that we talk about
officers in the club. He told us that we needed a president, vice president,
treasurer, and secretary. As there were four of us in the meeting, Bongani voted
himself as the president, with Mduduzi as the vice president, and Sibusiso and I
were appointed to be treasurer and secretary respectively. Bongani added,
We need to keep these positions until we feel comfortable with giving
them to others. Brothers, we cannot give these positions to others right
away. If we do so, we will destroy what we have worked hard for. In our
next meeting we need to invite other African students to have their
approval of what we are doing.
September 4, 1992, Meeting of All African Students at BYU. I arrived at
4:40 to make sure the room was ready for the meeting at 5:00. But I was too late,
because Bongani, Mduduzi, and Zinhle (Bongani's sister) were already there,
and the room was ready. We waited. "I guess everybody is going to be on
African time," joked Mduduzi. "I hope not, because we have to start and finish
on time. Guys, we must finish on time; nobody should be kept in these meetings
for more than an hour," I concluded in a serious tone.
To our surprise, students began coming soon after we made these
comments. Their faces showed that they were eager. As they walked in the
room, they looked around to see who was there. I was seated by the door with
Mduduzi and Bongani, so we could welcome everybody. Surprisingly, we did
not know half of the people who came.
At 5:00 p.m. there were still some empty chairs here and there, but we
were happy that there were at least thirty people. At 5: 05, Bongani was ready to
start the meeting. He asked me to give the opening prayer.
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After Bongani had introduced himself, he asked if all the others would
introduce themselves. He asked them to say their names, tell which country they
were from, and explain what they were doing at BYU. Students were still
corning as we were introducing ourselves.
Mduduzi's chance came. He added to what Bongani asked everybody to
say. I was impressed by his words,
I am happy to see so many Africans, even to see Black and White
South Africans seated together in the same room talking about our
beautiful continent. We are the future of Africa. We need to set an
example while we are here that we can live as brothers and sisters
regardless of the color of our skins.
After these words Mduduzi sat down. He had touched everybody in the
room. Everyone was silent. After three other people, one of the few female
African students stood up to introduce herself. I did not turn to look at her
because I knew from her voice who she was.
She said, "My name is Thoko from Zamuza." Before she could finish her
introduction, Mduduzi interrupted her and said: "Did you know that Zarnuza
has changed its name to Azania?" In amazement and shock she asked, "When?"
"Two weeks ago, I read about it in the newspaper," confirmed Mduduzi. Thoko,
went on to say," I am Thoko from Azania." Everybody laughed at that. "I am a
junior majoring in International Relations."
Thoko exemplified a number of African students who come to BYU and
have no contact with their home countries because they have limited access to
news about their countries.
The other students followed suit by introducing themselves. The final
person to introduce himself was our advisor. Just before he concluded his
introduction, he said,
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This is a special occasion in the history of BYU. We have never had such a
large group of African students assembled together. This is one thing I
have wished for in the last six years as a professor at BYU. You must
know that I am willing to serve, because I like what I see."
The meeting ended. We visited with each other while enjoying
refreshments Bongani provided. This marked a beginning to what we hope will
become a helpful organization to all African students who come to BYU.
Interviews with Professors and Administrators
The next two cases present interviews conducted with a professor and an
administrator. These cases were selected from interviews conducted with several
others to represent the views non-African members of the BYU community have
of African students at this university. I have included my own "observer
comments" to summarize related information I obtained from other
interviewees, observations, readings, and my own experience. I have done this
to share these people's stories in their own words and to also present some of my
initial interpretations within the context of their voices.
Dr. Anderson, a BYU Professor. I had met Dr. Anderson a week earlier,
playing basketball. He noticed that my accent was unusual and inquired where I
was from. I told him I was from South Africa. He told me that he knew two
former BYU students from South Africa and others from other parts of Africa.
This was interesting to me because I was looking for professors who had had
African students in their classes.
Before, I took my seat, I looked around in his office and noticed a few
history books on Africa. We visited briefly about Africa, and I noticed that he
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was well informed on Africa in general. We quickly moved on to start on our
formal interview.
Desmond:

Dr. Anderson, as you know I am doing a study on African
students at BYU. Even though I have been a student here for
a year, I don't think I know everything about what African
students' educational experiences are like. I would like to
learn from you about your experiences with African
students.

Dr. Anderson:

The African students I have had in the last twenty years are
very good students, they work hard.

Desmond:

In wha t way are they good students?

Dr. Anderson:

They come to conclusions on their own, unlike most
students who repeat what the book has said. They give their
own interpretation. But with most of them, you can tell that
English is not their native language.

Desmond:

How does that affect your teaching? When you see an
African student in your class, do you somehow change your
class to accommodate them?

Dr. Anderson:

No, you know, Desmond, when you are teaching over 80
students and there are one or two African students, it is hard
to change your teaching style to accommodate them. But
when I teach graduate classes or any upper division classes, I
usually have few students. In that situation my teaching
style does change somehow. For example, I had one African
student in one of these small classes. He was very shy and I
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was teaching a section on Africa. Other students in the class
were from here in Utah. They didn't know what a village is
or what it is like to live in a village of Africa. I saw that the
African student could be very valuable in telling about these
things--I did a lot of probing. When I asked him questions,
he participated in the class discussion.
Observer Comment: Despite the language barrier African students experience, it
seems like some professors see African students as valuable in teaching students
who are not Africans. For example, I have talked with many professors who
have asked African students to share their cultural and social heritage with other
students. If African students are given more of these opportunities, BYU nonAfrican students can be enriched grea tly.

Dr. Anderson:

Another positive aspect of African students is that they are
very respectful of authority. They have been taught not to
challenge the authority, unlike the American students.
Personally, I like to be challenged by the students. And that
is what I try to communicate to all African students who
come into my classes. I believe in students who are able to
think and who can challenge my points or my remarks.
Most African students I have had in my classes start to open
up by the time the semester comes to an end. I feel that we
can still help our African students by telling them that they
should not be that respectful of authority. They need to
challenge us as professors.
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Observer Comment: My experience confirms this statement. When I was a
freshman, I was amazed at how much students and professors argued in class.
In African universities, such behavior is prohibited. Teachers are considered

gods, chosen to transmit the knowledge to students. If a student challenges a
teacher, he or she is considered to be rude. Below university level, teachers have
a right to punish or report a student to parents. The school can even expel a
student. I have been in America so long that I have forgotten when I learned to
challenge professors.
Desmond :

You mentioned in our earlier conversation that you have
been teaching here for twenty years. In those years, have
you seen an increase in the number of African students at
BYU?

Dr. Anderson:

Oh yes. Sometimes I cannot tell the difference between
African Americans and Africans. But I have seen an increase
in the number of Black students on our campus. This is good
for the campus. BYU is too homogeneous. We need
diversity. This diversity would help us [BYU] get away from
the theological belief held by some that the White race is
superior. We also need to know that marriage to somebody
of a different skin color is not a sinful thing, like some have
been taught in their homes. However, our students need to
learn that cultures are different, and therefore, they must be
careful when they marry somebody from another culture.

Desmond:

How can BYU overcome these prejudices you have just
mentioned?
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Dr. Anderson :

Did you know that on our campus we have a history course
on African history, but it hasn't been taught for five years.
Today, if you were to open the class schedule, you would
find no course on Africa. Some classes have a section on
Africa, but it is not emphasized during lecture time. Why?
nobody knows. A big university like BYU, affiliated with a
church that is expanding to Africa, should teach its people
about Africa. There are many departments that can afford to
have a course on Africa. There are hundreds of courses, but
nothing on Africa. I believe that this is where we should
start educating our people. And that would change the
prejudice we have about Africa.

Desmond:

How can BYU benefit from teaching African history?

Dr. Anderson:

Such courses would provide a richer experience for greater
diversity. It would increase cultural and racial
representation that is presently not adequate. One thing to
remember is that we can have a great academic institution-but if we undermine some people's culture, they won't come.
These African students must know that we are interested in
them by seeing that we are teaching about them. In
addition, we should educate our own Utah Mormon kids
that Africa is not jungle, famine and political instability;
Africans are people like us.

Desmond:

Do you think students would take a class on African history?
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Dr. Anderson:

Of course. Students are eager to learn. Give them a chance,
and they would take a class on Africa.

Observer Comment: Dr. Anderson feels strongly about educating people at BYU
about Africa. He sees problems, and he recognizes that the solution to them is to
educate people. This is true, BYU students and professors are not educated
about Africa. The church is growing very fast in Africa, and I feel we should
teach people about that part of the world.

I left Dr. Anderson's office with better understanding of what African
students go through in classes at BYU. I also had an idea of how this professor
feels about students from Africa, and what he sees as the solutions to some
problems they face . Based on other interviews and observations, I agree with Dr.
Anderson's suggestion that education is an important part of the solution to
African students challenges here.
Ted Adams, a BYU Administrator. I visited with Ted Adams because of
his position on campus. In his assignment, he has interacted extensively with
minority students at BYU, particularly Africans and African Americans.
Desmond:

Mr. Adams, as you know I am doing a study on African
students at BYU. I would like to learn from your experiences
with them.

Mr. Adams:

I am going speak on behalf of our office. We don't actively
recruit African students, or any other international student,
regardless of color or continent. This is based on
instructions we have received from the Board of Trustees.
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We have an adequate number of international students to
appease the accreditation committee. But personally, I
would like to see an increase of color on this campus. Ever
since I was a student, this school has been too White.
Desmond:

Why do you want to increase color on this campus?

Adams:

I want to see a White student sitting at church, in a
classroom, at the football stadium with a student of color,
not thinking that this student is Black, and he is from Africa,
but calling each other "brothers and sisters."

Desmond:

How do you see yourself accomplishing this goal?

Adams:

I would like to see scholarships provided to international
students. But there are no scholarships available at this
moment for these students. Africans, and any other
international students, must fund their own way to school.
For example, African students do not qualify for the
multi cultural scholarships.

Observer Comment: This is what frustrates African students. They consider
themselves as multicultural students; but they do not enjoy the same privileges
as American multicultural students. If they are not multicultural students by
BYU's definition, what are they? I have heard this question from Africans and
others over and over again.
Desmond:

Can you tell me why African students don't qualify for
multicultural scholarships.

Adams:

Again it goes back to the Board of Trustees. African students
do not come from the North American continent. And that
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is the definition the Board of Trustees has given to us. So we
go out all over North America looking for minority students
who might need our financial help in going through school.
We provide assistance in the application process, advisement
to help ensure graduation, and we do all we can to help
them have positive experiences at BYU.
Observer Comment: This is very interesting. I feel that this is exactly the kind of
help that African students need . It seems that Ted Adams was right when he
said that for African students and other international students to enjoy
scholarships and special assistance, BYU has to change or broaden its mission.
Desmond:

Let's shift gears for a second. Can you tell me more about
the Black Student Association?

Adams:

I am not an official advisor of that organization, but I have
found myself advising the group on many occasions. Every
time I go there I see three distinct kinds of Blacks. I see Black
Americans, African Blacks, and Caribbean Blacks. Some of
these Blacks receive financial help from BYU, while others
do not. There are cultural differences. But more
importantly, I do not see Black Americans fellowshipping
the others. They let them wander on their own. There are a
number of reasons for this. For example, Black Africans are
independent, hungry for knowledge, diligent, and humble
while the African Americans don't always possess these
qualities.
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Desmond:

You have mentioned a few words that describe Africans.
Can you tell me what do you mean by each of them (diligent,

independent, hungry for knowledge and humble)?
Adams:

By independent I meant that Africans do not feel that there is
somebody who owes them something. One student I know
very well sold all of his private possessions to make sure that
his schooling was paid for. Africans do not look for a
freebie. Also they don't blame somebody for their failures.
They feel they are responsible. They still have positive
attitudes despite challenges they face. I see them as
committed, having a vision.
By hungry for knowledge, I mean they have a vision of how
education will benefit them and their posterity. They see the
importance of education and, therefore, work hard at it.
They see education as a way of serving their fellowman.
By saying they are diligent, I mean African students are
willing to sacrifice time and money to make sure that their
educational goals are achieved.
When I say they are humble, I mean they are teachable,
sensitive and caring. They are always looking out for
someone else. Africans are not looking out just for
themselves, but for their fellowman . In short, I can say
African students at BYU are living a Christ-like life.

Observer Comment: Ted Adams has expressed a helpful definition of what some
BYU people see in African students. I am looking forward to see how wide-
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spread these characteristics are among the African Students. I have already seen
most of them in the people I have observed and interviewed.
Desmond:

Mr. Adams, thanks for your time - If you do not have

anything more for me today, I will stop there; but I would
like to come back later to fill in any gaps in my data.
Adams:

Any time you are welcome. But do me one favor. I would
like you to interview the BYU Executive council. In your
interviews with them, I want you to ask them why African
students are not included when we talk about multicultural
students. When you find the answer, come back and tell me.

Questionnaire Results
In this final section of the chapter, results from a questionnaire are

presented to complement the more "qualitative" descriptions based on case
studies in this chapter by documenting perceptions of a greater proportion of the
African students at BYU about their educational experiences at BYU. The
questionnaire was administered to all accessible current BYU African students in
the following settings: African Association meetings, interviews with students,
and visits to their homes and apartments. For more information on what was
contained in the questionnaire, see appendix B.
Responses are summarized in two sections. Responses to the more
demographic types of questions are presented briefly in Table 3 to provide a
sense of who the Black African students are at BYU. Examples of their responses
to the open-ended questions are presented following the Table 3.
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Table 3.
Descriptive Information
Administered Returned
Number of Questionnaires

27

27(100%)

Female
Gender

Male

30%

70%

Friends
How did you hear about BYU

Church

30%

7%

Non-LOS

LOS
70%

Religious Affiliation

No Answer

63%

30%

No

Undecided

Are you going home after your degree

Yes
63%

8%

7%

Have you gone home while working on degree

11%

89%

English
Official language of your country
Group you "hang around with"
Which group do you date

African

Others

67%

7%

26%

Africans

Afro-US

Anglo-US

19%

7%

Africans

Afro-US

7%

4%

59%

Anglo-US
41%

Single Married Divorced Widow Separated
Marital Status
Degree you are seeking
How you finance education

59%

22%

7%

0%

7%

All
15%

No Answer
48%

No Answer
4%

BA

B.Sc. BFA. M.Sc. Ph.D. JDD Other No Response

15%

26%

4%

15%

4%

7%

7%

22%

Scholarship

Sponsorship

Working

48%

30%

74%
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1. What challenges have you faced general} y?

• Financial:
-To support both my wife and myself at school and to take care of 5
children
-I put myself through school
• None
-Very easy academically
• Social
-Most Americans are very ignorant about Africa and it is annoying
-These people are racist, and most of them are very ignorant
-People don't know anything about Africa. Western media have
constructed a biased image
• Academic:
-The curriculum is too limited regarding politics in underdeveloped
countries
-Ignorant professors who teach and give false information about Africa
2. What questions are you often asked about Africa?

•General Questions:
- What brought you here?
• Social Life:
-Do you have houses or live in jungles?

-Does civilization exist or not?
-What kinds of buildings do you have?
-What does Africa look like?
-How is the famine?
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-Do you have cars?

-When did you start wearing clothes?
•Animals
-Do you live with animals?
-Do you have any monkeys running around?

•Language
-Where did you learn English?
-What language do you speak?
-Do you speak English in your country?

3. How are you treated by BYU as an organization?

• Positive:
-Students are treated kindly and respected.
-I feel welcome and given a full privilege to pursue my dreams
-Very well. Everyone has been good to me.
• Negative:
-As a faceless number.
-As a ID number.
• Neutral:
-Like everybody else, I guess.
4. What things do you like about BYU?

• Administration:
-Highly organized
-Efficient administration, great professors, beautiful campus
• Religious Life:
-Secular knowledge being taught in a spiritual manner
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-The church standards and studentbody
• Academics:
-Teachers are nice, and everybody is curious about Africa
-People in my program
-A good school and the tuition is good
-Quality education and good standards
• Environment
-It is a safe part of the United States

5. What things are you frustrated about at BYU?

• Ignorance about Africa
-People are ignorant about other peoples' cultures
-Mormons seem to have painted a false picture of Africa
-Some questions are frustrating about Africa
-People always have preconceived ideas about Africa and are not
willing to listen about Africa
• Dishonesty
-People signing the honor code, and yet they are loose about living it
•Social
-The school is too big
-Llttle use of students as resources
-Lael< of diversity
-Not socially integrated
-I want to make it to the top and I don't know if it will be possible
because there are so many people
•Spirituality
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-The spiritual alienation. I've been everywhere world-wide. Provo, is the
only place that has given me this feeling
•Academics
- Courses are very limited on Africa
• None
-Everything is okay
6. What are your feelings about BYU?

• Great School
-A very good university
-Great opportunity to learn, serve and have fun
-There are many people who are truly good people and who
show great examples
-I like my program
-A great school with a great engineering program
-I would not trade my experiences at BYU for anything
• Improve curriculum on Africa
-African literature is taught world-wide, but BYU does not offer a single
course in African literature. Two African novelists won the Nobel Prize
recently but BYU doesn't teach African literature.
-BYU as a community should start understanding other peoples'
cultures through learning about them.
From the questionnaire responses, two patterns in the views of these
African students are apparent . First, African students like the academic
programs and the religious environment offered at BYU. Second, they also face
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certain challenges and frustrations here. For example, they are frustrated about
how uneducated the BYU community seems to be about Africa.
The questionnaire was designed to confirm emerging themes across as
many of the Black African students as possible. These themes, which emerged
from the naturalistic participant observation and interviews with a few students
were essential! y supported by the questionnaire results. This evidence will be
noted in the discussion of themes in the next chapter.
There were two purposes for this chapter. First was to help the reader
experience the lives of African students and people involved in educating Black
African students at BYU in their natural settings. Second, the portrayals and
questionnaire results were included to help the reader understand the origin of
the themes discussed in chapter Five and the conclusions presented in Chapter
Six.
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Chapter V
Understanding African Students at BYU

Four themes were identified in this study of Black African students'
educational experiences at BYU. These themes, besides being applicable to the
African students studied at BYU, may also be useful to those interested in doing
studies on African students' and other international students' experiences.
The first is about aspects of their BYU educational experiences most Black
African students find fulfilling. The other three themes discuss frustrations
associated with admissions, conflicting expectations, and social interactions most
African students experience at BYU.
These themes may appear to be common to all students, especially other
international students. For example, students from Asia and Latin America are
known for corning from poor families. Hence, they experience some of the same
challenges as Africans as they seek higher education in America. But for the
purpose of this study, I will discuss these themes in the context of African
students' experiences at BYU.
Theme 1: Despite challenges and frustrations, most African students find BYU
very attractive and fulfilling as an academic institution
Although there are challenges and frustrations, most African students
who begin their studies here have not stopped corning to BYU. Among all the
students I interviewed, there was only one student who felt that the honor code
was too restrictive. As a result, he decided to transfer to another university.
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Most African students who were surveyed in this study said they would
encourage other Africans to come to BYU.
Interestingly, even non-LOS Africans are happy at BYU. Quality
education and high standards of dress and morals seem to attract both non-LOS
and LDS African students to BYU. The following statements from several
individuals illustrate why BYU is an attractive institution to Africans. First, from
a professor,
Africans come from a society where good moral standards are
taught and people are expected to live by them. African parents worry
about their children corning to America. In Africa, America is known as a
country that is loose. By loose, I mean that even though we are Christians,
we are not living by Christian values. But when parents find out about
our honor code and our other standards, they are happy. They feel that
their children are protected from the evils of our society.
Two non-LOS African students expressed the same opinion. The first
student is a Moslem by religion,
I was in Rio Range University when I applied to BYU. I told friends
that I was going to BYU. They tried to talk me out of it. But a friend of
mine who was a Mormon told me about the honor code. I was impressed.
I thought about my children. I guess that was what motivated me to want
to come here. Besides that, I find that Mormons and Moslerns are not that
different in their basic beliefs. Right there I find common things. I am
happier here than I was in Rio Range university. I wish I had come here
first.
Another non-LOS Christian had this to say:
I am Seventh Day Adventist. I have strong Christian values. Even
though I do not fit in when Mormons are together talking about their
missions and some of their beliefs, the honor code and their way of life
have had a lot of impact on me. I enjoyed being here. I hate drinking and
smoking. Provo is just a great environment to live in.
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These statements illustrate reasons Africans are likely to continue corning
to BYU regardless of religion. The Mormon standards impress students and
make them want to be here.
Besides the standards and the honor code, most African students find the
quality of education very satisfying at BYU. BYU, as an institution of higher
education is as attractive academically as any other institution in the country.
Onwere (1980) noted that African students see education as playing the key role
in their economic and technological development, as well as their political
stability. Hence, they will choose an institution they believe will provide the best
education. As one student, who at first decided not to attend BYU but later
changed his mind, said,

When I was in Africa, I had heard of BYU and that it is sponsored
by the Church. I wanted to come but was hesitant that I would not receive
a good academic experience. In my country, all church-related institutions
are not considered good schools. I first went to the American University
in California, but when I could not afford tuition, my bishop told me of
BYU. Even though I was afraid that I would not receive a good higher
education, I came here. To tell you the truth, I would not trade the
education I have received for anything. It is a great academic institution.
Professors are well trained and prepared. They are down to earth and
ready to help me succeed as a student. I feel very prepared academically.
Another student won a college marketing competition which qualified
him to go to any university in the nation. Scholarships and offers to attend the
college of his choice were coming from all directions. Despite being impressed
by the moral standards, he was primarily attracted by the academic reputation of
BYU. He said, "The BYU business program was ranked fourth in the nation
when I applied. That impressed me, and I wanted to be here."
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BYU's student body is unique. For instance, over 88% of its students are
White. This has certain advantages for most African students. Often, when a
professor discovers that a student in his or her class is from Africa, the professor
becomes interested in that student and his or her country. One African student
described her experiences in this way,
Professors here are nice and good. They want to talk and learn
about me. With one professor, I will go to his office to talk about my class,
but we always end up talking about my family and my country. I like the
way that he is interested in me as a person, not just as another student.
And I have found most professors to be very friendly.
I can also add that m y professors have made me feel comfortable. At
times, I have shared with them some of my deepest secrets. I felt comfortable
doing so because of the way they have welcomed me. They have been more than
professors; they have been close friends. Those that I have taken classes from
have been very helpful in making sure I succeed.
In conclusion, despite the challenges and frustrations which will be
discussed below, African students basically have positive experiences and are
seen as great contributors to the BYU community.
Theme 2: Most Africans are challenged by the process involved in applying for
admission to BYU
Differential Requirements. When American students apply for admission
to BYU, they are required to produce SAT scores, their high school GPA, and an
essay describing long term educational goals. In addition, Africans and other
international students are required to provide further evidence of academic
qualification, a statement showing ability to meet financial obligations while at
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BYU, TOEFEL scores to prove proficiency in English, a student visa, and a
passport. One administrator commented on the differences in requirements
between African and American students by saying,
By the time the African students get over here, they are ready to
start school. Sometimes it takes a year from the time we first receive a
letter that the student is interested in being considered for admission until
he is fully admitted. One reason for this is that the postal system in some
countries is not effective. But in most cases, I think we demand too much
from these students. You know, it is frustrating not only for the students
but for us too, because we have an open admission to all students
interested in corning to this university.
Not only are administrators concerned with the admission requirements
and processes, but many students also share related frustrations. As one student
put it,
The American government forgets that in my country we don't
even have centers where we can take SAT or TOEFEL exams. I had to
wait for three months before I could even afford to take the test.

Many African students and administrators who work with these students
see these requirements as being burdensome. To some, it seems like the BYU
admissions office and the U.S. Government offices that set these regulations may
not really understand African students and their backgrounds when they set
admissions requirements. Students feel that Americans should learn more about
the African students' situations.
English Proficiency. Another frustration African students face is the
deficiency they have in the English language, though there are conflicting views
on this issue. Some of the students and administrators do not even recognize it
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as a problem. However, the literature, the BYU admissions policy, and several
faculty members claim that reading and writing in English continues to be
challenging for Africans, as well as other international students. One student's
comments illustrate the apparent paradox,
Americans don't think we can speak English that well. I think we
speak better English than they do. They think that the only languages
spoken in Africa are native African languages. This myth is far from true.
In my country there are so many native languages that we have to speak
English in order to communicate with each other. I am not claiming that
everybody speaks English, but I know that those interested in higher
education can speak English. We were a British colony; as a result, we
speak English more than we speak our own native language. Why then do
I need to take a TOEFEL?
Such claims by African students that their English is adequate, conflict
with evidence in the literature, which documents that the central problem of
Africans as they come to the U. S. is spoken and written communication using
the English language (Sally, 1991). Another study found that Africans are
attracted to American universities because America is an English speaking
country and African students hope to get a chance to practice their English there
(Arubayi, 1981).
African students I have interviewed communicated with me very well.
They wonder why the university requires the TOEPEL of any international
student who comes from a country where English is spoken as the second
language. Most former British colonies in Africa have accepted English as their
official language. This means that in the academic and business communities of
these countries, English is the main means of communication. One administrator
testified of this when he said:
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In my position on this campus, I see a lot of international students
with language problems. African students don't seem to have a problem
with the language. They are far better than most international students I
work with.
Clearly, BYU should continue to require the TOEFEL for African students
corning from Angola and Mozambique where Portuguese is the official language,
and from Zaire where French is the most common language. In these countries,
English is a second language for nearly everyone. But the fact that there is only
one African student currently enrolled in the English as a Second Language
program because of his poor English language proficiency while all the others
are in ordinary BYU academic programs suggests that either the TOEFEL
requirement is meeting its intended purpose or some of the students should not
be required to take this exam.
On the other hand, perhaps the TOEFEL and the SAT do not adequately
measure the critical reading an d writing skills needed by students at BYU
because there continue to be concerns expressed by some faculty that many of
these students need help writing. It is possible that BYU and other American
universities need to find better ways to select students on these criteria or to help
them develop the skills before they come to the university. This study has
unearthed the reality of these apparent conflicts but was unable to resolve them.
Additional Documentation. The SAT and TOEFEL exams are not the only
frustrations making the admission process especially challenging to African
students; the need for official and acceptable transcripts presents difficulties also.
The administrators interviewed explained that the American government and
BYU strictly require proper documents because they believe applicants have
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made fraudulent presentation of high school and college transcripts in the past.
One administrator described his own personal experience in these words,
Africans have developed skills in forging the documents. I may be
wrong, but I also feel that there is a lot corruption in their governments.
Many in authority just give these transcripts so that fellow countrymen
can have a better education in America. Take a classic example. We had
an African student sent us a false 1-20 form. What was amazing was that it
had my name and [the International Student Director of Admissions]
name on it. The mistake was that, instead of saying "International
Advisor," it said "International School." Things like this happen all over
the country, but here, only once in while. So, how can you help but be
strict during admissions. Because of such things, we are very careful.
This concern has not onl y made it more difficult for Africans to come here,
but has also made the adm ission process a very long one. As one administrator
illustrates in describing the current solution to the problem of falsification of
documents,

When we receive the transcripts from students, we send them
back, not to the students but to the Western African Examination Board.
We ask this board to send us a letter that verifies that the grades and other
information are correct.

This transmittal of documents back and forth from a student to the Board,
back to the school, and back to the student is a long process. It can cause a lot of
anxiety to students who are eager to be admitted to BYU.
Financial Evidence. The interviews and questionnaire responses indicate
that most African students have difficulty supporting themselves financially. In
the past some African students have come to the US with no money to obtain a
higher education. To prevent this from happening, the US government requires
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each student to prove ability to provide full financial support before a student
visa can be issued. One of the most challenging parts of the admission process
for many African students is meeting these requirements.
Universities are required to release an estimate of what international
students will need in a given year. For instance, any African student applying to
BYU has to prove that he or she will have $9,000 per year (for the 1992-93
academic year) to cover tuition and living expenses. For most African students
this is a large sum, and they cannot afford it.
For international students who do not have sufficient funds from home to
obtain a student visa, they have to be on a scholarship (academic or athletic),
obtain an assistantship, or find sponsorship by some organization or an
American family. Many students also find it necessary to supplement these
sources of funds by working on campus. The questionnaire results show that
30% of the African students at BYU have scholarships or assistantships, 48% are
on sponsorship, and 74% are supplementing these other sources by working.

If a student claims to have a sponsor, the signature of the sponsor must
appear on the application forms. It can be difficult to find somebody who will
say," Yes, I will be willing to pay $9,000 every year towards your schooling."
In spite of this challenge of finding a sponsor, several African BYU
students have bee,:1 able to find sponsorship. Often, this search is a trial of their
faith and they feel they have been blessed with a miracle when a sponsor finally
appears. My own story is a case in point. I had no idea that it would be possible
for me to go to America to study after my mission until a sponsor offered me that
opportunity. The majority of African students at BYU are Mormons and most
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of them are being sponsored by a former mission president or a family on a
mission with a student who served in his or her home country.
One student's story illustrates what some African students have gone
through finding sponsorship,
I left UMlazi on 90 day's visa to Nanda. A Reverend for a certain
church had told me of the scholarship he was going to get for me and
some of my friends. But when we got to Nanda, there were no
scholarships. While on this 90 days visa, I met the missionaries and
started to attend the LOS-Church in Nanda. My 90 days were being
numbered in Nanda when the mission president and his Branch President
started to see me as a future missionary. Somehow they talked the
officials into not sending me to UMlazi because of the political situation at
home. I managed to stay in Nanda and traveled a couple of times to
Azania. I still don't know how I did it with no proper papers.
I did not want to go back to UMlazi, because I did not know what
would happen to me. It was there that my life took a different direction.
In 1989, I was called on a mission to New Jersey. I served 28 months. It
was not because I wanted to stay that long. But I didn't see a reason to
return to UMlazi; I could not go to Nanda because that was not my home.
The only thing I wanted to do was to come to school at BYU. But some
Church officers were blocking such an opportunity for me. They wanted
me to return to UMlazi and become a Church leader. I don't think that
was a fair thing to do. I did not have money, which meant that if I could
not receive a sponsorship from someone, there was no way I could make it
to BYU.
Well it was at this time that I talked to some people in my mission
about life back home and how much I did not want to go back. I talked
about my desire to go to school. Arrangements were made so that I
should attend JBH University. After 28 months of being on the mission, I
went to JBH. I was there because one of the civil rights leaders arranged
that for me. I couldn't be at the school of my dreams because no one could
sponsor me.
People at JBH and in the community where I had served my
mission heard about my situation and started to attack the Church as
racist. They were planning to go public and announce this to the whole
nation. I was scared, I did not want to do this to my Church. Pressure
was high that I should let them do it. Their argument was that the Church
has enough money to help one African student. When the Church
officials found out what was going on, I was called out of my classroom in
JBH and told that I had been accepted at Ricks College and my tuition was
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covered. When I asked who was paying for the school, I was told my
friends were paying. Since then, I have been able to find out that my
mission president is paying for my school. After a year at Ricks College, I
transferred over to BYU. My friends are still paying my tuition.

Not all students have such a challenge finding a sponsor. For example,
another student told this story,

I was about to finish my mission. Brother, I was ready to go to
Africa. But I did not want to go Africa. Life is tough there. Political and
economic problems are everyday troubles. I thought about all these
things. It was during this time that a Sister asked what I would do after
my mission. I told her of my problem. Brother, she felt sorry for me and
she said, "I will write to my dad." Her dad is a millionaire. He heard the
story of my life and said he would pay for all my schooling. Today
brother, I receive $12,000 a year to pay for my school. He wants me to get
an education. If he found out I was working, he would kill me. All he
wants are good grades.
Not all students who obtain sponsors continue with a positive experience.
Some have had sponsors sign the sponsorship papers; and then before
graduation, they receive word that the sponsor cannot continue to be a sponsor.
In such cases, the school may feel obligated to take over the financial aid of the
student. BYU has had the experience of admitting international students with
sponsors who failed to meet their obligations. As one administrator put it,

There is a lot of dishonesty going on. People just fill out the
affidavit of support, but that does not mean they will pay. They fill out
papers so that they can bring the student to school and America. Who has
to pay for that student? The school. Now and again we have to try to find
money for an African student because the sponsor decided not to pay the
tuition. Sometimes we don't have the money. In such cases it is hard on
us and on the student.
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From these cases, it is clear that BYU wants to help African and other
international students, but the immigration laws must be followed and students
are obliged to find their own way to finance their education. Although students
may be frustrated by these regulations and the financial challenge they represent
in the application process, these are necessary if BYU is to continue offering and
education to international students.
The Visa. The application process goes step-by-step. After the student
has taken the tests and proved he or she has high enough grades and sufficient
financial support, the next step is to get the student visa. BYU issues an I-20,
which shows the U. S. Government that the student has been admitted to BYU
and can be admitted to the U.S. But this does not always go smoothly, as one
student described,
Brother, BYU sent a letter that I had been admitted and the
verification that my government was going to pay for my school. But it
took the U.S. embassy three months to give me my papers. You know
they did not just give them to me. After three months of waiting, my
government had to call BYU to send another letter. BYU sent a telegram.
I guess the embassy realized that BYU meant business, because the
following day I received a phone call to come and get my visa. I was
happy, brother.
It is becoming more difficult to get the visa since the American
government has and is still cutting down on the number of foreigners corning to
America, especially on the number from Africa. As one administrator put it,
One time I had to go to Western Africa and pick up two of my
students. The government wouldn't give them the visas. I understand
why, some come here and never go back. We have also been told not to
accept students from some countries because of fraud with papers and
not wanting to return back to their home countries after their studies.
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From the information shared in this section, it is evident that there are
several hurdles African students (as well as other international and even
American students) must overcome to gain admission to BYU and any other
American university. Although some of the students involved in this study
would like BYU to make it easier for them, and there may be some helpful
modifications made through counseling the students more thoroughly as they
prepare their applications, it is also clear that such admissions policies are
needed. Without some way of ensuring that students will be financially
supported, likely to do well in the university using English, and willing to abide
by the immigration laws of the country, it would be impossible for any students
of other nations to come here. These realities cannot be changed; but potential
students should be helped to understand what is involved in gaining admission
and then assisted in preparing the best applications possible. Such efforts would
help students deal with these frustrations, though they could not be completely
eliminated.
Theme 3: Most African students, as well as many non-Africans, are frustrated by
the differences between their expectations and their experiences with the
American educational system
Forty years ago, most African countries were ruled by European
colonizers; hence they operated under a European educational system. When the
colonizers left Africa, their influence, including the European system of
education remained. So, African students bring to BYU some of this European
influence, in addition to their native African cultures. Conflicts between these
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European and African backgrounds and the American culture present challenges
to Africans when they come to America to seek higher education.
Many African students often have unrealistic expectations of the
American system, particularly of their professors. Sometimes they become
disturbed as they encounter apparent conflicts between the African and
American systems of education.

Likewise, professors sometimes have

stereotyped views and expectations of students from African countries which
conflict with the students' backgrounds. Often, these misconceptions by both
the African students and their professors have interfered with these students'
learning.
Students' Expectations. African students come from systems and cultures
that have taught them that professors are the final authority. As a result, they do
not question or challenge their teachers in front of other students or even outside
of the classroom. One African Moslem student described her view of the
position of the professors in these words, "Stand for the professor and treat him
as a prophet." Because I did not understand, I asked what she meant and she
said, "As Moslems, we believe that there is one prophet, and that is Mohammed.
If there could be another prophet though, the professor would be it."

One BYU professor commented on how African students' relationships
with the professors in Africa have affected their learning and their educational
experience in his classes,
Students are afraid to challenge me as a teacher. As professors we
tend to classify African students as dumb or just not willing to contribute
in classes. This ignorance about their upbringing affects how we grade
them. If the grade is based on class participation, I am positive that
African students will fail and in some cases they will receive a lower grade
than they deserve.
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One African student explained her amazement about the different role of
professors during her first few days of class at BYU,
To me, it was a new thing. I thought these students had no respect
for the professor. Besides just talking while the lecturer was talking, there
were two male students who could not keep quiet. Every time the
professor said something, they would challenge him. It was interesting,
but all was new to me. Everybody seemed to accept it; I think I was the
only one in shock.
Although many of the African students were surprised to find that
professors at BYU could be approached and even challenged, few of those I
observed took advantage of this opportunity. They were more likely to
participate in small class discussions than in the large lecture halls and when
specifically invited by the professor to make comments; but they rarely
questioned statements made by their professors in any educational settings.
Professors' Expectations. American professors and students have a lot of
misconceptions about Africans and they often misjudge Black Africans because
of these false ideas about their background. The literature supports this theme,
as do comments made in response to the questionnaire and the case studies
conducted for this study.
As Mr. Berendzen, President of American University, has suggested,
"Before we can teach foreign students, there is a great deal that we need to learn
[about them]." (Sally, 1981). The following quote from one professor about
African students' academic preparation illustrates a common perpetuation of
false stereotypes of these students,
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Africans have very poor academic preparation. They just don't
have a solid academic background to help them succeed when they come
to our universities. We had an African student in our department. He
took one of my classes. It was a basic graduate class, and yet he was
struggling. I wondered about his undergraduate preparation. As
professors, we had to help him all the way. I was happy that he
eventually graduated. He was not stupid or dumb, but he lacked the basic
general education.
This professor gave the following advice to African students who come to
BYU, "African students should know that they are corning here to compete with
the best." Such statements about African students suggests Africans may be
misjudged by professors as not being capable of competing successfully with
other students. This misjudgment has occurred often in technical courses. One
student who scored well on an exam shared this experience of a professor
questioning his integrity in his math class,
We took a test. When the teacher was giving us back the papers, he
asked me to see him in his office after class. I thought may be he was
impressed by the score I got. I went to his office. You know, brother, he
asked me a stupid question. He asked where I had learned math. They
don't think we learn these kinds of skills. I was upset. You know he
thought I had cheated. Well, I planned to prove him wrong. I did not get
the highest grade, but it was still good enough. And he gave me a B for
the final grade. I was really upset because some of my classmates who got
lower scores, received higher grades. But I didn't want to make a big deal
out of it.
The professors' expectation that African students lack academic
preparation represents a threat to these students' success at BYU. Students may
receive grades that are lower than they deserve, as illustrated in this math
example as well as in English classes as illustrated in the following example.
Most African students learn British English (67% of the questionnaire
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respondents reported that English was the official language of their country),
which affects their writing. For example, a student may write centre instead of

center. Some professors have little patience with people using British English.
One student shared his experience in these words,
Some professors here are not willing to change their ways. I had
one English professor who told me that I should learn to write like an
American. He thought that I was just pretending that I didn't know
American English. He thought that I knew how to write like an American.
He wanted to change me by force. I don't consider myself to be a poor
writer. But he marked me down. Brother, after receiving an "A" on one
essay and a "C" on another essay, I went to him and asked why he gave
me two different grades on comparable essays, written by the same
writer? He changed the "C" to a "B-." For the final grade, he gave me a
"C+." I went and talked to him and he changed it again to a "B-." But
that is one example of those kinds of professors who do not care about
their job. I still don't know what his thinking was. I don't know whether
it was because I am a Black African or just because he did not like my
English.
These experiences indicate that some professors may have unreasonable
ideas about Black Africans' academic preparation. Other professors (as indicated
in Theme One) have very positive expectations and opinions of these same
students. The disparity of views suggests that professors ought to be better
informed and tentative about what to expect from these students.

Cultural Conflicts. Another potential source of conflict between students'
and professors' expectations is the fact that many professors lack understanding
of the cultural, social, and political backgrounds these students bring into their
classrooms while African students tend to interpret everything that takes place in
class according to their background in Africa. For example, regarding political
backgrounds, one professor related the following incident about a student who
thought intellectual criticism was actually a political attack on his race,
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As professors we need to learn about the African political climate. I
had a graduate student who directed a play. But one of the professors
criticized the play and made some suggestions to enhance the learning
experience. This African student did not take the criticism positively: he
challenged the professor and said he was a racist.
This example illustrates a need for professors to learn about their
students' background. But also, African students need to learn to think more
like Americans when they come here.
When I first came to America, I was still thinking like a Black South
African. Every time a teacher would give a lower grade to me than anybody else
in the class, I would quickly conclude that the lower grade was given because I
am Black. I was always reminded of my background in South Africa, where
Black people are not thought of as high achievers and the government has
attempted to keep Blacks down by not giving them equal access to higher
education. But in the United States, I quickly learned that a low grade might be
what I deserved and the teacher gave it as a way of encouraging me to do better
in the future. The grade had nothing to do with race or punishment.
A Possible Solution. Both students and professors can do their part to
overcome these challenges. African students can prepare better for their
educational experiences here. They need to learn what to expect from their
professors. They can do this by being more open to the new culture they have
entered by coming here. They can also help one another, as the President of the
African Students Association challenged during one of the weekly meetings,
'-'We, who are here at BYU, must serve as advisors to incoming students. Let's
talk to them about what to expect in class and outside of the class."
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BYU professors also need to learn about African students' backgrounds.
One professor made this challenge to the BYU faculty,
Let us start to learn something about each of the international
students. Each professor may have one or two of these students each
semester in his class. A professor should go to the library and do research
on their students' political and social life. This would help us meet the
student half way. I have done that with all my international students. We
can learn about their academic background or the system they come from.
For instance, African students come from a European based system with
its own culture. In a European system, students are not required to attend
lectures like we do in America. They are not evaluated often. They have
one exam at the end of the year that decides the future of that student. A
student can do poorly during the semester and do well on the final exam,
and still pass the class. Here in America, we have quizzes and two to four
exams per semester. We need to help our African students understand
these differences.
To conclude that the American system of education is wrong or that
Africans' preparation is not good enough for American education would be
erroneous. It is clear from this study that Africans and professors need to
educate each other about their educational systems and cultures. Both the
African students and the BYU professors need to do their homework before
entering the classroom to learn and to teach.
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Theme 4: One main function of the university is to provide social support for
students: yet most Black Africans have felt challenged more than supported at
BYU in at least four social areas: dating, relationships with African Americans,
Americans' ignorance of African cultures ,and confusion regarding LDS
doctrines about Blacks and the Priesthood
Similar to the previous theme regarding professors and Black African
students, there are also expectations held by other students at BYU which conflict
with expectations of African students. Many of these conflicts are revealed in
these Black African students' dating experiences, their attempts to develop social
relationships with African Americans, and misunderstandings about African
cultures and LDS doctrines regarding Blacks and the Priesthood.
Dating. Africa is one continent where roles between males and females
are still well defined and educating women is not a priority. For example, there
are only four single Black African females on the BYU campus (identified from
the census released by the International Student Office).
Male African students, like any other young men, are interested in
developing relationships with those of the opposite sex. But seeking these
relationships is a challenge at BYU because there are so few African females who
share their culture and aspirations. They find themselves looking to other
nationalities; for example, they often attempt to date female African Americans,
but they are usually disappointed. As one student who has been at BYU for
three years put it,
Brother, when I first came here I was very attracted to African
American girls. But that changed very quickly. You know, they won't
even look at me. I tried to say hi to them. It felt like I was bothering them
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because they showed no interest. I went to a dance once where there were
a lot of Black Americans. I asked one or two to dance with me. Did they
dance? No, brother. They avoided me. It is frustrating, brother.
This experience was confirmed for me when I went to a birthday party
with a lot of Black students, both Africans and African Americans. A friend
asked an African American to dance. She agreed, but it was embarrassing on the
dance floor because she kept laughing, and her friends who were watching them
dance kept making silly remarks. My friend realized that it was a waste to dance
with her, so he left the dance floor.
Two African American females provide a different perspective, though
they agree that dating between Africans and American Blacks is a social problem.
One of these women said, "Africans appear very arrogant. They are very
intimidating to us as females . They appear like they know it all." Another one
said, ''When I first came here, I had a blind date with an African guy. All he
talked about was marriage. It was hard on me." From these two statements, it
appears that the way some Africans present themselves may create difficulties
for African American females .
Because African males have not felt welcomed by African American
Blacks, and there are only four eligible African females at BYU, they have found
themselves looking to White American girls for dating relationships. Most
African students interviewed for this study have found White American students
willing to go out with them to make friends . The literature (Arubaya, 1985)
confirms that White females will go out because they are intrigued by dark skin
and a new culture. However, most of these women are not willing to commit to
long-term relationships, often because of pressure from families and friends.
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At BYU, such pressure exists. One African student described a related
experience in these words,
I went out with this girl. After I had been out with her three times,
she came to me crying. And she said, '1 cannot go out with you again
because my dad will kill me." How do you explain that? Brother, this is
because Mormons are racist. They believe that we were cursed, and we
are not good enough for their daughters.
A professor said,
This attitude that our daughters cannot marry or date Black
students won't change. As Mormons, we believe strongly in our Prophet,
and we take His counsel as final. President Kimball came here to BYU. At
that time, you could hardly see a Black person here. And he said, "Please
make sure that you marry within your race. Do this for the children." I
paraphrase it, but that is what he said. I don't think he meant that God
had appeared to him in a vision. But many people in the Church have
taken it as a commandment.
Another professor commented,
We have to change the composition of the school. We need more
color. Otherwise we will continue stereotyping people based on our old
theological beliefs. It is going on everywhere. We are certain that the
White race is a supreme race and must be kept that way. I don't think
Christ is happy with this attitude. BYU should accept interracial
relationships and marriages, because that is the direction the world is
taking. But the way the campus is, we are not going to change.
The experiences of the African males at BYU suggest that they will
continue to be frustrated in their dating. There are so few females from Africa,
the Black American women do not take them seriously, and White students
avoid long-term relationships with non-White men.
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Relationships with African Americans. African students come from a
society where Black people are a majority. BYU presents a new way of life
because they now find themselves in the minority. Some come here with no idea
of how to communicate with Whites, because they have never talked to them
before. There are so few Black students on campus that it becomes exciting to see
another Black. But such meetings are not always fulfilling, because the majority
of the Blacks are African Americans. It is this group of Blacks the African
students try to identify themselves with when they first come to BYU, but their
meetings have not always been positive. Arubaya (1981, p. 118) commented on
this by saying that "African students come to the U.S. and try to identify
themselves with Afro-Americans but they get a repulsive shock in return." One
African put it this way,
Black Americans don't even look at you. When eyes happen to
meet, it is like they are looking at an animal. Brother, when they see us,
they don't see another human.
Another student gave his hypothesis of why the African Americans
behave this way towards African Blacks,

The problem with Black Americans is that they have the wrong
impression of Africa. I blame the media for all these pictures they have
painted of Africa. The media and Hollywood have never presented a
good picture of Africa. As a result, Black Americans do not want to
identify themselves with Africa. Black Americans don't think that
something good can come out of Africa. I just feel sorry when they look
down upon me. The media has done so much damage to Africa that even
my children ask me strange questions about Africa. My oldest son was
born in Africa. He came to the States when he was seven. But he has
forgotten so much about Africa that he comes to me and asks the same
questions other Americans ask.
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This statement illustrates the negative response of African Americans to
Africans which is challenging to Black Africans who come to BYU where there
are so few Blacks, and find that even their own Black brothers are not willing to
extend the hand of fellowship. One administrator shared his experience of how
African Americans behave toward Black Africans,
I went to the Black Students Association; there I found three kinds
of Blacks. There were the African Americans, the Africans and the
Caribbean's. I mean, when you looked around the room, they were seated
in three different groups. I blame the African Americans for not extending
the hand of fellowship. It is their responsibility to do so because this is
their country.
The Black Students Association (BSA) is an organization designed to bring
together all Black students at BYU, but so far it has only met the needs of the
African Americans. One African, a former member of BSA, shared his
frustrations regarding this organization,
When I first came here, I was told of the BSA I was excited because
I wanted to get to know some of my Black brothers and sisters. I attended
a few of their meetings. But then I withdrew my membership. To tell you
the truth, I left. I wanted to go there but nobody would talk to me. All the
officers were Black Americans. You know what that meant? All the
activities they organized were aimed at satisfying their own American
wants. They didn't want to learn from us Africans. I just left the
organization. I have no desire to go back unless they change their
structure. One thing that is a shame is that they forget that we can learn
from each other about our cultures. All I want from them is that they
recognize me as a human being rather than just as an African.
This antagonism between these groups of Black students has its roots in
the different cultures they come from. I suggested this interpretation of the
problem to one African student who agreed with me and went on to say,
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It is more than a culture. You know they cannot stand my accent
and the way I dress. I cannot talk to them because I cannot understand
their accent. They don't even speak proper English. I like the way I dress.
I think other people around accept me more than the Black Americans do.
I was interested in learning from Africans about how many spend their
time with African Americans. In response to the questionnaire, two of twentyseven (7%) African students said that they "hang around with" African
Americans, while 19% said they associate with other Black Africans, 59% with
Whites, and 15% with all groups. One of the two African students who associate
mostly with Afro-Americans went to high school in America. Her school had
both African Americans and Whites. When she came to BYU, she was already
used to being around Black Americans. When I asked her why she seemed to get
along better with Black Americans than most African students, she said,
I went to high school in America, as a result, I know how they think
and do things. Africans are always intimidated by them. You know they
are human like us. It is a matter of understanding each other.
As these stories indicate, Black Africans would like to be understood and
accepted by their Black American brothers and sisters. Perhaps with time and
continued exposure to one another, more students from both continents will
have the experience of learning to understand that this student has had.
Building Interest in African Cultures. In addition to the lack of acceptance
and understanding documented above, there seems to be a general lack of
interest among people in the BYU community regarding the African cultures
these students represent. BYU has an organization called Multicultural Programs.
The term "multicultural," refers to all students who bring cultural and social
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diversity to campus. Even though BYU does not include African students in
their designation of "multicultural students" who receive special financial
consideration because they are not United States minority students, African
students have their place on this campus. Their skin color and cultures bring
diversity, as one administrator noted,
BYU needs to redefine its multicultural students. I think African
students can play an important role in this group. Somehow we need to
think of ways we can involve Africans on our campus. Africans have such
a rich culture that we are ignorant about. All they need is an opportunity
to share with us. I am sure that if we can use our African students, BYU
will become one of the greatest campuses in the world.
Another administrator added:
BYU is ranked top in the nation for understanding international students
and for having students who have been exposed to other people's way of
life through missionary service. It is a shame that we don't have the same
reputation with African students. I am convinced that as we become more
familiar with Africans they will contribute to our campus. Their culture
and traditions are rich. All our students certainly should become familiar
with Africans. We are working on this. There is a proposal for having a
study abroad program in Africa.
One professor described what he does to encourage students' appreciation
of African cultures when he teaches about Africa,

When I teach a section on Africa and there is an African student in
my class, I try to have that student contribute to our African experience.
You know, sometimes we talk about village life. Utahans and other
American students have no idea what it is like to live in a village. I
usually ask the African student to say something about a village. African
students have a lot to contribute to our campus. We should use them
more often.
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African students usually respond positively to professors' requests to
share their culture and traditions with other students, because they view these
opportunities as a way of building inter-cultural understanding. Also, one
African Student Association goal is to provide current African news and general
information on Africa to students and others at BYU. Building on the efforts of
the ASA and faculty and administrators who have shown interest may help
generate more interest in the cultures of Africa among students generally. With
that interest, Black Africans are likely to feel more welcome at BYU.
Blacks and the Priesthood. As demonstrated by several stories presented
in Chapter Four, some members of the BYU community continue to judge Blacks,
African and American, as being less worthy than other people. Students from
Africa identify such prejudice as one of the social concerns they experience at
BYU.
Prior to 1978, Blacks were not actively proselyted by missionaries of the
LOS Church and Black males were not given the Priesthood when they joined the
Church. Although some members of the Church used these facts to justify
prejudicial attitudes against Blacks, the Church position on racial relationships
does not give grounds for concluding that any race is superior or should receive
priority over another. Recently in Church News (1992), Bruce L. Olsen,
managing director of Public Affairs of the Church said,
We reaffirm the long-standing concern of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter day Saints for the well being and intrinsic worth of all
people. Latter-day Saints believe that 'God is no respecter of persons: But
in every nation he that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is
accepted with him.' (Acts 10: 34-35)
All men and women are children of God. It is morally wrong for
any person or group to deny anyone his or her inalienable dignity on the
tragic and abhorrent theory of racial or cultural superiority.
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This statement illustrates that it is not a Church doctrine that Blacks are
inferior. People may argue that the practice of denying Blacks the Priesthood
prior to 1978 is the root of racial prejudice among some members of the church.
But nowhere in Church doctrine is there a statement that this practice was due to
any inferiority of the Black race. As Dr. Dale LeBaron (1992) argues,
Historically, this position [denial of priesthood to Blacks] has not
always been understood or accepted, even by some in the Church.
Because it did not receive specific scriptural status in the Doctrine and
Covenants, some question its origin. However, not all revelations are
made public. In 1977, President Kimball said, We testify to the world that
revelation continues and that the vaults and files of the Church contain
these revelations which come month by month and day to day.
These statements illustrate two things. First, the LDS Church is not racist.
Second, LDS members believe in revelations. As a result, LDS church members
believe that the Lord reveals to the prophets whether some of His children
cannot receive the priesthood at a given time. There were no reasons given for
once time denying the priesthood to Blacks, and it was not because the church
was racist.
As one BYU professor noted, there needs to be continuing effort made to
help people realize that there is no Church doctrine that supports prejudice
against Blacks or any other racial groups,
[Some interpretations] of our religious beliefs [regarding] the Blacks
and the Priesthood [are] offensive to both Black and White members. Of
course, [some] Blacks don't feel comfortable being here because of [these]
beliefs. Our doctrine was not prejudiced or biased against Blacks. And it
was not made up by a man to humiliate another human being. We are
still sensitive regarding this issue. But I discourage people who still use it
today to discriminate against other races. As a bishop in my ward, I have
preached against racism based on this issue. At times I have seen and
heard members of my own ward joke about Black people. I think it is
man's weakness, not the Church's teaching.
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This statement illustrates that it is not BYU policy to encourage racism,
but any racism on campus is the responsibility of the persons practicing it.
Unfortunately, there continued to be examples of prejudice against Blacks at
BYU, as documented in this study. I hope inquiry such as this, the efforts of the
ASA, and the work of faculty and students against judging people based on race
will help overcome these problems.
Summary
Themes in this chapter are discussed in two sections. The first section
presents one major theme about aspects of their BYU educational experiences
most Black African students find fulfilling. The second section discusses
frustrations associated with admissions, conflicting expectations, and social
interactions most African students experience at BYU.
These themes represent an interpretation of the lived educational
experiences of African students at BYU. It is hoped that, by reading Chapter Five
the reader will have a better understanding of the stories presented in Chapter
Four. Chapter Six contains conclusions and recommendations based on these
interpretations.
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Chapter VI

Discussion and Implications

This study of African students' educational experiences at BYU has
identified several frustrations and challenges faced by African students. I went
to the field hoping to discover the challenges in the academic experiences of
Africans in the classroom setting. To my surprise, in addition to classroom
challenges and frustrations, I also discovered a number of out-of-class
difficulties. While writing chapters four and five, I asked myself what is

educational experience? Do all the themes and other findings identified in this
study come under the subject of educational experiences? To answer these
questions, John Goodlad's (1979, p. 3) definition of education and educational
goals is helpful,
The goals officially articulated for schools are educational. They
imply, with varying degrees of specificity, the kinds of knowledge, skills,
and attitudes that students should acquire. But the achievement of these
goals occurs within a context of political, social, and economic interests
that not only impose additional, more implicit purposes but also
determine to a considerable degree the value likely to prevail in school
settings.
Today, educators have responded to this statement from John Goodlad by
proposing that we should educate the total person. By educating a total person, I
mean educating an individual intellectually, socially, physically, and spiritually.
The findings from this study have demonstrated the importance of this idea for
understanding the experiences of Africans at BYU. African students not only
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face classroom challenges and frustrations; they have social, political and
spiritual needs as well.
Based on the identification of lived experiences of Black African students
in this study, it seems clear that there are several ways faculty, administrators,
and students can better address the wholistic needs of these and other
international students at BYU. In the remainder of this chapter, several
recommendations based on the findings of this study are proposed for BYU
generally and for the Faculty Center, the African Students Association (ASA),
and the BYU Associated Students (BYUSA).
Recommendations for BYU Generally
1. BYU needs to understand African students without making

pre- judgments. It can accomplish this by having each student write about him
or herself in great detail when filling out admission applications. These letters
can include such information as family background, finances, educational
background, familiarity with LDS beliefs, and previous relationships with other
nationalities and races. From these letters or essays, BYU will learn about how it
can help these students to have a good educational experience at BYU. This will
also help professors, non-African students, and others who work closely with
African students to modify their pre-conceived ideas about who the African
students are.
2. BYU needs to expand its International Student Office. Currently BYU
has two advisors for over 2,000 international students. These advisors are not
specifically trained to meet African students' needs. Consequently, I recommend
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that BYU start having an advisor who will concentrate on African students. This
individual should have knowledge of Africa, its peoples, and challenges.
3. Behind closed doors, the BYU administration should explore the
challenges and frustrations surrounding African students, and look for ways to
reduce them. By broadening its missions, African students may be more fully
included in all phases of the BYU educational experience.
Recommendations for the BYU Faculty Center
1. This year, BYU established a Faculty Center. The mission of this center

is:
To improve teaching, scholarship, service, and collegiality among all full
and part-time faculty members at Brigham Young University. The Faculty
Center has no line of authority over any academic units, but it actively
encourages and assists colleagues to come together to learn and to share
their strengths. (Faculty Center Mission Statement)
With this mission, the Faculty Center, under university direction, could draw
upon the expertise of faculty to conduct studies regarding the educational
experiences of African and other international students. These studies could
concentrate on academic, social, religious, and political challenges and
frustrations of these students.
2. Based on information from these studies the Faculty Center could
sponsor the development and implementation of training programs that address
these issues. These training programs could be designed to prepare professors,
administrators, and non-African students for the arrival of African students at
BYU. Such issues as understanding students from other countries and dealing
with minority students could be included.
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Recommendations for BYUSA and the African Students Association
1. This study has encouraged the formation of an African Students
Association (ASA). The main objective of the ASA organization is to maximize
learning of African students. The ASA and BYUSA are two student
organizations that work directly with students' needs; they should work
together in providing such programs as tutoring sessions, proofreading, and
editing of academic papers. African students often come to BYU with no
knowledge of computers and few library skills; ASA and BYUSA could assist in
setting up services to provide training in these areas.
2. It should be the responsibility of African students to teach the BYU
community about Africa. The African Student Association could start
conducting forums and non-credit courses on Africa. It could accomplished this
by working closely with the David M. Kennedy Center for International Studies
and the College of Education. Since BYU will be starting an African study
abroad next year, there is a good possibility that this recommendation will be
addressed. In addition to this, ASA could propose books the library should
purchase for the purpose of helping students learn about Africa. Likewise, they
could propose movies on Africa to the BYU international cinema. As African
students propose movies, Africa will be properly represented in the motion
pictures.
Recommendations for African Students, Regardless of Country or Religion
African students should look for similarities between races and
nationalities. They should not concentrate on their differences or on issues that
might be interpreted as racist or prejudiced.
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Recommendations for further study
Since BYU has close to 2,000 international students, I recommend that
studies on other international groups be conducted. I suggest that such studies
be done using naturalistic inquiry. Conducting more studies of this kind at BYU
could clarify other international students' experiences in ways similar to this
study with African students.
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Appendix A- Letter of Consent

Dear Fellow African Student,
The purpose of this research study is to document the lived educational
experiences of Black African students at BYU. I invite you to participate in this
study because I want to learn from you what it is like to be an African student at
BYU.
There will be no risks or discomfort from participating in this study.
Because participation is voluntary, you have a right to refuse to participate and a
right to withdraw later without jeopardizing the progress of the study.
As a researcher, I will observe and interview you a number of times.
If you have any questions regarding this research study, give me a call at
371-6936 or 378-3709.

Sincerely,
Khumbulani Desmond Mdletshe
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Appendix B- QUESTIONNAIRE
TO BLACK AFRICAN STUDENTS AT BYU:
I am doing a study on the educational experiences of African students at BYU. I

have been able to interview a few of you, and I have developed this
questionnaire to help me reach more of you about your educational experiences
at BYU. You are not obligated to answer this questionnaire, and your responses
will be kept anonymous.
Please check the appropriate item below:
1.
You are a
Male
Female
2.

What country do you come from? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

What other countries have you visited or lived in?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

4.

How old are you? _ _ _ _ years

5.

What is your marital status?
_ Single
Widow
Married
_ Separated
Divorced
_ Others (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

6.

How many children do you have? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

7.

What languages do you speak? Start by the official language of your
country?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8.

How did you hear about BYU _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
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9.

How long have you been at BYU? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10.

Have you gone home to Africa since you have been at BYU?
Yes
No
If your answer is no, please state the reason_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _

11.

What degree are you seeking?
BA
BS
BFA MFA MS Ph.D. Ed. D
JDD
Please specify your major _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __

12.

After you have completed your degree, are you planning to return o your
home country?
Yes
No
Please give reasons for your answer_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13.

How do you pay for your school? Please check all that apply to you.
A.
Academic scholarship
B.
Athletic scholarship
C.
Sponsorship (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Working (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D.
E.
Others (Please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

14.

Are you a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Days
Saints? ( No for answer go to #15)
Yes
No
If so, how long have you been a member? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
If so, have you been on the mission
Yes
No
If so, where did you serve? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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15.

What extra-curricular activities do you participate in most frequently at
BYU? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

16.

Which group of students do you spend most of your time with
outside of classes? Please check the one that applies best to you.
Black Africans
White Africans
Afro-Americans
Americans
_ Others (please specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

17.

Do you date at BYU?
Yes
No
Please state the reasons for your answer ___________

Have you faced any challenges in your dating life?
Yes
No
Please state the reasons for your answer ___________

18.

When you do date, which group do you date most often?
Please check the one that applies best to you.
Black Africans
Americans
_ Others (please specify)_ _ _ _ __
White Africans
Afro-Americans

19.

As students we face different kinds of challenges such as academics,
social, financial, professors not understanding African students. What
challenges have you faced at BYU if any? For a complete answer, please
give an example. _______________________
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20.

People are curious about Africa. In their curiosity they usually ask
questions. What questions have you been asked by professors,
students, administrators, etc. about Africa or yourself?

21.

Would you encourage another African student to come to BYU?
Yes
No
(In the space provided, please give the reasons for your answers)

22.

How are you treated by BYU as an organization?

23.

What things do you like about BYU?

24.

What things frustrate you at BYU?

25.

In a short paragraph write your feelings about BYU.

Thanks for your time. Please return this survey to me (Kkumbulani Desmond
Mdletshe) today.
(September 25, 1992)
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Appendix C- Typical Weeks in the Lives of Two African Students at BYU

How are the African students different from their peers at BYU who are
not Africans? A look at the typical weeks of two African student
(single male and female) may provide the you as a reader with an answer. I
would like to live the decision to the reader to decide if he or she sees any
differences
Sizakele Mthethwa a Female Undergraduate African Student
Monday
6:30-7:00

I try to wake up

7:45

Walk to my class

8:00

Physical Science class

9:00-10:00

Read New York Time and Daily Universe and talk to friends
at the library.

11:00

Political geography

12:00

Environmental geography

12:00-1:00

Have lunch and do more talking with friends. Once in a
while I study depending on what is due or wanted in class that day.

1:00-4:00

I go to work. I work as a research assistant. BYU has different
organizations traveling around the world. So we do research about
the culture and the way the of life, and what places they can visit
while in that country. For example, next year the Young
Ambassadors are going to South Africa. So, today, I a had find
what major cities are found in South Africa.
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4:00

I walk home. The moment I get home I start calling
different people about the family home evening. Last
Monday I had to call everybody and remind them about a trip to
the canyon. I had find rides for everybody. I relax by watching TV
or talking to my roommate and catching up on the news I might
have missed. I like to talk on the phone, so I call different people.
We talk about different things. Just before I go to bed I do my
homework and study.

10:30
Tuesday

Try to go to bed.

Because I don't have classes and work in my usual place, I try to sleep in
until eight o'clock. I help one lady with her kids and clean the house. I help this
lady for three hours every Tuesday.
Around noon, I come home, do my homework and study. I prepare for
the upcoming exams and quizzes. For instance. this Tuesday, I will study for a
physical science exam and then in the evening I will go and take an exam. In the
early afternoon I take care of some errands. I try to make my Tuesday
productive, but when I meet friends I spend quality time with them.
By 10:30 PM I go to bed.
Wednesday
Another day like Monday as far as the school and work are concerned.
But between 5:00 and 7:00 in the evening, I have Motor United Nations class. I
student teach for this class. I help students have a better understanding of the
United Nations. There are 68 students in the class, as a result, we have eight TAs
who grade and help the students.
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After class, I come home and do my homework and study. I work
according to my schedule. If there is an exam or quiz coming up I will study
hard. Otherwise I will study for an hour. The rest of the time I relax with my
roommates and friends. Once in a while I will watch TV.
Thursday
I wake at my normal time. Between 8:00 -12:00, I go to work in my
research office.
Between 2:00-5:30, I study. Again this is controlled by what exam or quiz I
have coming up. If there is nothing in schooling that is pushing, I will talk with
friends or meet somebody for lunch. You see, my friends take priority. I live far
from friends. So when I am on campus I try to spend quality time with them.
Between 5-7:30, I have geography.
I try to be home by 8 p.m. I find something to eat, study a little and
prepare for bed. I have to be asleep by 10:30.
Friday
My Fridays during the day are the same as Wednesdays and Mondays.
At 4 p.m. I come home and start preparing for a weekend. I set my mind that
there is no study or homework on Friday evenings. I usually go out to dinner
and see movies with friends. I stay up until midnight. Friday evenings for are
wide open. No school.
Saturday
I sleep in. I don't wake up until eight o'clock. I clean the house or any
other thing that needs to be done around the house. I do some studying. All
these I do during the day. In the evening, I have a hard time trying to
concentrate on studying. So I try to do some fun things. I watch TV, read
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magazine, or go on parties. Sometimes friends call and say they are going
somewhere and I am invited. Like tonight, friends are having a party at
sundance, I am going out there. I don't believe in doing something stressful on
Saturdays.
Sunday
I go to church between 9:00 and 12:00. I don't have a calling except being a
family home evening mom. After church, I visit friends or friends come and
visit. Sometimes friends invite me for dinner. If none of this is going on, I sing.
My roommates know that I love to sing. I sing church songs or my favorite pop
songs such Maria Kerry and Whitney Houston. I do study depending on the
mood or agency.
In the evenings, I do my visiting teaching, and later at nine o'clock I go to ward
prayer.
Sometimes, I don't go to church because I work on Sundays. I work as a
substitute in the Cannon cafeteria. I am one of those who make sure that
freshman don't starve in the dorms.
Themba Khumalo: A Male Undergraduate Students
Monday
6:30

I wake up and get ready for class. I don't eat breakfast because I am not a
breakfast person. I have classes in the mornings. This is my schedule of
the classes.

8-9

Math

9-10

Philosophy

11-12 Accounting
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12-1

Biology

1-1: 45 During this time I run small errands and get something to eat from the
Cougar Eat, and then go to work.
1: 45-6 p.rn. I work at the MTC. I teach missionaries who go on English speaking
missions.
7:30

I usually start studying. Before that, I walk from the MTC to campus and
get something to eat from the Cougar Eat. I start studying from 7:30 to
12:30. I usually prepare for the next corning exams and do upcoming
homework. I do study other courses but I put more emphasis on those I
have an exam on."
I usually don't go to bed before 1 a.m. When I get home from the library,
1:00 am usually not finished with my homework or studying. This is the
best time. I think better in the morning, especially when it comes to
writing papers.

Tuesday
6:30

I get up again and ready to work

8:00

Business law

9-1

I study, type papers and take tests. That is the academic stuff. I also run
errands. I do things I don't have time to do on the other days. I do
laundry. Tests are the most common things I do on Tuesdays and
Thursdays.

1-1:45 This is lunch time for me.
1:45-6:00 I am work teaching the missionaries.
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When the evening comes, I am back in the library. Remember, I have four
classes the following day that need my attention. I do homework and
study until 3:00 .am. that is my schedule most evenings.
Wednesday
My Wednesdays are exactly like Mondays. I don't even plan because I know
what I will be doing.
Thursday
My Thursdays are similar to Tuesdays in that I have one class at 8 a.m. They are
also different because it is my off day from work. More gets done on Thursday.
I see people and make appointments with them. That is why you have been able
to interview me on Thursdays. Studying is very important to me. I want to
finish school in two years if possible.
Friday
My Fridays are similar to Mondays and Wednesdays. You will be surprised, but
I still do homework and study on Friday night. I usually do all that is due on
Monday. Sometimes I take tests at the testing center. If I am not doing the above
stuff, I am with my girlfriend. My girlfriend usually comes down from Idaho, or
she calls and we talk for a while.
Saturday
I sleep in until 10 a.m. I run errands like laundry and shopping.
I work on Saturdays the same time as the other days of the week. After work it
depends. Since we don't have TV in my apartment, I listen to sport, on my
radio, spend time with my girlfriend if she is around, or go to the movies. Before
the end of the day I prepare the Priesthood lesson.
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Sunday
I sleep in until 8:00 a.m. My church starts at 9:00 a.m. After Church, I come back
sit in my room and listen to sports. Sometimes I walk around the neighborhood
by myself. Sundays are my unpredictable days. I do anything and everything.
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Appendix 0- Audit Trail
Activity:

Talking with Dr. Williams about the class project (2/12/1992)

Issue:

We were talking about a mini study for Naturalistic Inquiry 674R class project.

Conclusions:

Dave suggested that I start doing something will lead to a
thesis project. This class would help me get started with the prospectus

Decisions:

I decided that I would do a class project on African students.

Comments:

Dr. Williams was getting excited about me doing a study on African students.
He suggested that I start spending more time with African students. And my be
start recording some of my own personal experiences

Activity:

Literature Review Harold B. Lee Library

Issues:

I visited the library just to see what I can learn from other studies concerning
African students in the US.

Conclusions:

According to the literature, international students have similar
experiences in the US. As a result, there are grouped together whenever
they discussed challenges faced by African students. Not much has been done
about African students.

Decisions

For literature review I would have to generalized using international
information. I would need also visit other libraries to see if they have anything
on African students.

Comments:

It is a shame that researchers are using Chinese students
educational experiences in America to generalize about Africans. If I
decided to do a study on African students in America, I would the first to do so.
I believe that African students have different experiences from other
international students while seeking higher education in the US.

Activity:

Review of literature in the Harold B. Lee Library

Issues:

As I was reading studies, I discovered a few studies on African students that
discussed the challenges and the problems African students experience in
America.

Conclusions:

I needed to concentrate on one issue. I can not study their social,
academically, and psychological problems all at the same time.

Decisions:

I will study the academic experiences of African students. This would
be important because academics is what there are about when they come to
America. "Academic experiences of African students at BYU" sounds good for a
thesis title.

(4/28/1992)

(5/2/92)
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Activity:

Another day at the library reviewing the literature.

Issues:

The literature so far has identified challenges and frustrations of African
students. I wonder if there is anything positive African students
experience in America.

Conclusions:

I wonder what I will find at the end of my study. It is hard to say because
as a naturalistic inquirer I do not have a hypothesis but I go there and
hope to discovered something.

Decisions:

I will wait on this decision (positive or negative experiences of African students)
until I get to the field

Activity:

First formal interview with a graduated student from Central Africa
(5/2/92)

Issues:

After a soccer game I invited Thulani Shangase, Ph.D candidate from
Zambezi, to my apartment for lunch. While were eating I asked if would mind
me interviewing him we talk about his experiences at BYU.

Conclusions:

Even if you have good command of English, but Americans speak a
different kind of English that can create difficulties for us Africans. "Because of
the color of my skin and being from Africa professors and students have interest
in me. Sometimes they do not expect you to succeed. If you do succeed
academically they try other means to put you down.

Decisions:

I would like to know why Americans create false assumptions about
Africans. For example, they don't expect an African to succeed as a
student. Are most Africans affected by the curiosity Americans seems to
have about them, especially African students background.

Comments:

It is interesting how much false information people have about Africa.
They read about Africa but most of the time they things that are not true. When
they ask questions about these things, they usually offend us. I like the example
Thulani Shangase used about his wife, when she was in Desert Industries she
was buying bedding they asked if she knows how to make bed. What a question
to ask?

Activity:

Another visit to the Library for literature review (5/5/92)

Issue:

Africa is ranked fourth in world when it comes to in when compared with other
continents that send students to US.

Conclusions:

I would have to make a table that would be divided in a way that a
reader would actually see which African country has students and how
many students are represented by that particular country.

Decisions:

I will divided student according to regions: North, East, West, South and
a possibility of Central and Island nations. This would depend upon
which countries students at come from. I will have to visit the International
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Student Office to get this information. I hope the reader will be able to tell which
students are at BYU and from which country and how many from each country.
Activity:

Interview with a BYU administrator

(5/5/92)

Issues:

Interview Dr. Dennis Thompson, Former Associate Academic V.P., he
taught African Politics and has had over 12 students from Africa in his classes.

Conclusions:

African students are good at memorizing information, as a result, basic
things are easy for them. They have a hard time when it comes to
interpretation, synthesizing, and evaluation of materials.

Decisions:

I guess their background contribute to this. Most African students come
from a British background, where they cram a lot of information for the
exams. Most of their exams are essays, which requires recall of
information. One cause of this situation is that exams that decides the future of
the students comes at the end of the year. How are the African students feel
about the American exam system?

Activity:

Interview with another BYU administrator

Issues:

I interviewed George Veiland, International Admission officer. I wanted to learn
about the admission process and what students go through during the process.
Are they any challenges and how can we solve them.

Conclusions:

African students face challenges even before they come to BYU.
Problems include such things as finances, transcripts. BYU also faces
problems as they try to interpret transcripts and proving to the
immigration that the student has enough money to live in the US for his or her
entire stay while a student at BYU.

Decisions:

How many of these students faces these challenges? If BYU has students
that are interested in having on this campus, how they go about proving
these things to the US government. When I start doing formal
interviews with the African students, I would like the students to relate the
process they go as they apply for school to the US.

Conclusions:

I did went through a lot challenges try to come to America, because I was
on my mission when I applied I think the Lord blessed me because
everything went smooth. It would be good to interview an Africa
students in order to an understanding of how they find themselves at
BYU. I think most Americans take for granted that African students are here,
they don't what African students go through. From personal experience and
what I have heard from students and other administrators on campus, it is not
easy to be here. I will need to record some of these African students experiences.

Activity:

Interview with an international students advisor

Issues:

I interviewed Inoc Flores, Director of International Students at BYU. He
mentioned that African students go through the same kind experiences
as any other international student.

(5/5/92)

(5/7 /92)
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Conclusion:

I am having a hard time agree with this conclusion. He mentioned
English, keyboard skill, I-20 as some of the problems faced by
international students. That was his justification that African students
have similar experiences with other international students. What about a
student from England, they speaks English as their first and they gave
probably seen and used computers before. I don't think African students have
these experiences before they come to US.

Decisions:

Even though it seems like it won't be worth doing these study if African
students have similar experiences like any other international, I am still excited
to do it. I am convinced that African students are different from other
international students.

Activity:

Another interview with Inoc Flores

Issues:

I interviewed Inoc Flores. He mentioned that he doesn't see an increase
on the number of African students coming to BYU.

Conclusions:

He mentioned that money is one the major problem.

Decisions:

I would be interested to interview BYU financial aid officers and see if
they see a time when they would be scholarship provided for African students.
This would one area to explore. How are the African students doing financial.
Their stories would be important to show their financial status. Considering my
financial situation, I am interested in how other African students are doing.

Activity:

Talking to Dave William

Issues:

I told him that I have decided to on doing a study on African students at
BYU. He advised to first identify which students I would do my study on.
He said there are white and Black students. And most of them come
different parts of African. These are the things I need to consider before I
can go ahead with the study. He also suggested that I must start
collecting my data, if I want to finish in December.

Conclusions:

I would go to the International Student Office and request for the names
of all African students at BYU.

Decisions:

I will go tomorrow to ask for the list of all current BYU African students .
And I must start interviewing and observing them.

Activity:

Interview with a BYU administrator.

Issues:

Interviewed Gary Kramer regarding his experiences with African
students as Head of all Academic Advisors on campus. I also wanted to know;
what academic experiences African students go through?

Conclusions:

Gary Kramer mentioned that academic advisors at BYU are here to
provide services to all students alike. There are no special academic
advisement set aside for African students. He showed me the school

(5/9/92)

(7 /22/92)
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orientation program as sign that there is no special treatment given to
African students
Decisions:

I need to find out why and also to see how it affected African students
that there are no special programs for them.

Comments:

It is interesting that African students are such a unique group of students
and yet there are no set aside programs for them. I remember when I
first arrive to America, I did not know what was an academic progress report, or
a grade, or registration form are and etc. Such small things need to be taken care
of separately. May be the academic advisor are not aware of this. I think that is
where this study would be of value.

Activity:

Continuation of the above interview.

Issues;

I discussing with Gary Kramer issues that face African students at BYU.
We talk about challenges African students faced in white middle class
community like BYU.

Conclusions:

Gary mentioned that we can claim to have over 70 languages spoken on
our campus, but we are still not diverse. He still feels that most African
students are still lonely. They just don't have a support system that would make
sure they would succeed at BYU.

Decisions:

When I develop the questionnaire, I will include a question on their feelings
(both negatives and positive) about BYU.

Comments:

It is interesting that even administrators are aware that African students
can experience challenges and difficulties, but they have not taken steps to
reduce these things. I think that most African students spend their time
studying. This would be another interesting issue to address in the
questionnaire, when interviewing and observing students. I should have asked
some specific things about what perception he has of African students in their
new white middle class society of Provo. I hope by this statement I am not
claiming that there are problems out there.

Activity:

Interview with a professor who has an African student in his class.

Issues:

Interviewing Dr. Kennedy, World Civilization professor, about his
experiences with African students in his class (es).

Conclusions:

Dr. Kennedy mentioned that he does not have any opinions because he
has such a big class and it is hard for him to have contact with all
students and get to know them all. But, he gets to know those that talk a
lot. And in a big class like his, very few students say much.

Decisions:

I would have to observe the differences between a big and
small classes, if there are any.

Comments:

I am expecting to see differences between these classes. For example, in
graduate classes at BYU most of them have been very small and

(7 /22/92)
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the teachers get a chance of knowing students very well. In such a class, class
participation is expected.
Activity:

Interview with a BYU administrator

Issues:

An interview with Jerry Brown, Director of Student Life at BYU. We
talk about many things that concerns African students, but like all
administrators, he feels like he doesn't have much to say about African students
experiences at BYU because even though his office deals with Multicultural
students, African students are not a part of these students by BYU definitions.

Conclusions:

He gave me some names of people who are directly working with African
students.

Decisions:

Tomorrow, I have to call Rex Pagmire, Kevin, and Pam Slade, these individuals
work directly with students in officers as Multicultural officers.

Comments:

It is interesting to me that most administrators feel that they cannot say
much about African students. I wonder who real make decision about
African students experiences at BYU.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Continuation of the above interview, talking about similar issues.

Conclusions:

The number of African students coming to BYU won't increase, unless
BYU change its mission. In the new a mission, they should include that
they want to want to educate African students. By doing so, moneys
would be allocated for this mission, concluded Rush Sumpter.

Decisions:

It would good to here if BYU administration and Board of trustees are
willing to change their mission to meet African students needs. I am
interested to find out about this, I will need total with R.J. Snow, BYU Vice
President of Student Life and other members of the BYU executive council.
These guys might have some real answers to many of my concerns

Activity:

Observation and interviews in a history classroom

Issues:

This is my second time in this classroom where there is an African students.
Janet, a student from Mauritius, is a member of this class. The name of the
course is World Civilization 201.

Conclusions:

Michelle was late by 35 minutes to come to class. I wondered if all
African student do come late to class.

Decisions:

I will have observe how often they come late to class. In addition, I
would like to know what cause them to be late for class.

Activity:

Observation

(7 /27 /92)

(7 /27 /92)

(7 /14/92)

(7 /10/92)
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Issues:

I was observing Janet in again trying to see what new things I can
learn about African students while there are in the classroom.

Conclusions:

The undergraduate classes are big. As I was observing I wonder if
teachers are able to get to know their students. I also discovered that
Janet did not say anything the whole three hours I was in her class.

Decisions:

It would be helpful to find differences between how African students
behavior in an undergraduate where there are close to hundred in one
class and in graduate where classes are usually small.

Comments:

African are usually shy when there are in new environment. Michelle
just came to BYU. Before this she was at BYU-Hawaii. I would like
know about the her comparison of the two schools. May she is not
saying in this class because the class is too big.

Activity:

Interviewing and observing

Issues:

A second to observation to Janet's class. I still want to learn about her
experiences in such a big class. I want to know if she would participate.
I want to learn about her interaction with other students during break and and
any other time.

Conclusions:

I was in the classroom for an hour when I discovered that in such a big class
nothing spectacular was happening. Students come and listen to the professor
and then go home for the exam to come.

Decisions:

Since there are no changes in such a classroom, I should observe these
following things:
-How they take notes
-How a big class affect their classroom participation
-Since there is no contact between the teacher and the student, I
want to know if how the teachers meets the needs of special
students. Who knows, may African students have special needs.

Comments:

In my today's decisions I mentioned that I think African students have
special needs, but I stay away from making such conclusions because I
want to learn from students themselves.

Activity:

Observing

Issue:

Observing in World Civilization to see how African students do in a
classroom situation.

Conclusions:

Why African students don't participate in a class discussion. So far this
seems to be in agreement with literature review that African students are
afraid to speak up in the classroom.

Decisions:

As I do more observations with more African students, I would like to
find out who doesn't participate in class and why. I think the teachers
can help with this information during my interview with them.

(7 /20/92)

(7 /23/92)
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Comments:

Its won't surprised me if most African students do not participate in a class
discussion because in Africa speaking up in class in discouraged.
Africans believe that students are in class to receive instruction not to teach
or contribute in the learning situation. That is the job of the professor.

Activity:

Observation and Interview a graduate student

Issue:

My first day to go to Bongani's class to do observation. Bongani is graduate
student in electrical engineering.

Conclusions:

Differences between big and small in classes emerged. For example,
before we even get to class, Bongani took me to professor's office for a short
introduction me to him. Before Bongani started to talk, his professors said,
"Bongani what can I do for you and who is the fellow with you." This was a sign
that they have good relationship (the teacher knows his students). I don't think
this relationship does exist in big classes.

Decisions:

I would stay in this class to learn more about small classes. I think five more
visits would be enough.

Activity:

Observations

Issues:

Observing in Bongani's class.

Conclusion:

During the discussion Bongani really participated very well. And
also as we were walking down the hall to the lab, he was following us
behind and talking to his professor about the project on the side his is
working on.

Decisions:

There are difference between big and small classes. I would like persue this issue
further.

Comments:

At what point do African students start to realize that class participation
is such an important thing? Personally, I can not remember when I
started doing it. I know that, my professors where so personal that I felt
comfortable talking them. Such thing is never heard of in most African
university.

Activity:

Observing

Issues:

Another visit to Bongani's class trying to learn more about African students

Conclusions:

Students and teacher are talking about something. This is a chemical
engineering class. I don't understand those equations. I suspect that I
am going to face more trouble as I try to learn more about African in
different class. The trouble would come when they talk about their
disciplines which would be foreign to me and would make it difficult to
document their own words and in their own world.

Activity:

Observing and Interviewing a student and professor

(7 /25/92)

(7 /30/92)

(8/02/92)

(8/02/92)
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Issues:

Bongani, Dr. Free and I were seating and talking about different things after
class. And we were ended up talking about the African and American education
systems

Conclusions:

Bongani told Dr. Free that it is every African child to be in America to
receive a higher education. Bongani told us about how he came to be in BYU.
He also told about his early school days in Africa. He mentioned that there were
no computers or type writers where he went to school. He did not learn to type
until he was here in America.

Decisions:

I would like to know how African students education in Africa is different from
America. I would also like to know they make the adjustment or transition to
American system if there are any differences.

Comments:

I feel strong that there are differences that there foreign to African students.
With this study, I hope to explore these differences.

Activity:

Interview with a graduate student

Issues:

Bongani shared with me his frustrations with BYU.

Conclusions:

Bongani feels that BYU is a good school academically. He also feels that
BYU can improve in meeting African students needs. For example, he
mentioned that there are scholarship, no internship that would give them
practically rather theory. He needs practical experience that would help
him perform or I may say do things when he gets to African. He
mentioned that is why most African students do not return to Africa.

Decisions:

I would like to know if that is how most African students feel.

Activity:

Analyses

Issues:

Domain analyses of the data collected to so far.

Conclusions:

Kinds of teachers, Kinds of Classes, Kinds of Students, Ways of
Teachings, Way of participating in class, Reasons for being at BYU, Types
of Frustrations

Decisions:

Read more from my fieldnotes and collect more data from different informants
to make a meaningful analyses and fro triangulation purposes. Read on
Spradley (Enthrographic Interview) about asking penetrating structural
questions.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Interviewing a Ph.D. candidate in theater. It took him two years to finish his
doctorate degree. He averages 12 credits per semester. In September, he is going
back to Africa.

(7 /28/92)

(7 /29/92)

(7 /31/92)
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Conclusions:

African students are here for academics. From other students and professors I
have interviewed, African students come and graduate.

Decisions:

I need to find out how many do graduate and how long does it takes them to
graduate.

Comments:

I think most of the older students come here with a purpose of finishing and
going back to Africa to share their new found knowledge with those left behind.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Still wanting to learn from Themba about his educational experiences at
BYU now that he is leaving the institution.

Conclusion:

Themba thinks American college are much easier. He said that students here
have time to party while in Africa when you are college students, you are there
full-time. You don't even work part time.

Decision:

I would like to know if this is true for all African students (it is true for
me even though Themba and I come from different countries). During
interviews and questionnaire sessions, I should try to find more on this area by
probing those involved.

Comments:

So far I do not believe that Africa students have similar education like those in
Africa.

Activity:

Interview with the BYU administrator (8/3/92)

Issue:

I interviewed R. J. Snow, Student Life Vice President about his experiences
with African students, since he has taught and also in charged of some of the
vital of part of the African student life at BYU.

Conclusions:

Challenges faced the school as it admits an African students. The
students should proved the following things to the US-government before they
can be admitted to BYU: 1-20, acceptance to a regular program, finance ($9000 per
academic year). Snow concluded that most students just don't have this money.
As a result, can not be accepted to a regular program.

Decisions:

In need to talk with financial aid office about aid to students who are not
US citizens. I also want to talk to African students about their financial status at
BYU. I am interested in the sources of income.

Comments:

I wonder how all these African students get this money to be here at
BYU. I need to interview them on how they convinced the US
government that they would have $9000 per year to pay for their school .

Activity:

Interview with a former BYU African student

Issue:

I interviewed Yusi, an April 1992 Masters of Public Administration
graduate student. He speaks six languages and married to an American.

(7 /31/92)

(8/4/92)
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Conclusions:

He told me about how his dream of being in America was. He told me that
he started in Europe went to Mexico then to the Caribbean's and final to US so
that he can get a quality education. He also told me of two kinds of professors
he met at BYU. Especially his challenge with English language.

Decisions:

What role can or should African students play at BYU. I want to from African
student of the role they see themselves performing at BYU. I also like to know
from the administrators what they think African students should be.

Comments:

The reason I am asking these questions is because African students
seems to have unique experiences that are a faith builder to many people. I see
them playing a great role to many people who are willing to listen to them and
learn from them.

Activity:

Continuation of the Interview the above student.

Issues:

Still trying to learn more about Vusi's experiences at BYU.

Conclusions:

He feels that BYU should broaden its mission. At the moment, BYU
seems to favor certain continents over the others. For example, they only
teach Asian, European, Latin and North American studies, but no
African.

Decisions:

Why BYU doesn't teach African studies? A good question to explore.

Comments:

This is where I am bias. I think BYU should teach African studies if they
want to learn about Africa. There is a lot ignorance on campus about Africa.
think that a few classes on Africa will help reduced some of the prejudice caused
by ignorance.

Activity:

Interview Dr. Williams, committee chairman and my advisor.

Issues:

Talking with Dr. Williams. Talked on what I should with the data
collected so far and what should be the next step with project.

Conclusions:

As Dr. Williams was reading through my data, he discovered that my
interviews were manipulating to my investigators. He felt that such questions do
not produce a good and quality naturalistic study.

Decisions:

We concluded that I should start asking questions that does not suggest that
there are problems out there. But I must appear ignorant and wanting to learn
from informants.

Comments:

This is one of the hardest things to do in this kind of research. Especial if
you have had some of the experiences. I am an African, as a result, I
bring a lot biases in the way I ask question to my informant. Dr. Williams
even suggested I can start asking questions that imply there are problems
when I am interviewing my informants for a second time.

Activity:

Interview

(8/6/1992)

(8/4/92)
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Issues:

Still talking with Dr. Williams about the direction my study should take.

Conclusion:

The field was open, but it seems like I wasn't getting nowhere doing
observations. It seems like I was getting on and the same thing everytime
I was observing a student in the classroom.

Decision:

I decided to start concentrating conducting interview rather than observations.
made this decision because I did not see much changes in the life of the African
students.

Comments:

When I make this decision, I wasn't comfortable. I was worried about my study
not meeting some of the requirements of naturalistic inquiry. Thanks to Dave
who put me at easy about and said interviews are the greatest tools when doing a
qualitative study.

Activity:

An interview with a BYU administrator in the athletic department (7/8/1992)

Issues:

I interview James Smith. I was interested in how athletic African
students do academically.

Conclusions:

I discovered that there were different from their American counterparts
Jim mentioned that Africans take academics more serious than they do
sports. They believe that it is education that would determine future rather than
sports.

Decisions:
athletes

I wanted to interview Frank Fredricks and Koyode, both are famous BYU
because they competed in the Olympics 1992.

Comments:

I think African students serve as mentor to other Black students because of the
way they take academic serious.

Activity:

Informal interview with a former BYU student (8/8/92)

Issues:

Playing soccer with Hope and other BYU students. After the game we talk about
his life while a student at BYU

Conclusions:

He left Africa to come to BYU. When he realized how strict the BYU standards
were, he left and went to the University of Utah.

Decision:

How many of the former BYU students left because the standard were
too restrictive to them? This is would be interesting question to ask.

Comments:

I want to know if an international student can live the school anytime he or she
wished to do so. When I was in Hawaii, we were not allowed to withdraw from
school anytime. We had to have a special permission if we wanted to so.

Activity:

A conversation with an Afro-American

Issues:

Joe is a president Black Student Association on campus. We were talking about
the differences between Africans and Afro-Americans and how these cultural

(9/8/1992)
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differences have created a gap between these two group of students who
happened to share the same heritage.
Conclusions:

He is looking forward to getting all Black students involve BSA. But his hands
are tied because of the administration unwillingness to provide support to
Africans similar to that given to Black Americans. He even quoted one
administrator who was unwilling to invite the Africans to BSA opening social.
This administrator felt that it was an activity for Afro-Americans not Africans.

Decisions:

What does the university feels about both of these groups of black students as at
BYU.?

Comments:
this

I am interested in this question because I see a lot of differences between these
groups. I hope the administration is aware of these differences. If not, I hope
study reveal some of them.

Activity:

A continuation of the about conversation

Issues:
sisters.

How come Afro-Americans don't accept the Africans as their brothers and

Conclusion:

Joe mentioned that Afro-Americans should extend a hand of fellowship to
Africans. I felt the same way, because Africans are life visitors to this country.

Comments:
Asians,
they

Africans don't belong to any group. On campus we have Latin-Americans
Caucasians, and other groups. None of these groups share common
characteristics with African students except black Americans. Hence,
should be getting along well.

Activity:

Observation at the African Student Association meeting

Issues:

It was a first meeting of the founding of the African club/association at
BYU. Aims and objectives were laid down. The founders were Bongani,
Desmond, Mduduzi, Al.

Conclusions:

The objectives can summarized in these few words: Financial aid, adjustment to
American education system, general advisement to incoming students.

Decision:

I understood that Africans have a special needs. Their needs are unique
in comparison with other students on campus. I was also curious as who
should be responsible for meeting these African students needs?

Comments:

I would be interested to see African students get this club going. I feel
that it would be successful in addressing the African students needs as soon as it
gets started.

Activity:

Interview with a graduate professor

Issues:

Interview Dr. Jones a Chemical Engineer at BYU. He has had African
a few students in his classes.

(9/8/1992)

(8/8/92)

(11/8/92)
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Conclusion:

He thinks that African students are great and superb students. But those
that come here to do graduate work, are not well prepared academically. He
doesn't feel that Africa prepares or give them an adequate general education. He
also concluded that Africa schools are not well prepared to teach technical
studies. As a result, students coming from these institutions need a lot help
when they come to BYU.

Comments:

This is true. In most Africa countries there is no general education. I remember
that after high school, I though I will not need to take Math again. But when I
came to America, I realize that I had lied.

Activity:

Observation and friendly talk with an undergraduate African student. (11 /8/92)

Issue:

We were talking in generalities about the problems African face in
America. He mentioned that it took him a while to learn to use the phone system
when doing registration.

Conclusions:

BYU does not give adequate training or instructions to its international students
concerning the technicality involve when doing registration.

Decision:

I would like to find out from African students how long does it take them
to learn how to fill registration forms and use the phone system. And when
they came to America how they learn. I can ask these questions during
interviews or when I administer the questionnaire.

Comments:

Since many people don't think that we have the phone and any other
modern technology in Africa, I wonder if the African feel embarrass to ask for
assistance from their fellow students. This might happened running away from
being called uncivilized.

Activity:

An interview a BYU administrator

Issues:

Talking with John, who works for school relation responsible for
Multicultural students and has acted as the advisor to the Black Student
Association. I was interested on learning more about BSA view on
Africans.

Conclusions:

He was the first one to define for me Blacks and multicultural students.
He sees three kinds of Blacks on campus: Afro-Americans, Africans, and
Caribbean. He sees Afro-Americans not extending the hand of
fellowship to Africans. As far as multicultural students, BYU doesn't
include Africans in this organization. Which mean that Africans do not
quality for many privileges such financial assistance the other Black
students enjoy on this campus. This action divides the Black students even more
at BYU. Africans asked; "Why help other Blacks receive help and not me."

Decision:

I need to talk with higher officials and find out if the there are going to
expand their definition of the multicultural students so that Africans can receive
the same benefit as any other students who bring diversity on campus.

(13/11/92)
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Comments:

No matter what the university can do, I don't think that Black students
on campus can ever be classify as a one group. There are very different
from one another. From my experience, Afro-Americans do look
down upon the Africans. Unless we change how view each other, we
will continue to see different kinds of Black people.

Activity:

Continuation of the interview a Afro-American administrator

Issues:

Talking about Africans at BYU.

Conclusion:

Because of culture and nationality, Africans experience difficulties when
it comes to dating. Girls date Africans because there are intrigue by
their culture, accent, and etc. Africans are looking for the serious
relationship, while the girls are looking for a casual relationship.

Decision:

During my interview with Africans I want to find more about their
dating experiences. I want to learn how it has been like for them.

Conclusion:

I have found that girls wants to hang around with me because I am
different not because there are interested in a boyfriend or girlfriend
relationship.

Activity:

Interview a BYU administrator.

Issues:

Ken told me of different challenges African students face at BYU and why BYU is
not able to solve them.

Conclusions:

BYU is behind in the nation in understanding African students
challenges. And also, BYU needs to extend its international student
office so that it can meets the needs of specific person who will be
responsible for African students needs only.

Decision:

When I do meet with the higher up administrators and other officers in
the international office, I would like to know what they vision the
international office to be like in ten years from now as far as meeting the needs
of African students.

Comments:

These conclusions are true. For example, they are only three full time
advisors and none of them are African.

Activity:

Interview with a graduate professor and a chairman of the department
(13/8/92)

Issue:

Interview Dr. Mckee who teaches in the theater departments.

Conclusions:

African students speaks English as second language. Despite this, there
are better than most international students who speaks English as their
second! language. The professor have no problems dealing with them.
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Decisions:

Does it affected African students that they don't speak English as their
first language. This would be a good question to explore with professors,
administrators and students.

Comments:

It is hard when at least 95% of the student body speaks English as their
first language. I wonder how does this situation affect African students as their
compete with American students who speaks English as their first language.

Activity:

Interview the same professor

Issues:

What are African students experiences at BYU since they come from different an
environment that is not the same as America.

Conclusions:

African students have a complete social, cultural, political upbringing from most
of their fellow students in America. Often that comes up during class. Like one
student who interpreted the professors criticism of his work as racism.

Decisions:

How do the African students copying with their new environment?

Activity:

Interview with the a professor

Issues:

Interviewing a professor about his experiences with Africans.

Conclusions:

"Africans come from the background that demand them to respect the
professors. As a result, it hard to get to talk in the class. Despite this,
African students are valuable to BYU. We must give them a chance to
share with us their unique culture and traditions.

Decisions:

Whose job it is to provide African students with this opportunity? Can
the African club provide this? Or should the professors give this
opportunity to Africans? Some of these questions can be included in the
questionnaire.

Comments:

Africans have been look down upon for such a long time that I don't
think that they would feel comfortable sharing their culture with others.
People have cut down everything that is African to a point that Africans do not
feel comfortable talking about their experiences in Africa.

Activity:

Interview with a professor

Issues:

Still wanting to know more about African students experiences at BYU.

Conclusions:

Theological prejudice has been a challenge to many African students. Especially,
the Mormon doctrine of Black and the priesthood.

Comments:

BYU can not do anything to apologize to African students for the Church past
teaching about its people. Nobody talks about it anymore . And it is always a
shock to African non-members and some members. For example, I had been a
member for five years when I first heard that Blacks used not to have the
priesthood. It did affect me. Now think about a non-member how he or she
would feel.

(13/8/92)

(17 /8/92)

(17 /8/92)
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Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Administrator came with his own definition of what he perceive of
African students.

Conclusions:

He define Africans as being diligent, hungry for knowledge, having great
humility, and independent.

Decisions:

I can include in my questionnaire a question about how African students
perceive themselves to be or how other people perceive them at BYU.

Activity:

Observation

Issue:

An African friend of my from Nigeria invited me to go to the club with him. At
that dance place, we met another students from his home town of Nigeria. It
was their first meeting.

Conclusions:

It was like a re-union of the brothers. My other friend had not seen a
Nigerian in long time let alone somebody who speaks the same
language. Even though my other friend had not spoken his language for a
long time, he tried his best to say a few words

Decisions:

A good question for a questionnaire, when was the last time there were at home.
Or have they gone back to Africa since they have been here in America.

Comments:

Personal, I haven't spoken Zulu in seven years and let alone meeting a
Black South African. It is definitely a problem to many African students

Activity:

Observation and Interview

Issues:

Visiting with Soka. He invited me to visit to have dinner with some of his
friends.

Conclusion:

I discovered he wants to meet girls. For example, he invited the whole
apartment of girls to come to his house for dinner. That evening he told me of
the dinner cooked and that I need to come and eat.

Decision:

That is an African culture to make sure that everybody has something to
eat. I wonder how other people respond to this African spirit. Do people
accept the invitation and what is their respond. I also know that,
Africans feel offended if somebody say "no."

Comments:

I hope as Africans we don't go overboard expecting people to comply
with our culture.

Activity:

Observation and interviewing

Issues:

Soka invited to his apartment for food and I had a chance to look
around what is going where he lives.

(17 /8/92)

(19/8/92)

(8/29/1992)

(29/8/92)
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Conclusions:

He is a very tidy guy. He likes nice things, but I don't how afford all these things
in his apartment. For example, he has five TV's he said he usually buys them at
garage sales and then give them away to friends. He has a nice stereo, VCR and
answering machine.

Decision:

How does Africans afford all these nice extra things? A good question
for the questionnaire about their finances.

Comments:

Africans are known for liking nice things. I wonder how they feel if they can't
afford them. Also, in Africa we don't have an access to most extra's like
Americans have, I wonder what motivate Africans to wants all these things

Activity:

Observations

Issues:

Today I went to Church with Soka. It was a fast and testimony. I
was interested in how interact with his ward.

Conclusions:

He fits in very well. This was his new ward but he was already feeling at home.
He made a name for himself by baring his testimony and also talking about
himself. He jokes around with his ward. I have a reason to believe that Africans
feels more at home in their individual wards. This statement refers to Mormons.
For example, in my ward I the only Black person and the only African. I have
two callings. Never have I heard remarks that were pointed to me because I was
different.

Conclusion:

Mormons everywhere in the world seems to some things in common And
Africans who come to BYU, it is like being at home because at least there is a
group of individuals who share the same believes. For Non-Mormons Africans
it is uphill.

Activity:

Observation African student interacting with his friends

Issues:

I went to Soka because he invited me for dinner and twenty other
people to his house.

Conclusion:

Soka likes meeting and talking to people. He has a way of attracting people to
him. Most people seem to enjoy his company.

Activity:

Interview with a BYU administrator

Issues:

Talk with one counselor and administrators who works with African
students. I wanted to learn about what has been her experiences with
Africans as an advisor and a counselor to them.

Conclusions:

I learned was that there are different kinds of Africans like there mainland,
Hong Kong, Taiwanese Chinese. She has this to say about Africans "That when
you invite them to your house there are those who feels it okay to invite their
friends without the host permission and they are some who feels it is rude to do
so. How do you explain that, Africans like all other culture that come to

(30/8/92)

(30/8/92)

(31/8/92)
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American, they need to learn little about the American culture. This would
prevent them from offending other people.
Decisions:

Are Africans really that different? Do they bring these differences from
Africa or they emerge once they go over hear in their new environment? And
how aware are they of the cultural differences between Africa and American
cultures?

Comments:

I feel that we Africans are different. There are Africans who are
Mormons and those who are not. They are those who were raised up in
the cities and those who were not. They are those who raised with white
and those who were not and etc. All these differences do contribute on how they
communicate with their peers and other people.

Activity:

Interview with a BYU administrator

Issues:

In this interview I learned about some frustration BYU suffered with
African students

Conclusions:

Fraud when it comes to presenting proper documents to the authorities.
They present this when they first come to US or/and when they want
to get US. citizenship.

Decisions:

I know why they present false documents one reason: is to be in
the US. But how they get away with it. Are these students responsible
or the government officials of their individual countries?

Comments:

This behavior will continue because most Africans I have talked to
express the desire to stay in America. They are not happy with current
political , economical, and social situations in their respective countries. And
BYU can not force these to return to Africa.

Activity:

Interview with an administrator

Issues:

Talked about the current status of the international students orientation.

Conclusions:

Because international students are so different and BYU has limited staff,
you find that not all challenges and problems are address sufficient
enough to meet students needs. This administrator suggested that BYU hire
officers in the office who are trained properly to deal with problems that face a
specific group of international students.

more

(31/8/92)

(31/8/92)

Decisions:

Is BYU prepared to expand its international office by hiring more counselors
and advisors to international students.

Comments:

BYU needs individuals who specialize to the students needs. For
example, its needs some body who has lived in Africa to help African
students.

Activity:

Interview

(31/8/92)
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Issues:

The financial status of African students at BYU.

Conclusions:

African live from one pay check to another. The only once who are doing better
are those who have some of scholarship.

Decisions:

What are the sources of income for African students? A good question
for my questionnaire.

Comments:

You know the minimum wage in $4.80 per hour, I wonder how African
students pay for their housing, food and rent. I am making it because I have an
assistantship with my department and I have a scholarship that pays my tuition.

Activity:

Observation

Issues:

The stereotypes about Africans.

Conclusions:

I was at one administrator's when he calls one of the coaches and said, "I
have a young who looks like he can be a good sprinter for your." I was
looking for this coach not because I wanted to run for him but to interview him.

Comments:

These stereotypness will continue at BYU unless they bringing more students
who are not just here to do special things such athletics but are here as students.
These stereotypeness does affect students.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

We talk about ethics, dependability and faithfulness of African students.

Conclusions:

"Even if they come here with low academic preparation they do
overcome that by working hard. I remember one student who came here as an
athlete, and had fraud false papers but he was such a great student. When we
found out that his paper were fraud we sent him home."

Conclusions:

Africans are brought up believing that education can help them from their
poor upbringing. So, when they get a chance to come to America they
work really hard.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Talk with the professors who has worked more African students than
any other professors on campus, so he claim.

Conclusion:

He mentioned that most of his students are not Mormons. But their
parents are happy when they learn of BYU standards. There are
happy that their children are protected from the so called "evil American
society"

Decisions:

It would interesting to find out more from the African students who are not
Mormons what motivated them to be here and how they feel about
Mormonism that surrounds them daily.

(3/9/92)

(3/9/92)

(3/9/92)
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Comments:

This is true. I interview one African student, who mentioned to me that
even though he is not a Mormon he is happy here because they have the
same believe as him. Africa is not the most moral clean continent in the
world, but I can honestly say that parents do their best to raise their
children with good moral standards.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Registration process at BYU and how it affects African Students.

Conclusions:

Yes, African students have difficulties with the system, but all students
regardless of where they come. One problem for this is that students
just don't read.

Decision:

How long does it take for a student to master the system?

Comments:

To actually conclude that student all students share the common challenge when
it comes to registration, is a little exaggerated. Africans comes here with no
other what is the computer and some knows of phone but how they function is a
still a close book. So, I have difficulties accepting that all students have similar
problems when it comes to registration system at BYU.

Activity:

Personal reflection

Issue:

The future of African students at BYU.

Conclusions:

It is hard to predict what would happened to African students in the next
ten years unless BYU start now and do something about the challenges and
frustration faced by these students. Many Africans are serving missions and
there are hearing about BYU. Many wants to come and it seems like their
mission presidents are willing to act sponsors. BYU has said that as long as the
transcriptions and finances are available these student would be accepted here. I
am predicting a dramatically increase of African students. But I have a question,
what is BYU doing or will do in the future to prepare for their arrival, they are
preparation for the Laminates generation and other US minorities.

Activity:

Interview

Issue:

An interview with the financial Aid officer. I wanted to know what financial
assistant if any is available for African students.

Conclusions:

There are funds for international students. The financial assistance given
to African students is the academic scholarship form. They must for the
scholarship and there is no other assistance. Some who show special need the
school does provide some help. The rationale here is that the school has already
invested a lot of money to this students to send him without a degree.

Comments:

So, it seems like there are moneys. But you (an African) have to prove
yourself that you need some help.

Activity:

Interview

(9/9/92)

(9/9/92)

(9/9/92)

(10/9/92)
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Issues:

Talk about the admission process of African students at BYU. What is
required of them before they can be admitted at BYU.

Conclusions:

Africans are required to produce the TOEFEL and ACT or SAT scores. But
these tests are not available in some African countries. The transcript
and the transfer credits are also required. Again, BYU face trouble with
this, because of fraud with West African countries mostly.

Decisions:

The application process to the USA schools is hard for African students.
It takes months before everything can be completed. With that in mind, I would
like the African students to relate to me their experiences with the application
process.

Comments:

Africans are willing to go through this because of their strong feelings
toward getting a higher education from America.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Interview a students about his experiences at BYU. He is non-Member of
the LOS church.

Conclusions:

He feels that education is wonderful here. But all his learning has been
useless because there is no internship provided for African students to
apply what he learned. He said, "business people come to provide
internship, but they don't hire African students."

Decisions:

Well, Africans push it to hard. American business people have laws that
restrict them from hiring foreigners. I don't think that there are being
racist towards Africans. This is another topic I would like to persue.

Acti vity:

Interview

Issues:

I interview a student who is not a member of the LOS church. I wanted to
find out about his feelings and his experiences in this environment which
is predominate LOS.

Conclusions:

He said, "I like it here. Mormons share the same believes as me. For
example, I don't like smoking and they don't. But I still have problems
with some of their believes. For example, I don't believe that the Garden
of Eden was in America and that Black were not given the priesthood
because of Cain's curse. I think that was man's philosophy not God's."

Decisions:

It would be interesting to interview more of the non-LOS African
students about these issues and see how they feel.

Comments:

It is a hard think to have to accept that as a Black person, you have been
curse because of the sin committed thousands of years ago. It is hard for Black

(10/9/92)

(10/9/92)

LOS to accept this doctrine, I can imagine how difficulty it would be for a
non-LOS.
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Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Interview a students about how he makes friends at BYU.

Conclusions:

It is hard to make friends here. There are too superficial. There are too
busy to give you a time. If you don't have the same interest as them they
are not your friends. In Africa, you are friends with everybody. It
doesn't matter what sport, school, professional teams their like. This
things doesn't stand in the way of your friendship.

Comments:

This is true. I guess if you are an African and you are not a Mormon it
would be very hard to have friends. Most of my friends are LDS we go
to the same ward and enjoy the same conversations about our missions and other
LDS topics.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

We talk about the differences between the Americans and the Africa as far as
dating.

Conclusion:

This students like dating American girls but have a problem with the
way the American girls define family. To the American's a family is a
husband, wife, and children and to the African is everybody.

Decisions:

Those Africans who are already married to the American I wonder how
they deal with this problem of who is a family and who is not.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Talk with an African about dating Afro-Americans.

Conclusions:

It was interesting what he said: "Brother don't even bother about the

(10/9/92)

(10/9/92)

(10/9/92)

Black Americans. They don't even know that you exist. When they see
you, they just face the other direction. Brother we are under pressure from the
church to get married, but to who. There are no African girls.
Decisions:

I want to know learn from a few African girls on campus what is their dating
situation.

Conclusions:

Yes, it hard to be a male African students in an all white Mormon society
where marriage is pushed and preached everyday. When the church
leaders challenge you to get married you wonder how can you do it
when there are African families and at the same time they encourage you
to get married to your own culture and society.

Activity:

Interview

Issues:

Talk about the sponsorship program with the student.

Conclusion:

On unique student. His sponsor gives him $12000.00 a year for school.
The sponsor doesn't want him to work but go to school. Most African

(10/9/92)
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students sponsored by their mission presidents or a family they met
on the mission field.
Decisions:

It is interesting how these students get their sponsors. Part of my theme
analysis to should include a section on this. I have discovered that, there
are those students who are sponsor by a church member and those who
are sponsor by somebody. And they are those who somehow pay their
way to school.

Activity:

interview with an African student

Issues:

Talk about why he would not return home after his graduation. We also talk
about how he gets news from home since he comes from such unstable country.

Conclusions:

No, he doesn't receive news. His family does not even write about
politics because there are afraid of being killed by the government .
Going home is not in his plans right now, the there is some stability at home.

Comments:

BYU has a lot to learn about its African students. They have to come up
with the solution to their problem of trying to get African students to
return home. As far as I am concern, I don't think all of our African
students want to return home. America is too comfortable for them to
return to Africa.

Decision:

Another item to include in the questionnaire. How does BYU feel about the this
situation?

Activity:

Observation at the party

Issues:

Today, I was invited in a birth day Party of one my friend from Africa.
There were mostly Blacks (both Africans and Afro-Americans)

Conclusions:

I notice a few things here. For example, when there were dancing
Africans never meet with the Afro-Americans. One of my friends tried to
asked a American to dance, but she and her made fun of him and he decided not
to dance with them again. There were two African girls, but there were
not that interested in dancing with African guys. I personally asked
both of them to dance with me but there were not even looking at me
when I was dancing with them But what was more upsetting was that when
we play the African song, these two African were so ashamed that they
took it out. They even said that we are in America and we need to
behavior like Americans. Very said indeed.

Decisions:

Africans themselves are ashamed of their of their own culture. Why? I
think African culture is rich and people can benefit from it.

Comments:

We as Africans must start sharing our culture with other students. We
must start being proud of what we stand for and who we are. This
would make a difference in our experiences as African students.

Activity:

Observation

(10/9/92)

(3/10/92)

(4/10/92)
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Issues:

My friend invited to visit with his family today. We watch conference
and ate dinner together. I looked around to see how different are they
from the American family.

Conclusions:

I found no differences. In fact, my friend went and help his wife prepare
dinner. They also had a buffet style. In most African countries, food is prepared
by women in the kitchen, it comes to you already served.

Decisions:

Africans try their best to adjust to the American culture.

Activity:

Visit and observing a family

Issues:

Do African change their behavior just because there are in America?

Conclusions:

They do change. For example, My friend's children were speaking English all
the time we were in his house. He told me that they have forgotten their
native language. This is because of their environment at school.

Conclusions:

People that accusation that Africans do not wanting to change their behavior
when they come to America has no validity. I have found Africans
willing to change when the change is required and also very proud of
their new surroundings.

Activity:

Send copies of my first three chapters to Dave and Russell I (5/10/92)

Issues:

I did so that I can receive feedback early enough to make additional changes.

Conclusions:

I told them to be honest, if it takes me doing everything all over again I
am prepare to do so.

Comments:

This I did to ensure peer debriefing as one of the standards in doing a
naturalistic inquiry.

Activity:

Meet with Dave

Issues:

Talk about the deadline and the direction I should take.

Conclusions:

Dave challenge me to make goals and start keeping an extensive record
of my audit trail. He likes what I am doing so far. He thinks I am still on
the right direction.

Decisions:

I need to set goals. I need to set a goal of when I should finish each stage of the
thesis development. Also, I need to find a professional editor and proofreader.

Comments:

I am worried. I have a month to finish my study. Will I finish on time that is a
question. Dave said I have a lot of time. I think I do, if I can concentrate
all my effort in this study for the next month.

Activity:

Interview a professor of graduate students

(4/10/92)

(5/10/92)

(6/10/92)
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Issues:

Talk about his experiences with this particular students.

Conclusions:

If all African students are like Ed, I will admit more of them in my
program. He works hard. He loves his family.

Comments:

As African students, it is hard in our countries to receive education, but
America offer that opportunity to us. As a result, we take education very serious
when we come here.

Activity:

Talking with Chris Randall about the editor.

Issues:

In the morning Chris told me that Andrew Bay that would be willing to
proofread my document.

Decisions:

I called him immediately after talking with Chris

Conclusions:

He said he would be willing and I am schedule to send my first draft on
Monday to him. I think, I will be able to give him the first four chapters

Comments:

This is going to fulfill other standards and that is to have a professional
person look at your final draft.

Activity:

Getting feedback from Dave

Issues:

Apparently, Dave spend a lot of time on my draft of the first four
chapters. The paper was blue everywhere.

Conclusions:

He likes my paper. He is confident that I will finish on time. He wants
me to give him all my writings at least a day before we have to meet

Decisions:

I will have to give drafts my writing on Monday, that gives a whole
day to read before we meet on Tuesday afternoons.

Activity:

Interview an African family

Issues:

I wanted to know if there are any differences between a family and a
single African student. Or I should say, I wanted to know how they feel
about BYU. More important this family is non-Mormon. Also, I
wanted to check for the negative cases. Most of my questions were
trying to confirm my themes so far.

Conclusions:

African students who have attended other universities have not felt
difficulties because in other university there are used in seeing or hearing
students from other countries. Here at BYU foreigners stand out because
of the composition of the school.

Comments:

This is true. BYU community makes it obvious by asking to many
questions when they hear you talk with a different accent. "Oh, where
are you from, you have such a cool accent. "

Activity:

Interview with the same family

(8/10/92)

(8/10/92)

(9/10/92)

(9/10/92)
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Issues:

How they feel in a community that is predominantly Mormons?

Conclusions:

People respect their belief, even though, at first they try to convert them
into Mormonism. When they know how committed they were in their own our
religion, they respected their believes. They went on to say that, Mormons and
Moslems have some similar believes.

Decisions:

It would good to hear what are the single student experiences.

Comments:

I think it is hard to live here if you are not a Mormon. For me it would
be very difficult. I think a single student would have a different view.

Activity:

Interview with a couple about their finance

Issues:

We talk about finances because I still wanted to compare the financial
status of a single and married students.

Conclusions:

Families have difficulties, because there are a family they have learned to
manage their money. Also, they have no problems with BYU not
providing funds to Africans students. They don't agree with those
students who feels that BYU should give them money. In the visa it states the
financial status of every international students. So, if a student demand
money from BYU, that student is not being fair, concluded this family.

Activity:

An interview with an African female student

Issues:

Talk about her dating experiences as at BYU

Conclusions:

"If you are meant to marry an African women or male you find him or
her anywhere in the world. "

Comments:

She believes in a predestination. I don't know how far I can stretched
this believe of hers. There are only four females and over thirty males.
am sure all would like to marry an African. The chances are very slim at BYU.

Activity:

An interview with an African female student

Issues:

Asking her questions I have raised on my themes. I wanted to get
more confirmation from her.

Conclusions:

On our interview, I concluded that I am still finding confirmation about
the themes I have identified so far.

Decisions:

I still have to interview more students and do repeatedly interviews.
My questions right now will deal with themes. I want to know if my
themes can be confirmed.

Activity:

Talking with Dave

(12/10/92)

(9/10/92)

(10/10/92)

(10/10/92)
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Issues:

What to do with the questionnaire and how should I go about reporting
its findings

Conclusions:

Write a separate section on the analyses. He also added I should take the
themes to the a few of the students to read and confirm them to me.

Decision:

I need to collect the other questionnaire which are still out there. And by
the end of the week I need to have done most.

Activity:

Talking with Dave

Issues:

Getting feedback from the themes identified so far.

Conclusions:

I need to tell more stories. I must go back to my informants and get
more information. Next , I should give the themes to people for review
and confirmation. In addition, November 17 as my defense date.

Comments:

Everytime when I think I am done, there is a lot that need to be done.
But there is light at the end of the tunnel.

Activity:

Interviewing an undergraduate student from West Africa. (15/10/92)

Issues:

We were talking about his life. I was trying to do more probing
because I was going to this third interview of him in my portrayals section.

Conclusions:

He did not apply to BYU from Africa. This didn't assured him that
everything was going to be easy. He had to prove himself. The winning
of the competition helped him a lot. But it was much better than if he
applied from Africa.

Decisions:

His life would be a good one to add in the portrays section. His life is
slightly different from that of Thulani. This would make the reading
interesting and more informing about the diversity of Africa.

Activity:

Observation of a stranger when I was coming back the temple.
(16/10/92)

Issues:

I was coming from the Temple, when a stranger and said how does it feel
to colored and be a Mormon? I said it doesn't make no difference. I felt
like asking him how does it feel to white and be a Mormon.

Conclusions:

It is interesting that this guy still call Blacks colored, that shows he has not be
keeping up with the current news. It is such individuals that make life difficulty
for African students in mostly white populated area like Provo.

Activity:

Observation of Bassam at the movie

Issues:

We were at the varsity theater watching patriot games. I wanted to sit in the
front or in the middle of the theater but Bassam insisted that we sit at

(13/10/92)

(19/10/92)
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the back. In fact, we set in the last sit. I made not of this because even at church
he at the back.
Conclusions:

I did not think that was a good thing because Blacks are associated with
seating at back because there are scared or don't want to be seen. When I
asked him why sits at the back all the time. He said, "I just like it."

Activity:

Waiting for people to return the questionnaire and the portrayals of their
experiences.
(19/10/92)

Issues:

It is hard to work with people. Very difficulty to get their cooperation.
They take their time and forget that you need this information for your
study to progress.

Conclusions:

It was hard for me to make phone calls because I did not feeling like
rushing them. For example, there are two individuals I have talk with
at least three times concerning the questionnaire. But they have not
return them. Its makes life difficulty. Another guy, I gave his portrayal ten days
ago and he has not return it.

Decisions:

Tomorrow, if my questionnaire are not returned, I will just continue and
report that which have been given to me so far.

Activity:

Talk to Dave Williams about the status of the study.

Issues:

Dave wanted me to set a date with Russ as a committee. We both agreed
that next Tuesday before 11 AM or after 3 PM will better. Dave felt that setting a
date forces us to work a little harder to meet deadlines.

Conclusions:

Tomorrow I will need to call or go to Russ's office and tell him of when
our meeting should be.

Comments:

So far, I think the study is going good. Dave has helped me a lot with his
feedback and what steps I should take. If he was not there all
the way, I don't how I would have make it.

Activity:

Receiving more feedback and directions to my study from Dave
(20/10/92)

Issues:

What more can I do with my study to look professional and interesting to
my reader.

Conclusions:

Dave suggested that I add one more section dealing with an outsider's
view of African students. Like I have an interview of professor and
administrator, Dave thought that if I have a professor it would be nice.

Comments:

I was very hesitant to agree with him. My concern was that I may be
unable to find a student who will be open enough and not be bias. And
it is hard to find a stranger student who has had an African students as a
friend. But I still have time to think about this.

(19/10/92)
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Activity:

Interviewing an African student about his weekly schedule
(23/10/92)

Issue:

I wanted to presented two different versions of weekly of African students for
the reader to have a full picture of African students.

Conclusions:

I discovered difference between these two students. The male
was more concern with school. Social life was second to the list of
priorities. The female seem to be not sure which one of the two was
more important.

Decisions:

No decisions yet. I thought of interviewing a couple or just one of the
couples. At the sametime I don't want appear like I am desperate of
information. I think I will talk with Dave about this.

Activity:

A friend of mine was having problems with standards. (23/10/92)

Issues:

This individual felt that BYU was not being sensitive to her problem.
Racial and physical abuse were used on this individual but enough
justice was applied.

Conclusion:

I was listening to the case, I thought to myself BYU has not established
any standards concerning racial issues. For example, in the honor code
nothing is mentioned about this issue. So, other people can pass racial remarks
to other students and because there are no policies or protect ion against the
minority nothing will happened.

Comments:

BYU need to realize that the world is changing. Racial issues are a
reality. If a student feel that he or she has been attacked due to the color of their
skin, BYU must take this issue serious.

Activity:

Meeting with the my thesis committee members

Issues:

Dr. Osguthorpe wanted me to add more on cases of the students. He
didn't feel that two portrayals were enough.

Conclusions:

In order to give a full picture about African students, I need to give more
portrayals of African students. If I add at least four students that will give
the reader a full picture.

Decisions:

Before I were to leave the office, I suggested that I will find two additional cases
of African students. Two of them will be female and one will be a non-member.
Dave and Russ were both happy that I will write about females and non-member
of the LOS.

Comments:

This is has been a learning experience for me. When I turned this first
final copy, I thought nothing I will have to change. I guess, I will
continue to add until the final copy in December. Right now I am
prepared to that.

(27 /10/92)
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(28/10/92)

Activity:

Meet with Russ for additional feedback on the paper

Issues:

We talk about the things I need to add so far. We also talk about my
readiness. We agreed that the 18th or 19th will be day for my oral
defense.

Conclusions:

Write a separate section on the Blacks and the Priesthood. Add more on
recommendation based on the themes and other conclusions.

Decisions:

Dave suggested that I include the Blacks and Priesthood section inside
the social frustration theme. Add a section on the Faculty Center and
quote exactly.

Activity:

Second interview with a female non-LOS student

Issues:

How does it feel to be a non-LOS at BYU

Conclusions:

Sundays are dead. You miss your religious rituals.

Decisions:

I will use this case in my portrayals section.

Comments:

It is hard not to be a Mormon in this society. I wonder how non-LOS
students survive. As LOS students, we talk about missions, ward
activities and many activities we do at church and are a part of our life.
For an African student who is away from his or her home and religion
this is very hard.

(29 /10/92)
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